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ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF AMERICAN 
BUSINES$ EXECUTIVES FOR FOREIGN SERVICE 

CHAPTER I 

INTRO DIJCTION 

This Changing World 

e are lu a world of acceleratinE. chanße, which besan 

about the same time a the revol:tion of the English 

colonies in North America and was soon followed by the 

induBtrial revolution. Nith the indstr1al revolution 
carne the ae of the engireer and the long series of ad- 

vances in scientific industrialization beane The new 

technology and inventions changed the pace of life and 

shattered many age-old concepts. The raachine age had 

arrived and with it rapid communication and the develop- 

ment of huge highly mechanized industries. This develop- 

ment in turn contributed largely to the growth of the 

middle class, creating with it the need for more extensive 

education as well as training in special skills. 

The last fifty years have prodced a series of expio- 

sions, the explosion of population, the explosion of new 

developments in science, and most recently, the explosion 

of expectations. 

These developments have affected every phase of our 

life and have flooded mankind with such an accelerated 

accmulation of facts and techniques that ian can 
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possibly know and understand all of them. Drtn3 recent 

years the accmftated facts, techniqtes, and their applica- 

tior within a particular field have become so great that 

their maximum utilization demands the efforts or many 

specialists working as a team rather than as single men. 

Thus we have crown into a world of specialists cooperating 

with each other. The mechanic has become the mechanical 

engineer, the bookkeeper has becor.io the accountant, the 

skilled artisan has becoriie the scientist and so on through 

the long list of modern skills. 

i:ducation, or what was foraerly thought of as educa- 

tian in the old tradition, gradually, during the nineteenth 

century, marched down two paths, that of liberal education 

and that of specialized training. In part they marched 

together but all too often the education of the weil 

rounded man was superseded by the training of the individ- 

ual to make a living and perforrx the work of this new age. 

Thus we have and will continue to have the problem of de- 

ciding to what extent we should educate our young people 

in the liberal tradition and at what point that education 

should be broken off and our further efforts devoted to 

the training of the individual for the specific tasks in 

this mechanical age. 

There are many who feel that once the child has learn- 

ed to read, write, and do simple sims, the sooner he begins 
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to learn the details of his future work the better off he 

will be. These individuals ask, "How can a knowledge of 

art, literature, and history help Jim make more money?" 

The answer to this query might well be, "Is that all we 

want Jim to spend his life do1n? To what level do we hope 

Jim will rise? Just what does Jim hope to do during his 

lifetime?" 

The arguments pro and con have gone on for a lonß 

time. In previous centuries and indeed even now in many 

parts of the world our young man has been given the rudi- 

mente of education and then apprenticed to a master worker 

in the trade of hIs or his parents' choosing. All this 

envisioned a world of small units of production. As 

industry has grown so has the size and scope of these 

units so that today we find business divided into what we 

call little bus1nos big business. 

The Coming of Business 

The 19th Century entrepreneur concentrated his 

talents on production, not on management, finance, 

or even marketing. To increase production was 

his chief goal of his business lIfe...By 1890 

the United States was the largest manufacturing 
nation in the world. In less than fifty years, 

value added by manufacturing had increased seven- 

fold and manufacturing production eigtfo1d. 
Textile mills which were already humming in 
1360 were by 1900 operating one cotton spindle 
for every four people ir) the country. The 
modern steel Industry, almost non-existent in 

1860 produced in 1910 enough steel to fill 1,250 

miles of freight cars. (47, p. 241) 
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Dir1n; the 1880's competition became so reat that 

a brilliant lawyer, Sanriel C. T. i)odd, foru1ated the idea 

of a "trJßt" whoreby a company could arranco for the 

3tOekholders of various enterprIe3 to corvey their shares 

giri 
j5$$ to trtees receiving stock certificate8 In 

return. 3tockho1ders continued to receive divideids, 'oit 

they surrendered their ri3ht to vote, thus 5iving the 

trustees full control over all the enterprises. The trust 

device bocarno exceed1nly popular a a ¡nethod of ainin 

control over firis within the industry and soon trsts 

were formed in whiskey, euar, cordage, and other indus- 

tries. The public soon came to look pon truste as monop- 

oiles and political act.ion was taxen to control them. By 

then, Ingenious lawyers and promoters Iîvnted the !holdIn 

company." New Jersey was the first state (1838 and 1389) 

to legalize corporations to hold toc in other corpora- 

tions and in 1896 ew Jersey companies were granted the 

privi1ee of doing business anywhere. Other states passed 

similar laws this acceleratin the movement. (47, p. 243- 

244) 

According to yron . Natkins, a careful student 

of business concentration, no sIn1e plant of 
the early 1800's controlled as much as ten per 
cent of the output of a manufactured product. 
3y 1904 in contrast, 313 large combinations, 
with 5,230 individual plants controlled aboit 
four-fifths of the important industries. They 

controlled two-fifths of the manufacturing 
capital of the country and in many Industries 
were responsible for rore thai one-half of the 
total output. (47, p. 244) 



Between 1903 and órid ar I the rate of business 

consolidation declined, but it rea 

reached new heights in the 1920's. 

fell off during the depression but 

world ar II bt at a slower rate. 

firms continued to grow larger and 

serted itself and 

Its rate of increase 

again picked up after 

levertheiess the bi 

larger. (47, p. 258) 

By the middle of the 20th centur7 there wore 
sixty-seven billion-dollar finds (twenty-two 
industrial companies, seventeen banks, thirteen 
insurance companies, six railroads, five public 
utilities, three finance companies and one re- 
tail establishment). .o1Lpanies with assets 01 

over l0 million accounted for seventy per cent 
of manufacturers' sales, and companies with as- 
sets of l0O million or more accounted for fifty 
per cent. Between 1889 and 1947 the number of 
establishments increased by only twenty per cent; 
the number ol' empioyes by 300 per cert; but the 
net output by 1,600 per cent. (47, p. 259) 

According to a report of the Brookings Institute the 

nearly four million business firms in the United $tates in 

i94i varied in size from proprietorships that hired no 

employees to huge corporations hiring over 100,000 employ- 

ecs. They submit these figures: 

o. of erupioyees o.of firms 

0- 19 
20- 99 

loo - 499 
500- ;.:9 

over 1,000 

3,771, 100 
160,700 

r) (J 
G_) , 

3,300 

3,966,900 

Percentage 
of total 

95.1 
4.0 
0.7 
0.1 

100.0 

(48, p. 64) 



Dunn the saue year the figures detailing the distri- 

btion of business employment are equally reveai1u: 

umber of 
paid employees 
per_firm 

0- 19 
20- 99 

100 - 499 
500 - 999 

1,000 - 9,999 
10,000 or more 
Propri sto rs 

To tal 

Total number em- 
ployed by manu- 
fac turing plants 

1,107,000 
2, 307,000 
3,142,000 
1,371,000 
3,039,000 
4,873,000 
l72Q0 O 

16,011,000 

Total number 
employed by 
all industry 

8,445,000 
6,257,000 
5, 712,000 
2, 287,000 
5 1 67 , 000 
8, 232,000 
5334 ,0oo 

41, 784,000 

(48, p. 68) 

The trend continued and has been made the subject of 

several reports by Fortune jjaazine who once a year 2ub- 

lish a detailed Bumríary of the assets, sales, number of 

stockholders and emp1oyeei. of the 500 lar.est industrial 

corporations in the ninited states. But the trend is world 

''ide, so Fort also published figures pertaining to the 

one hundred largest companies outside of the United 3tates. 

The figures are most revealing for they indicate that in 

1956 the one hundred 1arpest companies abroad employed a 

total of 3,916,977 while the 500 largest American Indus- 

trial cor2orations employed a total of 3,793,347. (29, 

p. 18) 

In order to )resent a nartial nitre of iortne's 
findings the following is submitted. I'hese figures only 

list one in every fifty of the Mierican firms and one in 



TITE 500 LARGEST UNITED STATES INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS 

*(basis of sales for fiscal years ending not later than January 2, 1957) 

1956 COMPANY 

1 General Motors 

So Inland Steel 

100 Pullman 

150 Kaiser Industrie s 

200 Gruman Aircraft Engineering 

250 Rexall Drug 

300 Barium Steel 

350 Pepperell Manufacturing 

¿4.00 Wyandotte Chemicals 

¿4$O Mallory (P.R.) 

OO Consolidated Copperrnines 

Total for all SO0 corporations 

SALES ASSETS NET PROFITS NUMBER OF NUMBER 0F (000) ($000) (0O0) STOCKHOLDERS EMPLOYEES 

lO,796,LJ43 7,L0O,35l 8L7,396 629,000 599,2t.3 

727,152 617,713 52,299 26,600 28,7L3 

361.,395 215,662 12,652 31,329 l6,73L. 

266,376 25L,98L. ]4,97l 22,7L3 15,000 
197,505 83,122 7,703 9,733 12,600 

155,633 90,968 15,865 9,500 
119,537 66,OL7 7,010 11,5147 6,000 
98,733 53,122 2,283 6,LOO 9,300 
79,628 83,260 L1,986 l,46 L,to8 
68,356 l,837 3,O6 L,79l 5,285 

61,091 39,213 6,065 2,000 

l7L,305,60L 139,977,298 11,501,199 ll,l2O,9OL. 8,793,3L.7 

* Of the 500 companies listed, 19 had over 100,000 and 2L. had between 50,000 and 100,000 
stockholders. Thirty-six of these companies had 50,000 employees or more. 

Source: The Fortune Directory (supplement to Fortune), July 1957, p. 1-19 



THE loo LARGEST FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIONS *2 

RANK 
1956 

COMPAN! HADQUARTERS 
SALES 
(OOO) 

ASSETS 
(OOO) 

HET PROFIT 
(OOO) 

N1JER OF 
ENPLOYEES 

i Royal Dutch-Shell Britain-Holland 6,SOO,126 3,t96,L$L. O2,679 250,000 

lo Fried. Krupp Germany 7L.O,967 NA NA 39,826 

20 French Petroleum Co. France OO,O00*l NA NA NA 

30 Farbenfabriken Bayer Germany 380,008 13,181 L8,826 

¿4.0 Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds Hritain 35O,000l 352,800 26,600 26,600 
(1955) (1955) 

So si' Sweden 299,265 281,238 1),889 L3,l2L. 

60 Pechiney France 263,000"i NA NA NA 
(1955) 

70 General Electric Britain 238,000 2L6,8O6 7,7L.3 75,000 

So Broken Hill Australia 201,000*1 235,700 11i,800 30,075 

90 De Beers South Africa 175,000*1 350,000 52,100 NA 
(1955) (1955) 

100 Pochurn Union Stesiworks Germany 153,562 136,756 985 18,218 

Total for eli 100 corporations L3,969,31l 31,693,579 2,083,993 3,916,977 

*1 Fortune estimate *2 Includes companies in 15 countries as fol1ows 
Australia -Z Congo -1 3apan -1. 
Belgium -1 France -18 Luxemborg -1 
Britain -31 Germany 2l Sweden -Li. 

Britain-Holland -2 Holland 1 South Africa -1 
Canada -7 Italy Switzerland -2 

Of the 100 companies listed, five had over 100,000 employees and forty-five had over 

30,000 employees 

Source: The Fortune Directory (supplement to Fortune), July 1957, p.20-21 



ten of the foreign firms but they give sorne idea of the 

tremendous development of big business both here and 

abroad. 

\hile a few of these huge corporations are still con- 

trolled by a single man or family, such as DuPont or Ford, 

the vast majority are now owned by thousands of stockhold- 

ers, as even a casual look at the number of stockholders 

of each corporation will reveal. Thus we have come to the 

era of big business, big business management, and the busi- 

ness and industrial specialist. 

The Chance of Oontrol of Bi L3usiness 

Twentieth century dispersion of stock and its 
voting rights among many thousands or hundreds 
of thousands of stockholders in practice common- 
ly reduced its voting power almost to ceremonial 
status...But there always was the possibility 
that a stockholder or a group of stockholders 
or sorne insurgent committee could mobilize 
enough stockholders, aggregate enough of these 
vestigial rights, and emerge with power enough 
to upset rnanagement...Not once in a decade is the 
control of a minor giant thus realized. Manage- 
ments of major giants are, for practical purposes, 
impregnable. (5, p. 63) 

Adolf Borie has diagrammed the Division of Property 

and Power under the Corporate System, which we have repro- 

duced on the next page. 

At the apex is a board of directors which in law has 

the ultimate responsibility and power. "The business of 

the corporation shall be carried on by its board of 
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DIVISION OF PROPERTY AND POWER 

UNDER THE CORPORATE SYSTEM 

Passive, receptive 
function (benefi- 
cial ownership) 

stock 

3tockholders (hay- 
Ing ri1its to vote 
and rights to divi- 
dends and distribu- 
tion) 

Sto ckholders 
Increasin3ly, insti- 
tutional holders: 
pension trusts, 
mutual funds, insur- 
ance companies, re- 
tainin stock certi- 
ficates, and voting 
rights 

j 
Dividends and distri 
bution to benefic- 
iaries of pension 
trusts, participants 
in mutual funds, 
poli cyho iders 

Possessor 
Property 

I 
Active, creative 

j_ 
function (Manage- 

-e_1 nent) 
Corporat1onJ- 

Property 

-i 
Plants 

I 
and properties 

Directors 
(Policy and dod- 
sion-making. power 
choice of officers) 

o 
1 President, 
I Policy-making 
I Officers 

Employees and fun 
tions: buying, pro- 
duction and opera- 
tion, pricing, 
sales, research, 
et c. 

Source: Power without Property by Adolf A. Eerie, Jr. 
(5,-j;. 65) 
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directors" Is a doctrine found in the corporation law of 

Practically every state in the United States. The first 

function of a board of directors is to designate an exec- 

utive staff. In the Jnited States this is sually a 

president and beneath hirn as many vice presidents as there 

are divisible areas of enterprise activity. Each in turn 

has his assistant or division chiefs who again subdivide 

their work into managers and so on down through an organi- 

zation chart to foremen and workmen, or, as the efforts of 

the firm may dictate, a line and staff setup on the upper 

levels and a separate pyramid of authority under the line 

officers. (5, p. 66-67) 

Stockholder control in large enterprises does 
not ordinarily continue for any long space of 
time. '.ormally a generation is its span. The 

really great enterprises now are commonly not 
'stockholder controlled' though there are a few 
striking exceptions. The Ford totor Company 
is still dominated by the Ford family, which 
thoughtfully retained the voting control, though 
it donated the bulk of Ford shares to the Ford 
Foundation. The Du Pont de Nemours Company is 
still controlled by the Du Pont rani.ly, through 
a series of devices including among others a 
family corporation, Christiania Securities Corn- 

pany. The ellon family probably dominates the 
Aluminum Corporation of America. In trade, the 

Hartford family still controls the Great Atlantic 
& Pacific Tea Company--a giant in its field. 

'But these situations are exceptions among a couple 

of hundred authentic behemoths in American bust- 

ness. (5, p. 70-71) 

Once it was taken for granted that ownership of 
an industrial enterprise--the ownership of the 

capital assets or a substantial ihare of them-- 
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gave a man a decisivo voice in ita direction. 
3o it was with Ford, Carnegie, the elder 
ockefeller, Commodore Vanderbilt and John 

Jacob Astor. (33, p. 96) 

As the centiry advanced and corporations grew larger 

and larger, total or even controlling ownership declined 

rapidly and ownership passed to large groups of stock- 

holders who presently own but do not control the corpora- 

tion. (5, p. 70) 

Again as Dr. J. K. Gaibraith points out: 

Few large corporations are now run by their 
owners: those like Du Pont, where for many 
generations a talented family has had s dod- 
sive influence on the enterprise it owns, are 
becoming a rarity. Typically, the power now 
lies with professional managers. (33, p. 96) 

However, these managers are employees and are subject 

to the control of the board of directors chosen by the 

stocitholders. Even this, while true in detail is chang- 

ing in spirit in many firms. 

BLt they (the managers) select the board of 
directors which the stockholders then dutif1ly 
elect, and the board then solemnly selects the 
management that selected the board. In sorne 

cases--of which the Standard Oil Company of New 
Jersey, once dominated by the first Rockefeller, 
is one--the board consists exclusively of the 
management groi!p. (33, p. 96) 

Thus we have created the new management group, trained, 

able, intelligent, and politically more adept managers than 

the old owner-dominated or -run managements ever were; for 

"once in office it is only rarely that the owners of 

capital can dislodge them or even tell them what to do." 
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(:, . 96) 

Dr. albraith asserts that this is not necessarily a 

misfortune for the companies in question and points out, 

Some of the worst cases of corporate mismanage- 
ment in recent times have been those in which the 
owners of the capital have used their power to keep 
professionals out. In the thirties arid early 
forties the elder Henry Ford used his power as 
sole owner of the Ford Motor Company to remain in 
command. It is now freely acknowledged that the 
company suffered severely as a result. Following 
his death, the management was professiona].ized 
and much improved. The great merchandising 
house of 2iontgomery Uard provides a parallel 
example. Control and direction of a large corn- 

pany by a capitalist has become indeed a slight- 
ly risky affair. (33, p. 96) 

Ths management has become a profession more and more 

disassociated from the concept of ownership. The manage- 

ment in al;nost all large firms has itself' become plural 

rather than s1nular as individual firms are organized 

into divisions and manageaient functions spread over many 

specialists (sales, production, treasury, legal, etc.). 

(39, p. 105-106) 

A very large part of all manufacturing as well as 

many other types of economic activity in the TJnite states 

is now owned by corporations. Furthermore as countries 

abroad develop into modern industrial economics they too, 

like the United States and Europe (except Russia and her 

Satellites) create increasing, numbers of large corporations. 

Yhile the structure of these huge limited-liability corn- 

panies is not the same as that in the United $tates and 
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varies from country to co.ntry (i.e. cartels, etc.) each 

manageient tends to cultivate the same qualities and share 

with us their chanpinC character. "Some European cartels 

operate throuCh small rrianaging committees, composed of men 

trained from youth to work toether with smooth efficiency 

and without friction.t' (5, p. 67) The men who control 

manaeînent in these countries are the men with whom the 

executives of American firms abroad will have to cooperate, 

and/or compete wiih. This will be the enviroment .i__n 

which our businemen will have to operate in the years 

ahead. 

As business has grown in size, increasing emphasis is 

bein placed on organizational problems. The process of 

decision making has been diffused, greatly Increasing the 

need for coordination and planning within the enterprise. 

All this calls for the development of well rounded young 

men whose preparation for ]iÍ'e has first., envisioned the 

education of the man. Once the basic education of the 

has been completed, the business organizations can and do 

train the individual in the details of the work called for 

in the doing of an effective job for his company. This 

is accomplished by company-ron trs.inee programs and pro- 

gressive promotions plus forther training. (38, p. 15) 

In the complex and ever-changing world in which we 

live the future business executive will be called upon to 
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be a prophet, doer, conciliator, and politician, running 

a business as best he can, at a profit and keeping up good 

relations in the community in which he lives and operates. 

Gordon and howell in their study of the qualifications 
that the future business executive should possess have 

observed: 

In any event the task (of management) calls for 
men of broad knowledge and sensitive perception, 
with a well-developed philosophy and set of 
ethical values, and with the ungrudging willing- 
ness to accept the responsibilities associated 
with the possession of power. (38, p. 16) 

Add to this precept the problems confronting the same 

executive when stationed abroad. He must learn to Lit into 

a clturu foreign to him to which he and his family must 

become adjusted. He finds it necessary to speak and 

thorou,hly understand the 1ac, customs, and language of 

his new home and at the same time compete with his equals 

in that country and nationals 0±' other countries living 
there. There was a time when this man could not even hope 

to be an oxecutivo unless his family or fa-iily Lrsnd 

owned the husliess firi in ithich he 1,ms employed, but this 

too has changed, for as Gordon and Howell point out: 

1.th the separation of ownership and management 
in the large firm, business leadership has been 
largely taken over by salaried executives, cap- 
ital or family connection is no longer necessary 
for a top position in business. For success ifl 

large scale business, a college degree has be- 
come more important than great wealth, and easier 
to obtain. (38, p. 13) 
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There is ro doubt that a 300d executive must possess 

many qualities, some inhercnt in the individual, some 

acquired. As Dr. Harlan Cleveland (of syracuse University, 

bt crrent1y, 1961, under 1ecretary of tate) ir] his study 

o f "o vereamanshi p" has con eluded: 

he indispensable X,' the secret of sue- 
cese for an American worki:r abroad is a keen 
sense of the institutional environnent, a special 
ingenuity, when lt comes to creatinG and working 
rlth oranizatlons of human bein$s, in the broad- 
est sense of the word a 'sense of politics.' 
(12, p. 2) 

fhis appilea not oiy to businessmen but to the thou- 

sands of Americans stationed abroad in the upper echelons 

of ths United Ltates Government forei service. Thus 

each of the unofficial arithacsadcrs for the United States 

must not only be capable but, additionally, tolerant, 

underctaridin, and with a keen social cense. 

how do your young rien compare with the men from other 

countriec 110w does their preparation compare with the 

education of YOUfl6 men sdcated in L'Lrope? In Chapter II 

these questions will be explored and subsequent chapters 

will round out the host of problems ccfrontln the 

American businessman and his family abroad. 
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CHAPTER II 

AU EXAMINATION 0F THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS 
OF EDUCATION, THEIR APPROACH, AREA, AND EMPHASIS 

It has been said that universities mirror the sou]. of 

a people and that people differ from countr,r to country. 

Yet before the Reformation the uiversit1es in all of 

Europe were very much alike, a com::on lanuac--Latin-- 

was spoken. The church controlled both education and to 

a great extent the kins and nobles, and all edcation 

from childhood upwards. 

In the wake of the Renaissance there was a tremendous 

stirring of the peoples of Europe. The Reformation re- 

suited for Northern Eirope and England, a breakin away 

from the control of the church and its rigid domination of 

all education. In consequence Europe was split two ways: 

(1) those who broke away and subsequently developed various 

systems of education and educational philosophies, and 

(2) those who remained within the fold and whose education- 

al systems and philosophy were to a very large extent 

under the domination of the various orders of the church 

for, at least, the next two centuries or longer. 

Out of this break and affected by their own internal 

problems, history, and individual philosophies developed 

a number of systems and theories of education. These 

systems as developed in Europe were carried over into the 
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New World--Latin America being, until recently, guided by 

the church, and English-speaking America (except French 

Quebec) being guided by the exaniple and teaching of the 

Protestant Reformation--subsequently influenced by the 

French Enlightenment and the example of the German univers- 

ities. 

Thus, rather clearly marked differences developed 

and each country developed its system or systems to where 

they are today. Which system is best for all peoples? 

:ho knows? We might say the German system is the best for 

the Germans and the French system for the French; each 

answers to the particular needs and temperament of their 

people. 

What can we learn from each other end indeed what do 

we mean when we speak of education? Webster defines it as 

tthe process of training, and developing the knowledge, 

skill, mind, character, etc., especially by formal school- 

ing, teaching, and training." 

Admiral H. G. Rickover asks, 

''that do we conceive education to be, and how 
does the educated person differ from the unedu- 
cated?' He answers his question by saying, By 
'uneducated' persons I mean those who have not 
obtained what in western civilization is termed 
'education.' Education is but one of two pro- 
cesses by which children are guided into adult- 
hood, the other training...Education is 

directed towards the enlargement of the individ- 
ual's comprehension of the world, by giving him 
the knowledge and the Lrnontal capacity to understand 
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what lies beyond hie personal experience and 
observation.. .Traj.ning.. .develops vocational 
skills which qualify one to earn a living by 
doing a specific type of routine work. (73, 

2. 19, 54) 

3ince the sixteenth century the unique systems of the 

countries whose educational 

have developed from a level 

to a number of systems that 

happened during these years 

different a path? 

The answer is bound up 

systems we are to investi7;.ate 

that was more or less uniform 

are far from uniform. hat 

and why did each travel so 

in the history, the trials 

and tribulations of each country, their own peculiar genius, 

and how they solved or tried to solve their proble:ns to- 

gether with their national attitude toward regimentation 

versus individual judgment. 

The countries of Europe involved in our survey include 

the leaders in the field of international trade, England, 

Germany, The :Ietherlands, and France. They in turn 

affected education in the United 3tates and Canada which 

we shall also study. 

ot to be omitted is our great competitor in the Far 

East, Japan, and lastly, our great area of future develop- 

ment--Latin America. 

These countries will then form the major area of our 

survey, with only casual reference to the rest of the world. 

One by one their radua1 evolution during the past 



few centuries will be followed in an attempt to determine 

how each one crew into what it is today. 

Germany 

Germany is a nation located in the middle of Europe, 

and without frontiers. $he has been crossed and recross- 

ed by invading, arnaies and has, in tirn, overrun others. 

As a matter of fact, until 1871, she was for many ceii- 

tunes badly divided, althou5h from 800 to 1806 she was 

more or less politically united under the Holy Roman 

Empire of the German nation. The power of the Eloly Roman 

Empire of Germany declined rapidly after 1250 and there- 

after the territorial princes won steadily increasing 

power. The eighteenth century saw the growth of Branden- 

burg-Prussia to a great Dower. Despite defeat by íapoleon 

in 1806, Prussia continued to progress and by 1371 the 

various political uuits of Germany got together and formed 

what, until 1918, was the German Empire. 

Her troubles down throuh the centuries might have 

completely defeated a nation of weaker peoples, but the 

German3, after each set back, seem to be deternined to 

strive uore than ever to reach for new heights. Adver- 

sity seems only to strengthen their inventiveness and 

determination. "In 1343, the first German university 

was founded in Prague, followed in 1386 by that in 
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Heidelberg. In 1450, the art of printing was invented by 

Johann tiutenberg." (3, p. 237) The universities of that 

day were controlled by the church who also controlled the 

intellectual life of that period. The invention of the 

printing press resulted in an enormous expansion of books 

available and greatly aided the surge of intellectual an 

educational developments which were to come in the follow- 

ing centuries. 

E.ducation in those days was extrel;Loly limited, aid 

for the most part, under the domination of the church. 

3ince then, Germany has come a long waj, but in so doing, 

seems to have missed a few very essential values. 

Geays historical development was one of 
conflict between force and freedom in all 
aspects of life, from professional to educa- 
tional. Ari elite which believed in a blood 
and iron policy has been in control of the 
Reich as a modern power (1871) with only a 

brief interlude--that of the weimar Republic. 
Germany has had a marked class system against 
which liberals and a great middle class 
struggled without noteworthy result...The Ger- 
mans have been continuously faced with a con- 

flict between value systems resting upon force 
and upon freedom. (60, p. 299-301) 

Yet, German educational pioneers, so ofte.n unrecog- 

nized at home, have had a dynamic influence upon the gen- 

eral progress of world education during the last few 

centuries Thes e determi ned, hard-working, brilliant, 
yet unhappy people have moved far since the beginning of 

the sixteenth century. 
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At the beE'i.nning of the sixteenth century, Germany 

was divided into more than one hundred dukedoms, princi-. 

palltien, and electoral states, each aserti more or 

less independence and self-determination within the liii1ts 

of imperial sovere1çnty. Scattered among theRe hereditary 

holdlngc were over one hundred free irnperal cities, who 

ea1ously uardcd their rights and exerted a strong in- 

fluenco in all political and econoniic affairs. Phee 

raany small and 1ar,e politica]. units rovided the numer- 

ous kings, princes, feudal barons, and gentry of those 

days. They wore either educated by the church for the 

chroh, or their sono received a special trainin to pre- 

pare them for kn1,ththood. (20, p. 69) 

During the seventeenth century, the German princes 

established knightly academies (Ritteracademein) in which 

to train their boys. It was in those institutions that 

the nobility of that clay were trained for their future 

station la life and for the responsibilities falling to 

their claris. The ob)ectives of these 1nstitutons were 

to train their sono in courtly roanners, to prepare them 

for 'nilitary service, and/or for statecraft and ad'iminis- 

trative duties. 

This type of training continued until the develop- 

ment of the modern gymnasii'n, yet its spirit persists 

to this day in the private schools for the upper class. 



3elow the noble3 and sentry, and ometirnes as part of 

the sentry, was the 'iearect approach to a idd1e class: 

the mon in commerce and the artisans. 
The artisan was ftrst aprerticed to a 'naster, 

in whose house he resided to learn everything 
L1ecenary for his statio: arc3 ca].1Lii. He then 
became a journeyman and finally a master crafts- 
man. (20, p. 6?) 

At the botto:n of the secular groups came the peasant-- 

poor, oppressed and ignorant. In those days there were no 

factories so that the peasants and begpars constituted, 

for the most part, the masses who were frequently taken 

advantage of by every one above them. 

I3't over them all, perrnoting all of the economy, was 

the ?.ornan Catholic Church. The church, with its center 

tri Rome was powerful and well oranizcd. In fact, its 
organizat1o: was the best in E:rope and in peneral was 

divided into three parts, the pote, the prncos of the 

church, and the c1ory, the moïasteries, convents , and 

administrators of the large property holdings, as well as 

the educational system which included all levels of edu- 

cation and all the then knom ropean iiversitiss. The 

civilization of those days could ths be called a feudal 

and clerIcal civilization. 
:l1 the universities in all of were in 
a single clerical system; one speech (Latin) 
prevailed and a sinCle method of trai:iin was 

followed in Oxford and Paris and Pragtie. In 

educatioì as in other spheres, the church was 
international society. (60, p. 595) 
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In addition to the many independent political units 

in Germany, there were a iar5o number of ecclesiastical 

states existin6 alongside the domains of the secular 

princes. 

At the time of the Reformation, more than one 
fourth of the total aroa of eriaany had come 

under the temporal sovereig2ity of the church... 

As a consequence of the distribution of power, 
throughout the continent successive popes, car- 

dinals, eiiìperors, electoral princes, cedes- 
lastical princes, and the various orders of 

lesser nobility enaed in interrinable in- 
trigues, alliances, rivalries, and armed con- 

fijct in which each struß8led to wrest great- 
er power, wealth, and territory for himself... 
These political developments paved the way l'or 

the Great Northern revolt. The church of Rome 

had come to be looked upon not. only as tyran- 

nical but what is worse, in the eyes of the 

people, a foreign power. (2o, 42) 

Gradually, throughout the centtries, wealth had been 

accumulated into the control of the churches, the nu!ner- 

ous monasteri es, and o tuer ecclesiastical rouiìdai.ions 

until lt is eimateu that two thirds of the entire wealth 

of ermany had passed into the iìaAds of these ecci.esias- 

bical institutions. 3imilar conditions prevailed else- 

where, particularly in Northern iurope. let, little could 

be done Iii the Ïarer countries as the church dominated 

the rulers. In Germany, however, there were many rulers 

and not all of them were well disposed toward the church. 

From time to time churchmen departed from the strict dis- 

cipline or the church. 

One such group, althouì remaining within the church, 
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stood on the verge of heresy, assert1n that the scriptures 

were the sole authority in matters of faith. These raen 

were a semi-monastic group founded during the fourteenth 

centLiry on the banks of the Rhine by Gerald Groote. They 

were known as the Brethern of the Common Life and did 

much to shape the education of Gernany and The ether1ands 

at that time and in the years to come. They introduced 

the humanistic movement into Northern Europe and fostered 

the use of the vernacular tongue in each country. They 

were also quick to take advantage of the newly invented 

printing press. (20, p. 43-45) 

I'lany abuses had crept into the church and by the be- 

ginning of the sixteenth century the people of Germany 

were in the mood to accept a change. Various reformers 

in Europe had preached such a move but it was i1artin 

Luther who, in 1521, started the movement now known as 

the Reformation. 

Luther's denunciation of the teachings of the univer- 

sities had the immediate effect of nearly wrecking the 

universities. Erasmas declared that where Lutherism 

flourished, learning decayed, yet, like all periods of 

transition, the gap in education was soon filled by new 

men with new ideas. 

The overthrow of the Roman Church eliminated many 

jobs. Rany parents lost the incentive to educate their 



children and thus Luther preached that reform of the schools 

was ari essential factor. He had difficulty in finding 

pastors for the new Protestant chrches and spent a great 

deal of time and effort on the reoran1zation of the German 

school system, making his first survey in 1527. 11e was 

frequently not consistent, but he attracted to him many 

able men, one of whom, Philip »Ielanchthon, did much to re- 

establish the old universities and found new ones. 

Luther translated the Bible into high German, thus, 

fixing. high German as the language of the people. His 

most significant innovation, however, was the placing of 

both school and church under the immediate gardianship 

of the state and in holding civil authorities responsible 

for their establishment and support. He advocated the 

education of the whole people without regard to class or 

special life work. In his book, Freedom of a ChrIstian 

jan, he gave expression to the growinr, sense of individual 

independence and juegment which was developing rapidly. 

He denounced as a sin the growing neglect of the study of 

languages and wanted everyone to learn to read that he 

might read the Bible--which by now was printed in German. 

(20, p. 99) 

However, the truly great educator of that day was 

Phili' Melanchthon (1497-1560), whose fame rests on the 

five outstanding contributions made to the reconstruction 
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of' education on a Protestant foundation: 

1. His plan for the establishment of a school system 

by civil authorities. 

2. His advice on school orßanization. 

3. His excellent and clearly written textbooks 

(1513-1525). 

4. His influence on higher education. He helped 

organize many schools throuZhout Germany and 

the Protestant universities of Germany were 

all more or less transformed by his work. 

5. His influence on the scholarship of the day. 

He created the basis out of which crew German 

philosophy, science, literature, and cultures 

in the soil of Protestantisru. He was the rank- 

ing scholar of that porlod in Germany and was 

an intimate associate of artin Luther. On 

the continent he ranked second only to Erasmus. 

(20, p. 100-104.) 

A few years later, John Sturm became the organizing 

en1us of humanism in northern Europe. 

Of all the educators of his time, he visualized most 
clearly the precise aim of classical instruction, 
firmly grasped its methods an . d curriculum, and under- 
stood the form of organization which save promise 
of achievin7, the results desired by the new ase... 
More than any other of the educational reformers, 
he, (Sturm) established the standard for the new 
classical Gymnasium for Protestants, just as the 
Jesuits did for the Catholics. (20, p. 107-108) 
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In 1537 Sturm made a survey of the three Latin schools 

of trasbir and recommended that they be united. Ho then 

set up carefully graded instruction similar to the change 

iade many years later in the t1nited States when the un- 

raded schools became radod. 

In the schools he set :p, boys entered in their sixth 

year. Each class had an objective and the work to be 

accomplished during the year wa set dom with the detail 

of a modern course of study. Similarly, the instructional 

riethods an1 devices to be followed were definitely formu- 

lated for each teacher In the institution. 

In 1565 Sturm set forth the details of Instruction 

written for the guidance of teachers. The school was 

divided into ten classes and the work of each class ex- 

aetly spelled out. On the basis of 2Podern-ciay standards 

the curriculum was limited, as it only covered German, 

Latin, and Greek literature and language, religion, and 

lo&ic. He aIried at having the st'dent acquire a pure 

Ciceronian eloquence and attention was never focused 

on what was said, but on how it was said. Thus, besan 

the German Gymnasium and one of the first great steps 

toward modern edcation. (20, p. 111) 

At the beginning of the Reformation the (erman 

universities invariably included fotr faculties: theol- 

ozy, law, medicine, and philosophy. Naturally, the 



immediate effect of the feformation was to alter greatly 

the teaching of theology. Canon law and ecclesiastical 

courts were abandoned, thus almost eliminating the teach- 

ing of law as formerly known and replacing the old laws 

by civil jurisprudence. However, there was an increasing, 

interest in philosophy and the row1ng. field oÍ' science. 

Yet, down to the close of the sixteenth century, 

elementary schools were, for the most art, confined to 

the cities and larger towns. Education was narrow and 

there continued to be much intolerance, one evil having 

been replaced by another. 

During the seventeenth century educatioal facilities 

spread and by the eighteenth century great advances had 

been made in both the quality and quantity of edncation 

available to both the rich and the poor. The curriculwì 

had broadened in the Latin schools and many regular Ger- 

man schools to include, in addition to the hwnanities, 

courses in mathematics, history, geography, physics, 

botany, anatomy, painting, music, and subjects subse- 

quently taught in trade schools. 

F'rederick illiam I, King of Prussia (1740-86) found- 

ed the Prussian elementary school system based on the 

principles of August Herman Francke. Francke, besides 

being the leading educator of that day, also set up courtly 

schools for the sons of nobles and even influeiced some 
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phases of education in the early American colonies to 

which there had been German imniiration. 

After the death of relanchthon, there 'rere relative- 

ly few chances in iniversity education until the latter 

part of the seventeenth century. The pietistic movement 

on the one hand, and the realistic-ratIonalistic movement 
on the other led to the establishment in 1694 of the Uni- 

versity of Halle by the Elector Frederick ol' !3ralldenburß. 

This school ray justl.y claim to be the 11rst modern uni- 

versity. (20, p. 343) 

Here, insofar as the German universities were con- 

cerned, the new roli5iow3 spirit, combined with the desire 

for free Inquiry, put an end to formalism, tradittona1im, 

and subservience to authority. 

3upported by Liebnitz...the new institutions, 
boldly aes.tled the nethods, aims, and materials 
of university instruction. The first far roach- 
ing IflOVtiOfl was the use of the Genan language-- 
They broke away from old educational authority 
and prono ncd the new point of view that the 
task of the teacher was to seek out the truth 
throah his own investigation and to lead his 
students to do the same. Independent thout is 
the riht and duty of every member of the univer- 
sity...said Professor Grundlin in 1711 - 'to 

lead to wisdom, i.e., to the ability to distinru1sh 
the true from the false; but this is impossible, 
if any limits are placed upon research.' (20, 

p. 344-347) 

Thug, beçan the modern concept of a true university 

jrofessor. The professors at Halle Lfniversity also be- 

lieveci in the utmost freedom in research and teaching. 
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The use of German gradually became conon throughout the 

entire educational syste:i. 

In 1747 Johann Julius Henker opened his first per- 

manent school of realistic stdies. The curriculum, in 

addition to Latin, included arithmetic, eoìnetr:r, mechanics, 

architecture, drawing, and a knowledge of nature. Many 

practical courses were included such a manufacturing, 

agriculture, bookkeeping, and mining. 

in 1763, Frederick the c-reat directed Ilecker to pre- 

pare the general school regulations of 1763. Th12 law 

established the elementary school systen of PrussIa on a 

new and permanent basis upon which later Volkschule ie- 
islation was built. (20, p. 513-515) 

Throughout the eihteenth eent.ury three major in- 

fluences affected the evolution of German education. 

These were: (1) ieti'm and the pietistic schools of 

Francke, (2) the doctrines of the French Enlightenment 

and of Physiocracy, and (3) the new humanism. Pietism, 

in the main, only affected elementary education. The 

French n1ightemaent was confined to the upper classes 

while the hew hurnanisn affetod the reorganization of 

secondary and university education. (20, p. 581) 

Thi s century saw the further development of o ilture 

and intellectualism in ermany, ye politically, during 

the first hail' of this century, Germany was divided into 
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sorne 360 separate principalities and free cities of which 

Prussia was the largest and strongest. Frederick I of 

Prussia (in 1717) pushed through the school law, making 

education compulsory in Prussia. It was not, however, too 

effective because of the indifference of nobility, dis- 

trust of the masses, lack of trained teachers, and polit- 

leal difficulties. 

]nder Frederick II the Great, Prussia became a great 

power. Frederick the Great believed in education and 

instituted many reforms but always as an autocrat and 

never as a concession to popular unrest. He believed lt 

was easier to rule an enlightened, trained, and indus- 

trious people than an ignorant and incapable nation of 

serfs. He selected Hecker to promote the Realschule move- 

ment and the training of teachers in Germany. In the 1740's 

he opened, in connection with the church, the first semi- 

nary in Germany for the training of schoolmasters for 

elementary schools. This was followed by the opening of 

many normal schools. The growing ascendency of the state 

over the church came to a head in the famous school law 

of 1787. This law placed the schools of Prussia under 

the supreme school board (Oberechulkollegium) and marked 

the beginning of a new cycle in the organization of state 

education in Germany. 



In the new organization three types of schools 
were recognized: rural, town, and higher gym- 
nasiums...The next big step in the standard- 
ization process was the introduction of the 
school-leaving-examination (Ariturienten Prufung) 
for students who completed the classical gyrnna- 
slum course. All students who passed this diffi- 
cult test were admitted without further qualifica- 
tion to the universities. (20, p. 590-591) 

The last quarter of the eighteenth century saw the 

beginning of the end of the old order and the commencement 

of the new. ien everywhere were restless and questioned 

the validity of long accepted ideas. The writings of 

Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1773), the famous French 

philosopher, writer, and social theorist aroused wide 

interest in Germany. The rise of the new bourgeosisie 

in France and the French Revolution stimulated the 

thoughts of restless men in many countries. The revolt 

of the English colonies and the formation of the Jnited 

States, coincided with the changes in German secondary 

education. 

Perhaps the most important events in the last quarter 

of the eighteenth century, not heralded as intellectual 

but certainly dividing the past from the present, were 

the invention of the steam engine by James V)att, the power 

loom by Edward Cartwright, and the spinning jenny by 

James Hargreaves. These inventions marked the beginning 

of the industrial revolution and the age of the engineer. 

The development of mechanized industry demanded an educated 
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gro.p to run these new machines. .ore and more inventions 

followed. ï4ore and snore skills were needed, and in con- 

sequence, in those countries where industry developed, 

the need for more ed;icatlon for all developed as these 

countries became more and more highly industrialized. 

Peasants became mill workers and foremen. They filled 

the many new sobs created by the development of an indus- 

trial civilization, and illiteracy declined. 

The nineteenth century thus became the formative 

Period in education and elementary education spread to 

all of the lower classes in Germany. 

tate regulation and centralization of all 
schools was definitely reaffirmed in the general 
state law of 1794...13y the acts of 1787 and 1794 
Prussia effected the transition from the church- 
stte_schoo1 of the Reformation period to the pub- 
lic school of the nineteenth century. Teachers 

e 

Thus, German edication entered into its modern con- 

ce pt. 

It was during the early part of the nineteenth century 

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827), a Swiss educator, 

developed the concept of respecting the individuality of 

each child, of trying to determine the capacity of each 

and radual1y bii1ding up each child's individual mental 

powers by beinnin8 with the concrete and proceeding to 

the abstract. Discipline based on persuasion, not force, 



except in extreme cases, supplanted the for5ner cruel 

practices. He was a kindly and reliious man and looked 

upon the study of education as a science. :any countries 

adopted his object-lesson method of teach1n and in Prussia 

Pestalozzian methods were adopted after 1808. (20, p. 619- 

670) 

In 1806, Prussia was defeated by Napoleon after which 

the famous German philosopher Fichte declared that the 

only hope of salvation for the German people lay in the 

adoption of esta1ozzjan system of education. As a result, 

the Prusslans became a nation of schoolmasters and pipils. 

üthin three decades the Prussians became models 
for the entire world. All elementary schools 
were public and free. Illiteracy disappeared. 
3chool attcndancc was required of all children 
from 6 to 14 years of ase. ithe teachers, who 
were almost al]. men, were selected and trained 
with great care. Methods were humane and adapted 
to the cultivation of practical intelligence. 
The system was directed more and more to the 
instilling of national ideals. (20, p. 680) 

During the early part of the nineteenth century 

secondary instruction was confined chiefly to the gymnas- 

lume which were classical in type. The country was, for 

the most part, agricultural and it was not 'until the 

latter part of the century that Germany became an indua- 

trial nation. 

thi1e their educational system was the most efficient 

in the world, it was of the two-track type: lower educa- 

tion for the masses, higher education for the few--the 
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elite. Many Americans came to study and were mueh im- 

pressed by the ability of the German orofessors, who 

sought only to teach, not to help forni the character of 
their students. That was felt to be the job of the home. 

The earlier leaders, such as Von Huubot and Von Jiarmack, 

fout for freedom of toachinß and learni and against 
the trend of power and force. On tile other hand, there 
appeared Fichte's plan for a university: 

The intellectual and political unity of the 
nation requires but a single university for the 
education of its elite--the natiral state must 
secure its survival by any means and is not 
bound by comisan laws and treaties. In two world 
wars and the intervening depression, the idea 
of force won repeatedly in its battles with the 
idea of freedom. The tragedy of the decline and fall of German education and learning occurred. 
(60, p. 303) 

Grman universities failed to keep burning the beacon 

of freedom and right. Lducation was simply not interested 
in the responsibilities of citizenship. Horace sann ob- 

served that the German system of education did not fit the 
individual for responsibility. 

1ann's searchinganalysis was an accurate survey 
of the short life of liberal trends in German 
education. The Prussian king ordered a shift 
back to religious and aristocratic control of 
education aimed at achieving discipline and 
military obedience. (60, p. 307) 

From then on the Germans increasingly worshipped at 
the shrine of efficiency, order, obedience, practical 
preparation, and national destiny. The two-track system 
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of education turned out masses of efficient, ekiliful 

laborers, clerks, and technicians who were disciplined and 

obedient to command; and at the same time, an elite minor- 

ity conscious 01' its right and competency to lead and 

command. The university student had to specialize and 

contribute something to the overall fnd of knowledge and 

to give up his general interest in humanity. The result 

was the formation of a harder and harder individual. 

The universities became efficient research and 
teaching machines with expanding laboratories 
and seminars for graduate study. Education 
became highly centralized with a chain of 
command like that of an army. 'Germans were 
organized by their educational pattern into a 
patriotic mass accustomed to command by an 
aristocratic elite.' (60, p. 308-309) 

The formation of the Empire in 1870-1871 brought the 

various German states into one, and only served to tuten- 

sify and consolidate the trend. 

Until World Tar I "Gorman education remained a two- 

track system, controlled from the top by an aristocracy 

composed of the nobility, the army officers, the Prot- 

estant and Catholic churches, and big business." (60, 

p. 309) 

ieverthe1ess, according to Dr. Flexner, 

Germany has, in theory and practice, come near- 

est to giving higher education its due position 
...e have, in America, heedlessly and recklessly 
jumbled together in secondary schools, colleges 
or universities, all sorts of persons, all sorts 



of activities, all sorte of subjects. Exceptions, 
brilliant and solid, may be noted, but they cari 

also he counted...Iri Germany, as in other coun- 
tries, the university level depoide on the level 
01' secondary education. Before 1941, secondary 
education ii Germany was practically covered by 
three ymnasiaJ. types; the unIversities 1new 
precisely what they were dea1In with in respect 
to the traininb and equipment of the inconin 
student. (28, p. 305-306) 

Great freedom and latitude Is allowed the university 

student. It is not considered the business of the univer- 

city to introduce the student to all future and pos3ible 

details but to train him In fundamentals so that he can 

later solve his own problems. iii cultural and enera1 

education is provided for before he reaches the univer- 

sity. There he studies Independently, after inatrteilatinß 

at a RIven school. From then on, he :nay attend several 

;niversitles (and most Germans do) so that he may have the 

benefit of the best teachers In his subject. German teach- 

ers cive quizzes only to help the student but do no Gradins 

nor do they cive grades. After a student matriculates, 

he is assigned a major professor who has an assistant. 

hen the student thinks he is ready for his doctorate, 

he advises the two professors who were originally assigned 

to him and they go over his entire preparation. If they 

think he is ready, he then takes a series of examinations, 

both written and oral, covering all the subjects required 

for the degree. The examining committee is made up of 
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four f11 Prof'ssors of the university at which the sti- 

dent iatr1cu1ated. He ìnis also sXbmit a d1sertat1ori ori 

a subject in ht major field. If, after caref1]. review, 

lt is foncì acceptable, the student is then awarded his 

doctorate. At the present time there is no state inter- 

ference. In contrast to En1and and the United tates, 

Gernan .in1versities o not have doriltories. Recently, 

however, this has chanced and sorno universities are now 

bilidi dormitories. 

There have been many chanes dring the past ninety 

years. DrinE. the ninety years between the unifleation 

of Germany in 1871 to 1961, the erman people have lived 

for 47 years with an imperial form of overnment, fifteen 

in a repbuic, twelve in a totalitarian state ad bixteen 

in a econd republic. ie ierman Federal Republic i now 

sixteei years of ago. Chances have been violent and 

drastic and each political chance has been í'ollowod by 

an educational change. The Bonn Constittion, entitled 

the Basic i,aw for the Federal Republic of Cermany states 

in Article twenty that (1) The Federal Re2ublic of Jerrany 

is a democratic and social state, (2) All state authority 

emanates from the people. Freedom of speech and freedom 

of the press aro iaranteod, also, none may be prejudiced 

or privileged because of his sex, descent, race, ianuago, 

homeland and origin, faith, or his religious and 
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political opinions. 

Article seven, which relates to education, states In 

part that: 

1. The entire edicational system shall be :r]der 

the supervision of the state. 

2. Those entitled to bring o children shall have 

the right to decide whether they shall receive 

religious Instructîon. 

3. Religious Instruction shall form a part of the 

curriculum In the state schools with the excep- 

tion of the non-confessional schools. Religio.is 

InstrctIon shall, witho.t prejudice to the 

states right of supervision, be given according 

to the principles of the religious societies. 

No teacher may be obligated, against his will, 

to give religious instruction. 

4. The right to establish private schools shall be 

guaranteed. 

5. Preparatory schools are abolished. (48, p. 3-4) 

All this tended to depart from the traditional two- 

track system and has met with considerable resistance in 

Germany . Actually, 

About ninety per cent of all children continue 
until the age of fourteen In the second half, 
or senior section of the elementary school. 
Then they enter into apprenticeship and 
attend a part time vocational school (Fach- 
schule) before taking jobs in the various 
trades and/or commerce. (60, p. 320) 
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The pupils from the lower middle class, at the a,e of 

ten, enter the six-year intermediate school (iiittleschle) 
which prepares thera for lower civil-service positions, 

industry, trade, and cornnerce. The most brilliant may 

continue studying and go much higher as a number of state 

scholarships are now available. 

The .pper middle class and the upper class attend 

one of the two basic secondary schools of aermany--the 

gymnasium and the oberechule. Vthen they obtain their 

maturity certificate (abitur) they may enter the univer- 

sity. There are, however, many technical and other schools 

of higher learning in addition to the universities. 
There are eighteen universities in the Federal Repub- 

lic of G-ermany. iany of them have numerous institutes, 
seminars, and clinics. The International Handbook of 

Universities for the academic year of 1957 gives consid- 

erable information concerning higher education from which 

the following statistics are ta1en: 

Nimber of classical universities 18 

.umber of technical universities 8 

urnber of (Hochschule) special 

higher schools or colleges 12 

All eighteen of these universities, and the eight 

technical universities, confer a doctor's degree in Polit- 

ical Science. A number of universities and technical 



schools grant diplomas for work completed in the field 

of commerce as follows: 

Mame of course 

Economist 
Business Management 
Business Manager 
Business Administration 
Industrial Economist 
Industrial 1athematician 
Assurance Mathematician 

Business Management 
Economist 

Number of universities 
granting diplomas 

seventeen 
four 
two 
one 
one 
one 
one 

umber of technical 
universities granting 
diplomas 

one 
one (43, p. 96-114) 

The great universities of 3-ermany do not, as yet, 

have upper level studies in business such as those given 

by the Harvard ichool of Business Administration and 

others. The courses given are along the fixed German 

university plan and are largely theoretical. However, 

there are many commercial schools below university level, 

but above secondary school level, giving numerous courses 

in business, both domestic and overseas. (43, p. 96-114) 

An analysis of the attendance figures for these 

eighteen universities for 1957 indicates a total enroll- 

ment of 117,674. Of the eleven iniversities listing the 

number of students who were either women or students from 

outside of Germany, twenty-four per cent of those enrolled 

were women and six per cent were foreign students. 
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The estimated population of West Germany in 1959 

was 49,995,000 of whom about 121,000 men and 21,000 

women (making a total percentage of 0.29 per cent of the 

population) attended the sixty-four institutions of higher 
learning. (87, p. 455) 

Additionally, there are many special schools and four 

scientific academies. For those people whose education 

has been interrupted, or who simply wish to improve their 

education, there are thirty home folk schools, and over 

one thousand People's universities. (75, p. 375) 

At present, examinations in subjects studied 
in the various faculties are of three major 
types: state examinations, examinations for 
awarding the doctorate, and diploma examina- 
tions...The state examinatIons are conducted 
by the state to serve the specific needs in 
health, education, and law. Responsibility 
rests in the hands of ministerial officers, 
i.e., law, medicine, dentistry, etc...As a 

formal ending to university Btl3dy for thost 
not striving for scientific achievement in 
terms of promotion to the doctorate or for 
a state examination, diploma examinations have 
been established in individual subjects. The 
diploma has been used for many years in special- 
ized fields such as engineering and economics. 
It is being used increasingly in university 
faculties. (52, p. 77-78) 

In the past decade or more, German universities have 

eliminated the vestiges of national socialisa and have 

returned almost entirely to the system of higher educa- 

tion prevalent before 1933. 

The students of today come from all walks of life, 

with a considerable percentage representing low income 
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groupe. Consequently, a high percentage earn part or 

all of their niversi.ty expen3e. (52, p. 81) 

Their system is quite different from ours, as lt is 

based on a thirteen-year elementary and secondary school 

program designed to complote a general education 

prior to his enrollment at the miversity. This, the 

student begins specialization Immediately upon matr1c1a- 

tion. To correct this narrow specialization, German 

educators are tryinz ot a number of plans to extend 

peneral education Into the miversity. Thoso are beine 

developed under the aeneral title of Studium General. 

(52, p. 78-80). The golri is hard as any change of this 

nature would be. Progress, however, is beln made and 

prorains are being worked out in two universities; 

Leibniz College of Luebinen t.Inlverslty and the Co1le,ium 

Acaderneciiii of Heideiburg University ho are leaders in 

this movement. )ince 1947, they have been publishing a 

rnaßazine entitled St.udium General (Berlin, Gottlnßen, 

Heidelher, Cpriner-Vor1s.) to aid their efforts. (52, 

p. 80) 

Many forelEners now study in Germany and a number of 

exchange prorarns have been set up. 3everal international 

organizations are active, including "Inter Natlones" 

founded in Bonn in 1952. (52, p. 98) 

It should be noted, however, that the universities 
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are quite In agreement that, for adnisston, the previous 

education of' a foreign student sho1d be the equivalent 

of' that of German students, and that his knowledge and 

achievement should be equal to that of a erinan secondary 

school graduate. All this points to a more de'nocratic 

and inderstanding German, a worthy competitor to the 

American collee ¿radate working abroad. r:ay we hope 

that this new type of German will be far different from 

previous generations of German university rathiatea who 

lived in the atmosphere and philosophy of force instead 

of one of freedom. 

The fletherlands 

During the iiddlC Ages the tremendous trading activ- 

ity of the towns of what was then called The :!etherlands 

brought great prosperity to the area and attracted trad- 

ers from many parts of Europe and ships from many con- 

tries. Large estates were unknown and the church did 

not achieve extensive land ownership. The population, 

between three and four million, was about the saine as 

that of ngland but in wealth, technical skill, and cul- 

tre the £etherlands were much in advance of neighboring 

countries. Their inhabitants were strong individualists 

and recognized no political allegiance except to their 

city or at most to their native province. i3ecase the 
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church was never allowed to become an important landholder 

in The ìethorlands, ths lay element remained stron;ly pre- 

dominant, except in the Province of Utrecht...In other 

provinces, for instance Holland, the clergy was not repre- 

sented at all»' (51, p. 28) 

An indomitable spirit of individualism formed the 

innate character of these people. 

Educatiori...was colored less by the formal 
Church than by the Brethren of the Common Life, 
a re1iious oranization developed in 1382 at 
Deventer, Overijssel, by Floriazoon Radewijnsz, 
who was a follower of the famous preacher, Gerald 
Groote...During the fifteenth century the new 
fraternity gained supporters in The Netherlands, 
and the adjoining districts of Germany, and 
save excellent instruction, by modern methods, 
graduating many famous scholars. (51, p. 29) 

The situation in The 2etherlands politically during 

the fifteenth century was one of many provinces united 

under a single ruler but who felt they were under no 

obligation to help one another in their minor wars. It 

was only natural that these people rejected outside con- 

trol but favored local control of education. 

In fact, it may be quite positively asserted 
that the most vital and significant feature 
of education during the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries was the establishment of schools 
fostered by the Hanseatic towns of northwestern 
Europe...In all the Hanseatic towns, schools 
were established under municipal auspices, hence 
in many such places the church opposed the move- 
ment vigorously. (20, p. 59) 

The nobility, however, favored them especially if they 
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helped commercial activity. Even as early as the four- 

teenth centry civil authorities appointed the teachers, 

paid their salaries and provided for the b11dins and 

all their f rnishins. Instruction was a monopoly of 

the municipal aithorities at a time when the Chrch 

monopolized nearly all teachin in the 5reater part of 

Europe. 

In such an atmosphere the preachins of uther found 

ready acceptance and after 1521 Ltherism rapidly per- 

meated Phe etherlands, particularly the northern part. 

The Calvinists and Anabaptists became active but it was 

not long before the :3paniards carne in and waged a bloody 

religious war. any people were killed and many fled 

to England. ventually the Spaniards were defeated, the 

northern provinces remained Protestant and became what is 

now Holland while the south remained Catholic and becane 

Belßium or part of northwestern France. 

A great period of prosperity and culture then caue 

to the hardworkiui and seriou 

tolerance brought people from 

Holland soon became an asylnu 

every land. 

The University of Leyden 

1575 and soon became the nost 

learning in orthern Europe. 

B Dutch people. 1heir 

many parts of Europe and 

for rel13ious refugees from 

had been established in 

progressive center of 

eanwhile most of the 
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teachers of the A3rethren 01' the Conon Life had become 

Protestants and as the schools were already in the hands 

01' the town authorities tne transfer to the new order was 

e1fected without much opposition. Almost every child in 

Holland learned to road and write. At this time there 

were three kinds of schools: '(l) the common schools which 

were for the masses, (2) the classical schools which were 

for the boys who expected to enter professional life, and 

(3) the universities. (20, p. 132) 

fhese schools were the outcome of three contributing 

factors: the demands made by the commercial community, 

the virtual democracy of the government which promoted the 

idea of' trainhn) the young for service of the churchstate, 

found in the idea of the commonwealth, and the deformation. 

s'In a large measure the common school systems of 

Europe and America owe their origin, to the town schools 

of the '!etherlands.t' (20, p. 132) Many of the secondary 

schools exoanded their curriculum beyond that of Jturm 

and included philosophy, French, and mathematics in their 

curriculum and, as many English came to The etherlands, 

the relationship between ng1and and ihe ether1ands was 

very close. 

The theory of education was never of such great 
interest to Jetherlands teachers, as the actual 
practice of it, until the twentieth century. In 

the eighteenth century, which was a period when 
most of the neighboring countries were experiencing 
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a flowering of pedaoic thought, the educa- 
tional system of The Netherlands remained some- 
what atic in eoneep. (sl, p. 223) 

In 1734 the 3ociety for ?ublic eli'are was founded 

1or the pirpose of reforming neLhods i the eleicentary 

schools and rep1acin the texts used, which had changed 

bt 1iL.tie since the Middle Ages. 

ihe invasion of the French and the ideas of the 

French Revolution broujit to anendthe institutions of 

Q__ Netherlands ihe invasion was followed by a revolu-. 

tion in Holland, thereby the aristocratic domination of 

the Repib1ic of the united ketherlands was eliminated in 

favor of the dei1iocratic government of the iatavian Repub- 

lic. The new regime believed that it was the duty of the 

stiate to educate its citizens in democratic principles, in 

their obligations toward their fellow men and toward the 

3upreme being. Ths after 1795 general and public educa- 

tion became one of the principal cares o the tate. 
"A Department oÍ Educationrobably the first of' its 

kind in the world was created under the Constitution in 

1798...ttiree years later the first law regulating the 

school system for the whole country was issued." (51, 

p. 226) 

ihe effect of 1reneh control was to push centraliza- 

tion of control of education and when in 1610 the Kingdom 

of Holland was incorporated into the French umpire the 



number of universities was drastically reduced. 

Of the universities only Leyden was allowed to con- 
tinue and that under the vicilant eye of the uni- 
versite' Imperial, or Board of Control, instituted 
by apoleon. The other universities, such as that 
of Utrecht, were reduced to secondary schools. 
(51, p. 228) 

The Dutch school system of today still retains many 

of the changes instituted at that time. The transfer of 

education from the control of the local governments to the 

central control of the Dutch government was accomplished, 

as well as control of the subjects tat, the methods of 

their teachiri, and the setting up of now standards re- 

quired of new teachers. 

Holland regained her independence in 1813. While the 

new laws regulating education were retained the excessive 

control over subjects and methods of teaching were lessen- 

ed. The Jniversity of Leyden regained full freedom for 

its scientific studies, the University of Utrecht was re- 

stored, and shortly after that, the University of Gronin- 

gen. 

Prior to 1795 the universities had been divided 
into four faculties: theology, law, medicine, 
and arts and sciences (formerly known as Arts 
Liberales) . In 1815 a fifth faculty was created 
by the dividing of the arts and sciences facilty 
into two, that of letters and philosophy and 
that of the philosophy of nature, science. This 

quintuple faculty was confirmed by the law of 
1876 and still exists in ìetherlands universities. 

(51, p. 231) 
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Strane1y enough, Latin was reinstated at the 1an)uage 

of' 1nstrct1on In the b1nn1ng of the nineteenth century, 

when in most of the othor European universities the ver- 

nacular 1anguae was rep1acin Latin. Accese to Dutch uni- 

versi.ties was gained through graduation from the Latir.i 

schools. Thus during the nineteenth century preparatory 

work in the Latin and Becondary schools was altered to 

fit the needs of university entrance requirenents. 

"The curriculum of The Netherlands universities can, 

since then, be compared in large part to graduate work at 

American universities." (51, p. 231) 

3econdary school requirements changed little dring 

the years between 1810 and 1862 when new laws were passed 

and a plan was set up for a system of secondary education 

for the benefit of the whole population throigh the organ- 

ization of the middle class schools (burgerscholen). (See 

Chart No. II) 

These burgerseholen, with their curricula or 
three years, were to be equivalent in the Dutch 
system to the high schools in America. Johan 
Thorbecke the great liberal leader who backed 
these laws also proposed the hooere buracholen, a 

more highly developed school to prepare students 
for the Academy of' Technology in Deift. (51, p. 233) 

The hoogere burgerscholen became a great success and their 

graduates are now eligible for further work In university 

faculties of medicine and science. 

The universities are very strict. At the beginning 
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of his university studies the student is given a severe 

test even though before he obtained his maturity certif- 

bate from the gymnasia or burgersoholen he had to pass 

severe f liai exanilnatbons. 

About one out of every three freshmen students 
in law and medicine fabled hi first examination 
in 1957. The preparatory studies are thus kept 
at a very high level. And this is necessary as 
the Dutch system does not know the college as an 
internediary between preparatory and graduato 
schools. It may be that, on the contrary, the 
Dtch system overemphasizes the acquisition of 
knowledge at the expense of the formation of 
character...secondary school curricula have been 
overburdened with additional subjects; a reform 
of the whole system has frequently been consid- 

ered. (51, p. 235) 

The secondary school curriculum lays heavy emphasis 

on languages and a gymnasium student is required to have 

a rather thorough knowledge of five languages in addition 

to Dutch--Greek, Latin, English, French, and German. 

Also history, geography, physics, chemistry, mathematics, 

biology, astronomy, drawing, and the history of art. 

Modern Netherlands has a large number of vocational 

schools: 

In 1938 the population of the country was 
8,727,321. Of this number 1,111.3,181 were in 
secondary schools, of these 785,429 or nearly 
sixty-nine per cent were private schools. 

(33, p. 236) 

Yet the total number of students enrolled in the combined 

universities was only 9,LV7O of which 1,901 were women and 

more than a third of the total were enrolled in medical 
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schools. 

While illiteracy has been abolished only a small per- 

centaße of all stidents ever enter the university. (51, 

p. 236) A truly two-track system! 

According to the Jtatistical yearbook the fliçi 

Jations 1958, the population of the etherlands has in- 

creased to ten million in 1957. There were then eleven 

schools of higher educations with a total enrollment of 

32,385 men and 5,866 women renresenting less than four 

tenths of one per cent of the population. (82, p. 558) 

Entrance reqirements for the various universities 

are r-raduation from the gymnasium, hogereburger school, 

or by state examination. The average university course 

takes from five to eight years. 

There are three schools of economics, the institutes 

of economics at Lotterdam and Tillburg and the economic 

fac1ty at Amsterdan. All ten of the institutions of high- 

er learning teach purely academic subjects and degrees are 

won by presentation of thesis and public defense of several 

short theses in addition to two sets of examinations. 

There are also a number of special schools for adver- 

tising, business administration, etc. (77, p. 494-5OO) 

Elementary education for all children between six and 

fourteen years of age is free and compulsory. The course 

of elementary studies requires six years, and from the 
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fourth grade on Gernan, French, and inglish are added to 

the curriculum. 

The Netherlands has also set ip a system of Folk 

High Schools which are open to everyone over eighteen 

years of ae and for all classes of society. 

Of late years there has been established in lare and 

small towns adult schools known as 2eoples iniversities 

where all may attend. The studies are general and cover 

a wide range of subjects such as philosophy, religion, 

psychology, pedigogy, art and applied arts, literature, 

history, geography, etc. There are no examinations and its 

purpose is to broaden the general knowledge of the people. 

Of special interest to Americans interested in for- 

eign trade is the N.O.I.B.--Nederlands Opleidings--Insti- 

tute oor Het Buitenland established in 1946 by a group of 

Dutch ind.strialists and bisinecs men to train young men 

to follow certain specific careers at home (Holland) and 

abroad. It is located at Nyenrode Castle, Ereukelen, 

Between 1948 and 1955, it awarded more than 570 diplomas. 

It accepts graduates from the gymnasim or hogereburger 

school and in a two-year course trains them for service 

abroad. In addition to specialized courses in business 

and forei7 languages this school gives courses in psy- 

chology, sociology, cociography, and law because the 

school's founders and supporters felt that 
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It 15 iortant that re2esentatives abroad 
should be chosen from among young men who know 
how to enter into th_spiritual and emotional 
life of their countrymen azd foreigners alike 
...To realize these ideas, a two year course 
which links up with and continues the educa- 
tion provided by the secondary school has been 
dosi,ned within the framework of a residential 
college. (62, p. 4) (Italics are mine) 

Several of the courses are strictly practical and are sup- 

plemented by work in local firms or in nearby countries 

after which the student prepares a dissertation and re- 

views his work in the classroom with the idea of helping 

his classmates, and under the direction of his teacher. 

Contact between students of this college and 
those of foreign Institutions is promoted by 
annual exchanges...It is the custom, for in- 
stance for our students to exchange With those 
of the Ecole de Hautes Etudes Conmercial in 
Paris, the Auslands and Dolmetschrelnstitute 
der Universitat at Germersheim and the De Pauw 
University at Creencastle, Indiana, u.s.A. 
(62, p. 5) 

The currlculun is long and hard and provides for th rty- 

five to forty-four periods of' forty-five minutes each the 

first year and thirty-one to forty-one periods the second 

year. (62, p. 9) 

This is the only school of it type in Europe and as 

euch is of Ereat. interest to American firms (opening up 

new branches, and subsidIaries in the Common Market) 

looking for good European trained young men. As their 

graduates also co abroad in the service of Dutch and other 

European firms they provide a good example of the kind of 
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competition young American trained men will ieet abroad. 

Franc e 

:rance received early impetus towards forcalatin a 

national school ay3ten i.ihen in 789 A.D. the iThperor 

Charlenane published his celebrated edict in favor of 

increased edcation. Education from the very first was 

d3fined and controlled by eccloiatical authorities and 

for conttrie tt control was never serioutly quet1oned. 

This meant that for one thousand yors the aLis and accoin- 

plishmente of French educatIon responded almost exclusively 

to the ideals of the Roman Catholic Chirch. (60, p. 191) 

During the Uddle Àges education was subtantially 

the same everywhere in \estern urope. 2.Iany changes took 

place because of the ordic revoit but in France, except 

for the Calvanistic Huenot, education came under the 

control of the newly established Lociety of Jesus. hi1e 

education remained firmly in their control there was no 

lack of progressive thought in lay circles. Erasmus, Rarnus, 

and others protested against the foria1iam and artificial- 
ity of the times and emphasized the worth of the humen 

being. Accordingly they advocated the humanization of 

both curriculum and instruction. (20, p. 115) 

Bit 

throughout French educational history, the pre- 
vai1in obsession has been to acquire pure 
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knowledge via the Aristotelian method. The 
classics iave always been of uajor importance. 
Students have been trained to talk politely arid 

to use their 1anuae with polIsh and finesse. 
}ducation, indeed, has been almost exclusively 
an intellectual adornment, but it has con- 
sistently developed praiseworthy skill in the 
use of words and elf-oxpression--a realm of 
accomplishuent in which the French have no 
peers. Throughout the centuries the French 
have been overwhelmingly preoccupied with 
logical thought processes, with syllogistic 
thinking, with rationalisr, and later rith Its 
loical consequent positivism. (60, P. 192) 

The French were trained in the DArt de ?ersuadertt 

and of the desire at all tImes that one sho:ld search 

for the preciso word to give the exact meaning. The 

curriculum of the schools taught by the Jesuits was 

in content and their discipline rigid. 
Popular education in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

oentiries was generally neglected and only a limIted 

nwrther of poor boys of promise reached the iniversity. 

The various uIids of writing masters furnished training 

for persons entering the lower ranks of bsiness but 

there were no schools to meet the needs of the masses. 

Durin the seventeenth century, a number of paro- 

chiai elementary schools were established and in 16?A, 

Jean-Baptiste de la Salle organized the Institute of the 

Brothers of Christian Schools. Thus, the basis for the 

establishment of a systeri of charity schools was made. 

These subsequently spread over all France and continue 

to this day. In 1685, the Christian Brothers established 
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in Reims, the first normal school in urope, for the train- 

ing of teachers. any toachin: orders for women rere also 

founded and during the latter part of the sixteenth cen- 

tury the ûrder of Ursulines was founded. In 1686 St. Cyr 

was established to educate girls, which it continued to 

do until 1793. The year 1685 also saw the revocation of 

the Edict of ¡antes which resilted in the near extermina- 

tion of the Huguenots and the placing in the hands of the 

Jesuits complete contro]. over all education in France. 

During this period, there appeared much pressure to 

promote the use of trie vernacular and the Port Royalists 

insisted in teaching French before Latin. 

The eighteenth eent..;ry was one of intellect;al in- 

rest. Leading thinkers revolted against accepted institu- 

tions and traditions; against the prolonged domination of 

the ancients in literature; against the church; aFsinet 

absolutism in government; and against the highly arti- 

ficialized social and economic condition and modes of 

education. [3oth the church and the state exploited the 

masses without nercy. ¿tandards of living were rossly un- 

equal, while the upper classes, the nobility of the church 

and state, and the ubourgeolsiet lived in luxury from the 

toil of those they despised. he training of the upper 

classes was all for show. Manners, taste, and language 

were highly refined, but everything was heartless and 
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artificial. Morality was at a low ebb and economic condi- 

tions wore bad. The peasants were ob1ied to )ay to both 

the nobles and the church. Voltaire, a brilliant and 

cynical writer lead the fight against the de5enerate type 

of Christianity existinp in ?raïlee at that tiiie. dis ideas 

spread and in 1773 Pope Cleraent d1 suppressed the Jesuit 

order in all but two co:4ntries. 

This reoulted in the destruction of their numerous 

colleges in which a iare portion of the ifted youth of' 

the upper classes were being educated. dany leaders 

thought that re1i.on should be taken entirely out of the 

hands of the church and be made a civic affair. Various 

ideas ee suested, and one of the results iia the break- 

mR away from empty forrnalism and credalism and the re- 

turn to a rel1ion of inner iiht and ethical moaning,. 

These tliingo wore happening in i'rance at the time of the 

revolution of the En1ish colonies in iorth Aucrica and 

are said to have influenced the complete separation of 

church and state in the United Jtates. (21, p. 431-k32) 

During the eighteenth century, i1ranee had grown rap- 

idly. Her population was then about twenty-fIve million, 

of whoni about 150,000 individuale or 30,000 families be- 

longed to the upper classes and enjoyed hereditary rights. 

Only the nobles had any share in the government. The 

clergy and religious orders accounted for another 130,000, 

while nearly all the rest of the people were poor. 
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Howover, a new c1a was ßrowin up--the bor5eoi1e. These 

were the newly rich who iiad become wealthy bj commerce and 

manufacturin:. "It wa from thi2 class the cry for 

libert:;r, eua1ity, and fraternity rose. They were the 

source of that political discoitent which brought about 

the French eirol.tion»' (20, p. 434) Many new ideas were 

expressed, and there was a ;rcat deal of creative thinking 

which spread to other comtrles and lnflnonced the early 

leaders of the United itaths. 
About the ;iddle of the century, Francois quesnay and 

Jacquen Claude do G.ournay originated the rioverneut called 

"Eoonornist,s' or t13ysiocra.tsII out of which developed the 

economic nhilosophy of "laissez-faire" which later affected 

the writins of Adam Smith, the Groat scotch ocononist. 

The journalist of the movement was Pierre Samuel du Pont 

i)e Ne,uoure (father of founders of present du Pont dynasty), 

who in 1799 enL.çrated to the United 3tates and incidentally, 

at the eugestion of Jefferson, in 1301 wrote a plan for 

oranization of Anerican educatIon alonç French lines. 

(20, p, 437-441) 

One of the greatest leaders in the growinhr. revolt 

against the artIficialIty and deortoracr of French life 
In those days , was Jean Jacques ROuSSOE.0 ( 1712.. 1778), 

who wrote many books and essays (Eile, The Soca1 Con- 

tract, etc.) between 1755 antI 1762. 
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His views wore highly revolutionary. He was the 

prophet of democracy, although he, himself, was no true 

democrat and declared that the poor need no education. 

His writinc;s were widely read and had a profound effect 

on futire educational approaches of all civilized coun- 

tries. Up to this time, 

the theory and practice of education had been 
determined and organized from the standpoint of 
adult interests and adult social life. 3carcely 
anyone had dreamed there could be any other 
point of view from which to approach the train- 
ing of the young. Rousseau boldly assailed this 
basic assumption as not only utterly false, but 
absolutely harmful. In place of the ideas and 
views of the adult, he substituted the spontan- 
eous interests and activities of the child and 
its natural course of development. (20, p. 465) 

His fundamental aim was the reservation of the natur- 

al goodness and virtues of the human heart and of the form 

of society which is in harmony with them. He believed 

in the recognition and liberation of the individual, and 

in his famous book Errille, he explored this thesis for 

long before he enters social life, the individ- 
uality of the child--his sense of independence, 
inner goodness, judgment, and resistance--must 
be built ip to withstand the debilitating and de- 
grading influences of life. (20, p. 478) 

He set up a chart illustrating his ideas of the stages 

of human development (birth to age twenty-one), dividing 

the child's life from infancy to maturity into four parts, 

and each stage into the physical, mental, and social 

development of the growing child. 
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Jot too long after hie death carne the Revolution. 

any new plans were discussed by French leaders, all 

pointing towards the centralization of all cultures under 

public control. In 1792, there was presented to the 

National Assembly, a report on the general orßanizatiori 

of public instruction prepared by leading French writers 

and political reformers. 

Among the new aims proposed were that: 

(1) Education mist be taken out of the hands of the 

church and controlled wholly by the state and 

that lay teachers must be substituted for the 

religious teachers and orders. 

(2) Education muat be universal. 

(3) Emphasis must be placed on civic virtues in 

place of religious and humanistic virtues. 

(4) 3ecularization of instruction to replace reh-. 

gious indoctrination. 

(5) In general, five grades of instruction were to 

be recognized (a) primary, (b) secondary, (o) 

institutes or colleges, (a) professional schools, 

and (e) the ationa1 Society of Sciences and 

Arts. 

(6) Instruction should be free, even for adult ard 

professional training. 

(7) Tahleyrand and .4irabeau did not favor compulsory 
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edication, but Diderot would make attendance 

obligatory. Lepeiletier felt that not only 

should education be compulsory, but that all 

must be trained in common and with complete 

equality for all. 

(8) Freedom of teaching, uniformity of instruction 

for all classes, adult education, scholarships 

for poor but brilliant students, revision of 

curric1a with emphasis on the natural sciences, 

history, geography, bit the central feature 

of the course of study was generally 5overnment, 

and the duties of the citizen. (20, p. 576-580) 

ThL1S, France broke with its past and demands for the 

setting up of a national system of education became insist- 

ent by the time of the Revolution. 

In 1806, Napoleon established the long-awaited national 

system of education in France--a unique and centralized 

system called the "University of France." The law read: 

There shall be constituted a body charged exclu- 
sively with instruction and public education 
throughout the whole extent of the Eupire. 
(Italics are mine) 

to one can open a school, or teach publicly, with- 
o)t being a member of the Imperial University and 
without having been graduated from one of its 
faculties....o school can be established outside 
of the University, and without authorization of 
its head. (20, p. 581) 

iJapoleori had undertaken to create a system of education 
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by which people would be trained to be loyal and obedient 

to the 5overnrnent and throh which scientific and mili- 

tary leaders coud be developed for the empire. The re- 

sponsibility for maintaining elementary schools was left 

to the communes. Pipiis had to pay tuition although poor 

children m1ht be admitted free. Primary education was 

virtually in the hands of the church and it was not until 

1830 that a system of primary schools was set up. The 

law of 1802 had, however, laid the foundations of the 

French system of secondary schools wherein the state 

secondary schools were tobe known as Lycees and the pri- 

vate secondary schools as co11ees. (20, p. 698-699) 

In 1833, provIsion was made by law for a system of 

pib1ic1y controlled primary schools, lower as well as 

higher in which all the children of France, not provided 

for in the higher system of schools, were to be educated. 

This law required every commune to have a lower primary 

s chool. 

The education law of 1850 abolished the state monopoly 

of secondary and higher education and eliminated the higher 

primary schools. 

Two years later, apoleon III assumed autocratie con- 

trol of education, and the stato exercised close super- 

vision over the speech and actions of teachers. In 1854 

the administrative machinery that still survives was set up. 
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With the Third Republic carne more changes. In 1882 

laws were 7assed requiring Rchool attendance of all chU- 

drei between the ages or six and thirteen with certain 

exceptions. The elementary curriculum was thproved and 

the superior primary school once again became part of the 

system. The machinery of educational administration cet 

up by the Second Empire was retainei and is still in 

effect. In 1885, the faculties of the higher and pro- 

fessional subjects were organized into academies and 

the law passed in 1896 provided t'or their organization as 

universities. At the head of each university and of the 

educational work of each academy is a iector who is ad- 

vised by a council, quite similar to the council which 

advises the Minister of Education who is_in chare_of_a1l 

education in France. (20, p. 700) 

The present French system of education is so highly 

organized and centrally controlled that it has been copied 

by many of the new countries. Everything is carefully 

planned out. 

Parliament controls every aspect of schooling-- 
aims, methods, curriculums, procedures, exam- 
mations, teacher training, the general adrninis- 
tratioti and organization--both public and private 
and in all levels...All of this is under the 
direction of the inistry of Education who keeps 
itself inforrned at all times of the status of 
personnel, equipment and general progress of 
every last school in the Republic, private or 
publie by a system of school inspectors. Courses 
hours, texts, methods of teaching, incredibly 
long and detailed inventories of materials down 
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to the last penpoint, are all treated iii Lany 
thousands of pages which woild stagger the in- 
vestiator. (60, p. 196-197) 

I)espit.e ail these strongly centralized controls, the 

French people &re intensely individualistic and French 

politics are anything but united and centrally controlled. 

There has been a pronounced vaowim in the tralninE of 

ìrench youth for civic responsibility and a la in tech- 

nical training and vocational education. Trades_a still 
beip learned on location" and through the apprentice 

system. There is a very powerful tendency toward heredi- 

tary transMisio of professional activities, especially 

in the ariy, the navy, the ma6itracy, and the law. The 

nation's 1eader are not representative of the diverse 

social groups but tend to cocue from a single croup. Trade 

schools are supported niainly by trade associations and 

chambers of commerce. France has been slower than sorne 

of her neighbors in providing for the continued education 

of those who have lert school, snd in particular, those 

who have passec3 their eighteenth birthday. (60, p. 202) 

Her educational leaders are consciouo of her short- 

comings and are trying to improve the situation, but are 

encountering difficulties. There is, at the present time, 

much confusion and restiveness in France. The historic 

struggle between the French left and Catholicism on the 

problem of' religious instruction in the schools continues 
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with the church f1ght1n for its fundamental influence 

on edcatioxi. (oo, p. 240) 

According to t.he Woridmark cyclopedia of the 

Nations, on JaLJuary 1, l6O, France had ari estimated opu- 

lation of 43,335,000. In 1957--1,374,000 attended her 

secondary schools arid 1,004,000 varioue technical, indus- 

trial, agricultural, and commercial schools. About one- 

fifth of her children attended private schools (which are 

also under government supervision) mostly oínari Catholic. 

There were fourteen miversities with 170,223 students, 

67,806 of whom attended the dorbonne. In addition to the 

universities, there are three schools of higher education, 

Ecole Pratiqe des Haute Etudes (a research center), Ecole 

Uormal 3.per1eure, and the College de ance (for advanced 

studies in the humanities and the natural and social 

sciences). (75, p. 339) 

ot all the schools of higher education give degrees; 

the various commercial schools give diplomas. These in- 

clude Ecole de Haute Etudes Gommercial (school of advanced 

commercial studies), Ecole Superleuros de ommeree (higher 

schools of commerce) and Ecole de Haut Enseignment Com- 

mercial (school of advanced commercial education--for 

girls only). The courses given in these schools would 

tend to be along the type given in the business schools 

In the Jnited )tates and not in our schools of business 
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adminictratIon. (32, p. 8) It 1 very difficult to com- 

pare degrees ,iven by French un1veritie with those 3iven 

in the United tate. The French Doctorate, 1r particular, 

is exceedioly aifficult to obtaiï and sometimes require9 

ten or more years of work. 2ecently, cteps have beer 

taIen to make the earning of a degree less difficult. 

(According to Time magazine, July 13, 1959, Education 

inister Andre Boulloche announced there would be no more 

oral baccalaureate examinations.) 

All deree, as in other Europear countries, aro ob- 

tamed after fInal comprehensive exarninaticrs coverinc all 

the subjects needeñ for the degree as they do not have the 

system of periodic examinations and accumulated credits 

such as we practice in the United States. 

Iench educatior i de1gned to be thorough and exact.- 

Ing and calls for hard work from early childhood pwardc. 

The French do riot aim for half knowledge, but what 

they have been taught, they know thoroi1j. According 

to the French 

wkiat makes any education coip1ete...is not the 

amount o1 information imparted, but the manner in 
which it is imparted...Yet, French educators, for 
all their insistence on know1ede, are not pri- 
manly interested in factual learning; they in- 

sist that the intellectual faculties shall be 
developed and that children's minds shall be train- 
ed, enriched, and broadened.' That is what the 
law for elementary school says. The hi;her schools 
do the job much more thoroughly. (50, p. 37) 
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According to Dr. King, only fourteen per cent of 

French children have any sort of secondary education. 

ievertheless, a surprising number of those so educated 

would outplay the average Arnericaì collegian in nimbleness 

of wits. (50, p. 37) 

French public life, including most of the better 
jabs, is arrane:1 on the basis of elective ox- 
aininations. The examinations are the same for 
everyone--.overywhere. If you pass them, and go 
on passing, despite the ferocious competition, 
you will co;e to the tor). France herself sets a 
remarkable development of her britest children's 
intellectual powers. The brilliant are given 
every chance and encouragement.. .Intellectualism 
le a French tradition. Egualitj haa been a wai 
cry of French republicanism. The present school 
systern is an atterpt to combine both. (50, p. 39) 

Judged ioderrì standards in most experimental coun- 

tries like the United itates and Erit.ain, the system of 

France is excessively formal and bookish. It bears little 

relation to the everyday life of the averae French commun- 

ity, and even after reform still takes fatally small 

account of France's :trent need for greater industrial- 

ization and modern workaday ttknow-how»' (50, p. 45) 

General education (culture generale) is belie"ied 

to result from formal intellectual exercises, and 
from acquaintance with great ideas, reat books, 
and supporting facts. Reason is seen as a sort 
of searohli.ht on life, illuminating whatever it 
turns on. There is little of the British or 
American eelin that by grappling with practical 
problema or by organizing experiences the child 
can biild up a pattern of undortandln....The 
French t1ll ech strongly into their past and 
to them school is for 'the mind.' (50, p. 46) 
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The two-track system is still very much in effect but 

seems to be changing slowly. 

The fees for higher edication are so small that they 

are nominal. Thus, few people of the right quality can 

ever be debarred on financial grounds. ioreover, there 

are scholarships in suitable cases to aid the poor but 

brilliant student if he can work, will work, and has the 

brains, patience, and necessary stamina. 

Nevertheless, 'ance is producing more highly 
educated men than she can use, Without in- 
dustrial expansion, France's economic position 
Is such that the country just cannot afford to 
employ her present well-trained personnel in 

suitable positions. (50, p. 53-54) 

The wrench feel their education Is superior and it 

is true they cram an immense amount of knowledre into the 

minds of their young people, very much more than we attempt 

to do during the same period, Iet, one should note that 

of all those who held French University degrees in 1950, 

nearly thirty per cent were in law, twenty-five per cent 

In literary subjects, twenty-six per cent in medicine or 

pharmacy, and nineteen per cent in science, either pure 

or applied. (50, p. 62) One half of the adult population 

is self-employed In small scale private enterprises, many 

of them small farmers. FDance has a lot of catching up to 

do. V'ho has the right solution? 

or the French, "to be right" is "to have reason." 
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(50, p. 67) 

And so France, the sorce of so many of our most pro- 

ressive ideas, strug1es with her problem ar1sin as it 

does from centralization, miformity, and intellectualism. 

In the beginning, centralization was not intended to 

be the perfect solution. Some say her assumption and 

methods are outmoded. Her leaders are dissatisfied and 

many of her ministries, outside the :.Iinistry of Education, 

are retaining control of France's great technical schools 

of higher education (arandes Ecoles). (94, p. 205) 

Who knows just what the right answers are, especially 

in this ae of highly organized industry? 

The United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom of today le made up of England, 

Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Educationally 

England and 3cotland have developed until recent years 

along independent lines. let they all have one trait in 

common, that being the "fundamental assumption that every 

person or group is entitled to attempt a satisfactory way 

of doing things." Britons do not always live up to their 

principles, of course, but the hands off tradition" is 

very powerful. Respect for disagreement has positive 

results in the response of minorities, which are very 

orderly because they do get a reasonable chance to develop. 
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iany le'al and cstomary safeguards protect the "small 

man." "An Englishman's home is his cast1e' is still a 

favorite quotation. (52, P. 4) 

Law, order, individual pride, and the firm and stub- 

born conviction that the ßreatest protection they can have 

against tyranny is free speech. 

Hyde Park, where any one may speak--Communists, 
Fascists, or religious fanatics is a symbol of 
the British love of freedom. The two character- 
istics of personal privacy and personal freedom 
as accompanied by several other strong character- 
istics; their self confidence, their impsrturb- 
ability, their sense of history, their sense of 
personal responsibility, their habit of compro- 
alee, and their consciousness of class. (23, p. 

5-7) 

Al]. these characteristics sìiould be understood 1f one 

is to understand the peculiar development of English edu- 

cation or as some may point out, the slowness of its 

development in the face of the great position the British 

Empire has held for so many years. 

The common garden variety of nitshman 
rarely theorizes or bases his actions on 
theoretical grounds. Rather, he ascertains 
what has been done in the past. Ile analyzes 
the nature of the problem. He explores diver- 
gent opinions and the differences of interests 
involved. He searches out the facts pertinent 
to solutions. Then, he compromises. LI-ils Is 
the way to common sense, he says. 3uch a method 
may bring fewer brilliant successes in the 
solution of difficulties, but also there are 
fewer miserable failures. 

Internal social chanRe comes slowly in England 
but it seems to have come more surely. Limita- 
tions on the power of nobles and the king, 
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freedom from restrictions on trade, the Factory 
Laws, universal suffrage, and the freedom of 
women, all these advances are marked by the 
English quality of muddling through, usually 
half a loaf, seemed better than none. (23, p. 7) 

The spirit of compromise and fair play have, indeed, 

been important characteristics throughout English history, 

despite the many apparent contradictions from time to 

time. This spirit of fair play goes back to the early 

days of English history. During the middle a'ee, there 

was, in England, a class of people known as villiens. 

A villien, in feudal England, was a member 
of a class of serfs, or peasants, who, by 

the thirteenth century, had become freemen in 
their legal relation to all there except their 
Lord, to whom they remained entirely subject 
as slaves...In 1391, the Comonc of the Realm 
of England petitioned King Richard II, request- 
Ing hini to 'Ordain and command' that no daughter 
or son of a villien should be permitted to 
attend school and so find promotion throigh 
learning. King Richard denied this selfish 
petition of the middle class...Ffteen years 
later, in connection with legislation pre- 
scribing the apprenLiceship of children, it 

was enacted that parents, no matter what their 
Condition of rank or estate, were free to 
send their children--sons and daughters to any 
school in England they wished. (21, p. 832) 

Thus, in the latter part of the idd1e Ages the English 

view that properly qialified persons should be permitted 

to teach freely and that parents should be free to have 

their children trained in letters and sciences at their own 

home, or in any schools they chose, was fairly well devel- 

oped and stated. The principle of the right of teacheis 
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to offer instruction freely and of parents to control the 

education of their ow children, ihich became part of 

En11eh tradition in these early days, was brought to the 

English colonies by the early settlers arid was a powerffl. 

factor in deterrninin the couroe 01' development of early 

American education. Even in these early days, while many 

priests taught, and lay schoolmasters had to be loa1 to 

the established religion, the control of schools by laymen 

increased and there was a movement towards freedom in 

teaching. (21, p. 833-834) 

In eotland, developments closely paralleling those 

of England, took place between 1150 and 1500. In England, 

private education, education under auspices of minority 

groups and of corporations, the sole fniction of which 

was education, enjoyed a considerable degree of freedon 

and autonomy. Attempts on the part of the government or 

the established church to maintain a monopoly of' educa- 

tion were resisted. 

Opponents of monopoly cited ancient English law and 

custom. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the forma- 

tion of new laws, the English speaking countries relying 

on common law, precedent, and custom, while France and 

Germany, and the countries copying them, still adhere to 

civil or code law, which spells out carefully what is or 

is not legal. 
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Thus, the education of the English lawyer in the 

4iddle Ages has had its effect upon the formation of the 

point of view of the average Anglo-3axon toward education. 

After the orman Conquest, there developed, in 
i:.nglana, a royal judicial system and a system of 
law practiced in its courts. The king's law was 
the law to which all were subject, it was the 
common law. The old law of the king's court in 
England was influenced by toman lar, by feudal 
law, cenon law, and by immemorial custom. It 
developed in practice: it was ¡nade by judges and 
practicing lawyers, not by schoolmen. The lang- 
uages of the old English law were Latin, French and 
English. It was illegal for clergymen to practice 
in the king's courts. Eng).ish lawyers were laymen. 
The king, could only leRislate throu>h the Par- 
liament and dispense justice through the courts. 
Thus, the development of English common law had 
most important consequences for education. It was 
English law that did most to break the clerical 
monopoly of' higher learninR in England. (21, 

p. 812) 

The English law constituted, moreover, the first 

learned literature in the English language aod it was in 

the study of law that English first found a place in higher 

education. (21, p. 812) 

Finally, in the doctrine that the representatives 
of the people alone can legislate and the courts 
alone can dispense justice, (according to ¿ir 
John Fortescue, 114.69) was laid the theoretical 
basis for British and American liberty under law: 
the doctrines of separation of sovereignty from 
authority and of the representatives character 
of legislative authority are cornerstones of 
just and free governments. }rom the doctrines 
of representative government to the doctrines 
of the general diffusion of knowledge, is but 

a step. (21, p. 812) 

The lawyers of the Middle Ages were a sort of' guild 
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and beioed to oc1et1e known as Inns. The Inne owned 

;roups of' bu11d1ns ir London, which formerly be1oned 

to the Templare, an order of 'I11itary Morks. They still 

own them. Both lawyers ad their stdents lived in the 

Inns and constituted a society overned by its senior 

members. k student of law was required to reside in the 

Inns for a certain period of time before he could be ad- 

mitted to the practice of law. tudonts came from all 

parts of Enlarid and were trained, not only ir law, but 

in the social graces befitting their station. Thus, 

the education of hundreds of well born English youths in 

one croup without any admixture of persons of any other 

nation was a force inakin for the unity of the Fn.lish 

rulin class. The Inns mark a clear break with the 

tradition of medieval university education. Theirs was 

a secular and lay education, and employed the use of 

English and French along with Latin. They produced men 

who wrote arid thought in English and who lead the firht 

for constitutional liberty under English law. Their 

tradition has been carried over iLitO Anerica and the 

thinking of our ßreat constitutional lawyers. (21, p. 813) 

It was during this period that the fomdations were 

laid for the system of schools under diocesian control, 

of endowed ranhinar shools (many of whose graduates went 

on to the Inns) and of private teaching which, with the 
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unlver$ltles, constitted the pr1c1oa1 agencies of formal 

education in England intll the nineteenth century. It was 

4: 
1342that the College of W1nchester now Winchester 

school, created the first English boardinpnd 5ibllc" 

phooì. Others followed, and, as they were subject to 

lay patrons, only the English schoolmasters at the end of 

the :iiddle AJes enjoyed an autonomy and responstbllity in 

their work, which in tJ.me, save them high standing, and 

which hs contributed greatly to the proßress of that 

phase of Enlih education, and from which came the phrase 

"the :aster makes the School." (21, p. 825) 

ihe use of the vernacular came early in EnBiand. 

John .ycliffe (1320-1334) translated the Bible into Ene- 

lish and in 1362 English was prescribed for use ir4 the 

courts of law. Thus, wlthiu a century, English and Latin 

became the 1auuaes of the .nglish raminar school. The 

study of Latin was considered most importart. 

It must never be forgotten that the boy who 
translates Latin into English and English into 
Latin studies English quite as definitely as 
he studies Latin. The English srammar schools 
and their successors--the Publie Schools--have 
sent out a long s'ccession of writers who have 
produced, in their native tongue, verse and 
prose never surpassed in the world for rich- 
ness and beauty. (21, p. 832) 

Wycliffe's translation of the i3ible was followed by 

Tyndale (1492-1536) who produced the first edition of 

the íJew Testament to be printed in nnglish. Although it 
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was prohibited, thousands oÍ copies were printed and sold. 

It was widely read and served as a basis for later trans- 

lations, including the King James version published in 

1611. 

The veneration in which Christians held the Scriptures 

indìced ministers and civil authorities to encourage the 

establishment of schools in which children might learn 

to read so that everyone clight know the Bible for himself. 

The influence of the Bible was far reaching; it was road 

by persons of every rank in society and its words and 

ideas became the common possession and spiritual standard 

of people generally. People read and reread it. By now, 

conditions in England were such that Henry VIII was able 

to overthrow the Roman Catholic Church by his own power. 

In 3cotland, the support of the barons enabled John Knox 

to become successful in his reform movement there. Jchools 

soon came under lay control and in Scotland, there were 

many burgh or town schools. (20, p. 48) 

The heart of the Reformation in England was an intense 

desire, widely diffused among all ranks of society, for 

a disciplined and preaching clergy and for the reform 

of ecclesiastical abuses. A series of Acts of Parliament 

between 1530 and 1603 brought about the transformation of 

Enland from a feudal and clerical civilization to a 

civilian and commercial one. All this occurred before the 
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first settlement in the English colonies in orth knerîca 

I 
Jfl .LOLJ. 

with the passing of the economic and social systems 

of the Middle Ages, there came, in England, a decay in 

industrial training. Thus, in 1562-1563, Parliament 

passed the Statute of Apprentices. 

This law was intended to promote instruction 
in agriculture, animal husbandry, and technical 
education in the industrial and mechanical 
arts. Until its repeal in 1825, this statute 
remained the law covering the relationship of 
masters and apprentices in England and it was 
the model of legislation concerning apprentice- 
ship in the glish colonies of' North America. 
(20, p. 141) 

The Anglican Reformation was influenced by the con- 

cept of national regeneration through the power of the 

ruling princes, his idealization, and worship of' the state. 

Even to this day, at many social affairs in the English 

colonies in foreign countries, social functions begin 

with a toast to "Her Majesty--the Queen." 

The ruling class became the head protector and 

father of all national institutions and of his or her 

people. Classical authors furnished the methods and 

organization, as well as the content of the aristocratic 

educational system. 

Accordingly, the leading Eng.1sh schools of 
the sixteenth century had two characteristics: 
they were classical schools, and they were 
schools for the ruling class. With the educa- 
tion of the poor, or the lower classes, few 
theorists of the century had any concern. 
(20, p. 142) 
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En8li.sh education was centered on the education of 

the upper classes. The ¿rarnmar schoole, and colleßes 1r1 

the university were richly re-endowed by private gifts and 

frani the resources of dissolved ecclesiastical founda- 
tions. Many schools were completely removed from the 

control of ecclesiastical bodies while new institutions 

were controlled from the first by law bodies or corpora- 

tions and then government instituted close control over 

laymen. 

Boarding and day schools (present-day public schools) 

were patronized increasingly by noblemen and wealthy 

commoners while schools at the courts of abbots, bishops, 

noblemen, and even palace schools disappeared. 

In 1531, 3ir Thomas Elyot (l4gO_l5LG) published 

The Governour, a book on education, in which he indicated, 

"A tutor should know the nature of his pupils and that 

children should not be forced to learn but allured." 

He Included "Training in manners, morals, knightly accom- 

plishments, private tutoring, and humanistic learning." 

(20, p 143) 

All this was typical of English aristocratic train- 
Ing and reminiscent of' Castiglione's - Book of 

Çurtler. Elyot had a lot to do with the educational 

philosophy of his time and his viewpoint was strictly 

aristocratic. 
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Oxford, Cambridge, and the endowed gr&rnrnar schools 

became, as a ros 1t of producing the social and political 

leaders of iTiglnd, truly national instititions. 
rloanwhile, in Scotland, the eforuation was initiated 

and for a century, dominated by powerful nobles. On the 

popular side, the movement wa led by John Knox, a Cal- 

vanist, and extremely popLtlar preacher with definite ideas 

ori edication. He was in favor of education i'or every 

childof ability and industry. Gradually, the Scotch 

school syutem becaìiie very denocratic as compared to the 

nlish, who, for so many years, depended on the great 

public sehoolc, Oxford, and Cambridge, for their educated 
men. In 1543, the scotch parliament authorized the read- 

inr of the Bible in the vernacular. In 1560, Parliament 

accepted, for Scotland, a Calvinistic systerri of doctrine 

and abolished the jurisdiction of the Pope. In 1646, 

there was set up, in Scotland, a national system of 

schools. Then, Parliament nassed an "Act for founding 

sehools in every parish." The act required that a school 

be founded and a schoolmaster appointed in ever; parish. 

However, the law was never put into effect because of the 

war with Cromwell and it was not until 1696 the Scotch 

Parliaìient enacted a new law, similar to that of 1646, 

giving the Scots a system of national education. (20, 

p. 299) 



Durinß the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the 

text books used in Eri1ish schools were slowly be1n 

chanced from Latin to English, so that by 1700 the best 

books found in the schools were written in English. In 

1661, Hoddar's Arithmetic appeared in the apoo1s thus 

br1nnp into elementary educatipn_the third of' the three 

R' s. 

Elementary education and schools for the poor were 

very scarce and many books epeared written for home 

education and used for the self instriction of clerks, 

apprentices, and other youths in trade and comnerce. The 

government was not interested in the education of the 

lower classes so that many charity schools came Into 

being. (20, p 315) 
Even as late as the early nineteenth century, accord- 

ing to Bertrand Russell, 

'The educated who had a monopoly of political 
power, dreaded the oxtenslon of schools to the 
lower class.' The President of the Royal 
Society, in the year 1807 considered it would 
be disastrous if working men could read, sInce 
he feared they would spend their time reading 
Tom Paine. then my grandfather established 
an elementary school In his parish, well-to- 
do neighbours were outraged, saying he had 
destroyed the hither to aristocratie character 
of the neighborhood. (74, p. 4) 

'hile the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries wit- 

nessed the flowering of' English literature and the print- 

Ing of the King James version of the Bible, the great 
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mass of people could berely read ard write, secondary and 

h1her education be1r: reserved for the few, 

John Locke was, perhaps, the raost prolific writer on 

education toward the end of the seventeenth arid the beßln- 

ni of the eighteenth century. His point of view was 

that of ar aristocrat. lie felt that the ertry are 

properly trained, they will quickly brine all the rest 

in crder...Ktowlede and science, in general i the busi- 

ross only of those who are at ease and leisure." (20, 

p. 400) 

This great English philosopher iade up a list of 

foir essentials necessary in the education of a gentle- 

man. They were (1) virtze, (2) wisdom, (3) brooding, 

arid learning in preference to the ai of the Hian- 

ists of (a) eloq.tence, (b) virtue, and (e) piety. 

These essentials he went on to define: 

(1) Virtue as the basis of good character, aid 

depending on good religions training, love 

of truth, honesty, etc. 

(2) ;1sdom he defined as prudence, sound judg- 

ment, and foresight in th 

of life, such as managing 

porfornin public service 

of the commonwealth. 

(3) ood breed1 or manners, 

practical affairs 
one's estate and 

for the prosperity 

ir] accordance with 
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En11h tradition (Lockefe1 th to bo of 

rnajor 1iipQrtace in educt) 
(4) Learnin;, theke felt to be subcrv1cnt to 

the f1rt three. He felt that private 
tutoring by the family wa best and in the 

principle of cound mind ii a sound body. 

His vi.eirs were highly respected and profoundly affect- 
od the English point of view. (20, p. 4OQ_2Oi) 

in seventeenth century England, scholarship 

and learning in higher education was subordinated to dis- 

cipline and life. They (the colleges or the iversity) 
had adhered with true Enr1ish persistency to the original 
concept of a college consitin3 of a master and his group 

of students who dwelt with him and were instructed by 

hth just as apprentices 1ivd with and werc trained by 

ma3ter craftsmen. All were trained by ma3ter craftamen. 

All students were obliged to live in the coilee dorm- 

itory and ubiait to its eactin remen. Daily worship, 

the supervision of study, and the inculcation of certain 

habits of morals and manners were the most o.ion means 

of forming character. The co.lee was the ifl3trUmnt 

by which the aristocratie class o1 England molded the 

thought and manners of it.s youth. fittd then for the 

perpetation of En1ish institutions and ideas and pro- 

pared tI.em for their station in It was a highly 
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organized system of apprenticeship in the fine art of 

gentlemanly living, according to the form and ideals of 

the English gentry. (20, p. 556) These ideas and ideals 

have persisted down through the centuries and even today, 

in the colleges of Oxford and Canibridge, the tutorial 

system, the living in and strict supervision over a 

student's private life is carried on in the traditional 

manner. 

England grew rapidly. By 1700, her pop:aation was 

around five million. It increased to nine million by 1300 

and to eighteen million by 1850. All this took olace 

during a period of steady emigration to North America and 

British colonies all over the world. English literature 

occupied a high place and newspapers besan to appear in 

the late seventeenth century. Meanwhile, 

the universities had fallen to a low placo in 
national life and in the esteem or leading irien 

..The grammar schools had ruade no real progress 
in nearly two 000turie3. conformist academ- 
les began to appear and in them, during the 
second i-iaif of the oighteenth century, they be- 
gan to teach science, modern languages, modern 
histor,, and litoraturo. (20, p. 593) 

In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, James 

Watt invented the steam engine. This was the beginning 

of the Industrial revolution and the replacement of cot- 

tar'e ;.aanufactorles b'î mills. Cities zrew up, the inde- 

pendent artisan and yeoman farmer lost their place in 
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En1ish life, and the rural economy, that had given direc- 

tion and character to Enl1sh civilization since the time 

of the keformation, was destroved. By the beginning of 

the nineteenth century, the condition of the laborers and 

of the laboring children of the poor was miserable to the 

extreme. The first Factory Act of 1802 and many others 

to follow aimed at improving the lives of the poor, but 

the class system of the English perpetuated large bodies 

of poor and poorly educated alongside the rich and well 

educated; both citizens of the rich and powerful British 

Empire. 

During this period, England produced no educators 

to compare with those of Germany and Jwitzer1and. Pop- 

ular education of the poor was left to local groups and 

philanthropic bodies. A number of individuals in England 

then conceived the idea that schooling might be supplied 

on Sunday, so that employed children and adults might 

receive instruction without loss of wages. In 1780, 

Robert Raikes, a publisher in Gloucester, opened a school 

on sunday which he placed under the charge of a paid 

Sunday school teacher. The idea spread over the United 

Kingdom arid America but many of the teachers were unpaid 

and themselves poorly prepared. Then came the monitorial 

school where most of the teaching would be done by the 

older ppils. the Reverend Andrew Bell conceived the idea 
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and later Joseph Lancaster developed a somewhat cimilar 

plai. These echool weren't too effective as the monitors 

were not paid and the younger pupils had too little con- 

tact with the teachers. In 1802, the Enlish Parliament 

passed a law called "Ari act for the preservation of the 

health and morals of apprentices and others employed in 

cotton and other mills." $ection six stipulated that 

every apprentice should receive instruction for part of 

each working day for the first four years at least of his 

or her apprenticeship, in the usual hours of work, in 

reading, ritin3, and arithmetic or either of them. The 

teachers were paid but the results were limited. This 

was the first compulsory education law in Eeland. (20, 

p. 616) 

ieanwhile, in 3cotland, the establishment of' parish 

schools had taucht almost the whole common people to road 

arid a very great portion of them to read, write, and 

account. (20, p. 604) 

Fo1lowin the act of 1802, repeated efforts were 

made in Parliament and in 1833, aid for edcation bedan. 

Victoria was Queen of England from 1832 to 1900, during 

which time population increased from fourteen to thirty 

million. It was a ßreat period in EngJish history. 

England became one of the most completely industrialized 

nations in the world, wealthy and powerful. Yet, during 
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it all, eleLIontary education was sadly nelected and it 

is estimated that in 1832 only one quarter of' all children 

received any schooling. 

Additional private secondary schools were or;anized 

for the education of the children of the rapidly increas- 

ing middle class. Yet, many of them were not very good 

arid abuses of ancient school foundations were numerous. 

Thus, education for the middle classes was scarcely any 

better than the education of the poor. (20, p. 689) 

The colleges of Oxford and Cambridge were meeting 

the needs of but a small proportion of Eg1ish youth, 

and so, in 1828, the non-sectarian niversíty of London 

was founded. In this new foundation, from the very be- 

ginning, science was adequately provided for. 

During the nineteenth century, the lawmakers began 

to realize the importance of education. In 1870, the 

Elementary Education Act was passed. This bill provided 

that the country be divided into districts and where 

adeqiate elementary schools were lacking, voluntary 

societies were given one year to supply the deficiency, 

where they failed to do so, school boards were to be set 

up Which would establish public elementary schools. 

3chool attendance was required for all children 

between five and twelve. 

By the end of Queen Victoria's long reign, Egland 
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had become the stron'-est and richest nation of the world. 

thndon was the world center of banking, insurance, and 

shipping. The national slogan proclaimed: ttThe sun 

never sets on the British Empire»' Yet, she had become 

complacent and oLlteide the small group who attended her 

piThlic schools and went on to the colleges of Oxford, 

Canbridge, Durham, arid the University of London, there 

had been little higher education. 

During the nineteenth century, only four new univer- 

sities appeared; London in 1836 (one of its colleges-- 

ICings was founded in 1831), Durham in 1832, Manchester 

in 1880, and Nottingham in 1881, although three schools, 

which later became universities, had their beginning in 

the nineteenth century. Added to these were the two 

universities founded in Wales durinc, that century and the 

four famous Scottish universities founded between 1411 

and 1583: St. Andrews 1411, Glasgow 1451, Aberdeen 1494, 

and Edinburgh 1593. Even the quality of work done in the 

better secondary schools and colleges had slipped and a 

C" was altogether too common. 

Only in 1902 was a coordinated national school 
system secured. In that year, newly constituted 
local educational authorities were required to 
make sure that elementary, secondary, and further 
education was completely offered in their areas. 
To make sure it was also acceptable, they were 
empowered to pay fees and grant scholarships. 



Thus public secondary schools, linking the ele- 
rnentary prov11o' with the profes1ons and he 
universities, were established In England for 
the first the. rhere had already been similar 
schools in Wales for thirteen years, and for 
a much longer period in 3cotland, France had 
had them for almost a century. Other European 
countries had left England far behind...Undoubt- 
edly, skilled workmen and clerks were being 
imported from abroad. Uritist' econony had been 
cushioned against competitors by the very fact 
that industrialization was mainly a British in- 
vention In the early stages. Overseas markets 
:ore capt red, and forei investments on a 
vast scale gave manufacturers and merchants an 
easy living whIch prevented them froi seeing 
future needs clearly. (50, p. 79) 

From the beginning of the nineteenth century, the 

chrehes had been actively extending elementary education 

as a work of charity. Self-help organizations of many 

types among the working people had pressed for education-- 

not merely voluntary, but up to, and including the univer- 

sity itself. 3ince 1918, all church schools in Bcotland 

have been transferred to the management of local educa- 

tional authorities who maintain them and select and pay 

their teachers. 

It took two world wars and one long depression to 

finally bring about the passing of a law designed to 

bring education in the United ICingdom up to the needs of 

this present day highly industrialized complicated world. 

In 1944, Parliament passed the Educational Act of 1944, 

in which it 
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finally rocon1zed the complete extent of the 
countries' responsibility to accord full oppor- 
tunit1e for edication for ali. It abo1ihed 
the old concept of a free, basic education 
limited to elementary ski11 and abilities with 
tuperior edation for those who could afford 
it and aubtituted within a 1enthened corapul- 
sory school 1iJe (five to fifteen years of ase) 
common for all children, and a secondary or 
advanced stase (from eleven to fifteen years of ae 
or later) both stages depending for their character 
ori ability and aptitude oí individual pupils. (87, 

p. 1031) 

The English schools are quite strict and discipline 
is much firmer than In the majority of schools in the 

United States. Iost schools have periodic written and 

oral tests and at about the age of eleven, the child 

takes a series of' objective tests designed to indicate 

the type of secondary education for which he or she is 

beet suited. These are known as the eleven-plus exam- 

mations and those who pass it go to a university-pre- 

paratory school. Those who fall the test, and those who 

shy away from lt get an ordinary schooling that ends at 
the ae of fifteen. (34, p. 64) In the atrday venln 

Post (December 24, 1960 issue), Dr. George Gallup and 

Evan I-Till give an example of a typical eleven-plus exam- 

ination which is made up of nine questions, three each 

in thrce categories: TeSt of Intelligence, Arithmetic, 

and English. Thus, the 1nglish achieve their purpose 

of hand picking their best brains at a very early age. 
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hen the British child Is seven he cornes under 
the influence of a noteworthy feature of British 
education--the program. Here $tu- 
dents are separated by ability into streams of 
faster and slower learners, a system somewhat 
similar to the experimental 'track' system used 
in parts of the United States. However, the 
i3ritish system goes further than the American, 
for it separates by subject. A student 
be in the fast 'A' stream in arlthìcetic, and 
the slow 'D' stream in geography. Most Engli8h 
schools have four ctrearns; soriie have as many as 
fifteen. (34, p. 64) 

After a child passes the famous 130 minute 'eleven- 

plus' examination, he is shifted to a special university 

preparatory or grammar school. A little more than one 

fourth of British children enter such schools. The 

rest of the children then o to the technical and second- 

ary modern schools. (3', p, 64) 

The vast majority of all children leaving,- school at 

fifteen or sIxteen go to work. A small proportion enter 

trade and commercial schools. But England now has a 

vast system of adult education, evening schools, and 

television to assist those who desire further education. 

(50, p. 98) 

3lnce 1900, several new universities have been organ- 

ized throughout the cointry, althou- -h these are, for the 

most part, not residential as are the colleges of Oxford 

and Cambridge. There are presently sixteen universities 

in England, four in 3cotland, two in ales, and one In 

Northern Ireland. 
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Many professional subjects found in American 
universities are not featured in British 
universities, but are trained for in other 
kinds of colleges, which award or prepare 
for diplomas. (50, p. 98) 

Thus, many courses which contribute towards the earn- 

in of a degree in the United 3tates only earn a diploma 

in England. Business administration courses as we know 

them in the United States become theoretical coirses in 

Enßlish universities. The famous London school of Eco- 

nomics of London University is a world leader in the study 

of economics, but the British still lean toward the idea 

of their ivoung man learning a business by arenticeshio 

in a business firm. 

All twenty-three of the universities of the United 

Kingdom, having in 1957 a total of aboit 77,500 students, 

are autonomous and receive Treasury grants. There are no 

state universities. government or local control is 

exercised over universities. Yet, they conduct thediselves 

exceedingly well. (75, p. 1031) 

Courses leading to university degrees normally 
last three years, occasionally four: Iedica1 

degrees take longer. All universities are 
coeducational and all provide for postgraduate 
research. A very high standard of serious, 
independent and critical study is prerequisite 
to a degree. A student's final performance in 
degree examinations is categorized into classes. 
A first class demands a magnificent performance 
and an outstanding brain. It stands its pos- 

sessor in good stead for many years. About 
eighty-two per cent of all university students 
are in receipt of some form of scholarship, 
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usually enough to cover tuition and residence 

away from home. (50, p. 99) 

Because of low wages and high requirements, it is al- 

most l:riposslble to earn one's way through college in Ene- 

land, and, as In all European schools, students have a 

great deal of freedom during their years of study and are 

judged by their predegree examinations and not periodically 

as in the United ¿tates. 

Below the universities proper corne the colleges of 

advanced technology and the technical colleges. Many 

teach at university degree level, as well as in prepara- 

tion for vocational diplomas and certificates awarded 
by 

professional associations in recoiition of full profes- 

slonal education. In Britain, these take the place of 

the majority of degrees awarded In American professional 

colleges. (50, p. 100) 

Technical colleges and colleges of commerce also 

act as supplement to grammar and technical schools, thus 

enabling young people to complete their education for the 

work in which they earn their living. (50, p. 101) 

Some the English universis give examinations 

and furnish courseto other schools. Thus, a student 

can gain a degree from a university without ever having 

studied there. An example Is found in the University of 

Lelcester, founded in 1921, and which offers courses for 

the external degree of the University of London in 
arts, 
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c1ence, commerce, and law. These decrees are also grant- 

ed to over3eas students. In 1950, the University of London 

had enrolled nearly 28,6O external students, located In 

many parts of the world, while Durham University had 

arrangements with several associated colleges (eighteen 

theological schools, thirteen in England and Scotland and 

five in various parts of the commonwealth or colonies and 

other associated colleges in Sierra Leone, Barbados, and 

Jinderland. (92, p. 111-158) 

The provincial univor3ities founded during the past 

one hundred years do not provide donnitories, or tutors, 

or the close control over the lives of their students, 

such as one finds in the ancient colleges of Oxford and 

Cambridge. (68, p. 64.-83) 

Oxford Jniversity, for example, "Is a corporate 

body" under the title of "the chancellor, masters, and 

scholars of the University of Oxford." 

It consista of' a. body of graduates who are the 

governing members of the corporation; and of a 
body of undergraduates who are subject to the 
government of the elected officers of the univer-. 

sity. The colleges (32 in all) are corporate 
bodies, distinct from the university, each 
college being a distinct corporation, self- 

governed according to its own statutes. Teach- 

ing le given partly by university professors, 
readers, lecturers, and demonstrators, partly 

by more numerous collego tutors and lecturers. 

(92, p. 146-147) 

According to Wor4 Universities 1937-1938, an exam- 

inatlon of the subjects offered by the different 
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universities indicates that In 3cotlancl, no courses in 

business or economics were listed by St. David'3, while 

the Univereity of Glaeow listed one professor in account- 

ing and one profeeor plus three lecturers in political 

science; the Jnivereity of P.berdeen listed one professor 

in political economy and various lecturers in banking 

and accounting and business methods; the inlversity of 

Edinburgh, however, listed one professor each in political 

economy and mercantile law, commerce and irdustry, and 

political science; one lecturer each in economics, bank- 

ing, commerce and industry, and three lecturers in actu- 

anal science. (92, p. 159-161) 

Eritish industry, banktn, and commerce have, for 

years, drawn on the graduates of the 3cottish univer- 

sities for their staffs. either of the universities in 

a1es listed any courses in coninerce. 

The pictre &n England is spotty, with the inter- 

nationally known London School of Econon1cs and Political 

cience of the University of London leading in the amount 

of won: offered. 

This school is, by far, the best in England and its 

facilities include faculties in economics, political 

science, commerce, industry, accounting, banking and 

currency, business administration, law, etc. 

Although only established in the early nineteenth 
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century, the University of London now includes the Inns 

of Court, consisting of: 

1. Inner Temple 

2. iddle Temple Founded in the fourteenth century 

3. Lincoln Inn Founded in 1502 

4. Gray's Inn 

These four Inns of Court have established the Council 

of Legal Education to superintend the education and exam- 

ination of students for the Enliah bar. The right to 

practice as a barrister in the law courts of England and 

a1es is restricted to those who have been called to the 

bar by one of the Inns of Court. 

The University of London also conducts external 

courses In cornnerce and law at Leicoster and Hall and a 

course in economics at Flail. (92, p. 140) :i3ristol and 

Leeds do not list any courses in the business field nor 

are any mentioned for the various colle3es of Oxford and 

Cambridge, although they are known to give courses in 

economics and allied subjects; their approach being 

theoretical rather than practical. All of the provincial 

universities except Bristol and Leeds give varying import- 

ance to courses in commerce and commercial law, economics, 

and commerce and ad!ìinistration. 

These courses are largely theoretical in character 

and none approach the London ¿chool of Economics and 
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Political .3cience in their coverage of commercial sub- 

jects. Even the approach of' the London $chool of Economics 

is theoretical and none of the English schools of higher 

education have, as yet, adopted the approach of the var- 

bus American schools of commerce or business administra- 

tion. (92, p. 110-157) 

Despite the Education Act of 1944, the ng1ish con- 

tinue to think along class lines. 1en are still judged 

by their public school or Oxford accent and in the schools, 

the strong emphasis Is still on character strengthening. 

Far less socialization goes on than in American 

schools, the emphasis being on resoonsibility. (50, p 

104) 

People are slow to change, although many of the lead- 

ing thinkers in the field of education feel a change is 

long overdue. Edmund King, of King's College, University 

of London, feels 

sorne time-honored criteria needs to be changed. 
The premium on certain kinds of ability, on 
certain 'gefltlemanly' subjects and mannerism, 
on certain profeusions--a11 this needs re- 
evaluation in a transformed social and inter- 
national cont6xt. 'Character training' of 
the old fashioned defensive (or stuffed shirt) 
type can well be replaced by ar informed and 
active social responsibility...Now that a vast 
proportion of Britons, previously underprivileged, 
are not only 'in the ioney,' bt determined to 
show themselves as good as their neighbors, it 

is urgently necessary to repudiate the old 
suspicion that they are essentially inferior 
or uncultivable because they do not display 



certain kinds of intellectual nimbleness... 
1illions of Britons and hundreds of their towns 
still show deep scars of former contemptuous 
treatment and near servitude, It is difficult 
for thei;i not to feel hostility and a 'two nation' 
attitude toward the privileged, especially as 
'parity of esteem' and 'equality of access' are 

still so far from being achieved in the nation's 
schools. (5(3, p. 104) 

If her present plans develop, she will continue to 

improve educational opportunity for ail with continued 
training being given to the able and deserving, not to the 

rich and sociably acceptable alone. Her system leaves 

education in local hands, but with national government 

aid. Her ap)roach is modern and deocrat,ic. Will she be 

able to break away from the two-track system and if so, 

what will the new British leadErs of business be like? 

More like our own, X suspect, but only time will tell. 

Africa and Asia 

A7rica is in a ferment and so for the prpose of this 

thesis we shall omit it as we shall also do with the pro- 

gressive countries of Australia and New Zealand. Our 

concern then lies .rith Asia, that huas area, so old and 

yet in many ways so undeveloped. 

The comrrtuntst world, not believir in individual 

effort in business, in the saine sense we do, could be fer- 

tile ¿round for a complete book, but as it is not too 

oertinent to our immediate study we will omit it, the so 
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called "3oviet bloc," and all other counties of the saíne 

philo . 

of. those who remain Iran, India, Indonesia, the 

Philippine Islands, and Japan loom up as moet important. 

The same problems as beset Latin America beset each of 

these, except Japan, but for different reasons. Iran, of 

lone history, is slowly breaking away from the past. Both 

India and Indonesia have only recently broken their ties 

with their former European masters and are deep in the 

problem of educatinß their peoples to take their proper 

place as new nations in the post-orld War II world. The 

problem of the small recently freed and other Asian 

nations presents somewhat the same problem but in varyinß 

degrees ad with the shadow of huge communist China hover- 

incç over many of them. Almost all of them are poor, have 

little Industry in the modern sense and are beset with 

illiteracy which in turn makes the success of democratic 

ideas so difficult. 

The United States Is aiding many of' them in their 

ficht to improve the level of their educational offerIngs. 

Every year, American universities, working In cooperation 

with the United 3tates government, send members of their 

faculties to underdeveloped countries to introduce and 

develop American educational "know how" and knowledge. 

A brief look at the illiteracy statistics of five of 
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Estimated 
Country population 

India 1958 
406,600,000 

Indonesia 1959 
89,600,000 

Percentage 
i11iteracy 

83.4 per cent 
(1951 estimate) 

iinistry of Education 
estimate 45 to 85 per 
cent 
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Iran Nov. 1956 Estimated at 75 per cent 
18,944,821 

Philippine 1948 Estimated at 35 per cent 
Islands 19,234,182 

Thailand 1956 44.3 per cent (1947) 
20,000,000 (steadily and rapidly 

de creasing) 

.3ource: The Woridmark Encyclopedia of Nations (75) 

The one large, progressive, highly educated as well 

as the most modern country in Asia is Japan, whose history 

and development is most intriguing. 

Japan 

Japan has an area of 147,700 square miles and an 

estimated population in 1959 of 92,420,000. Down through 

the middle ages and until the middle of the nineteenth 

century Japan was a feudal state ruled by feudal lords 

known as daimyo who were virtually Independent rulers and 

who retained armed guards to protect their property and to 

maintain their nosition. Out of this class grew the 

samurai, or warrior class, who exalted "loyalty to the 
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clan and the lord, physical courage, and contempt of death. 

Out of' this group crew the shogun who dur1n the 1on his- 

tory of Japan were to a varymn dereo in charge, under 

the E'mperor, of inaintain1n peace and order. Of the 

8hoguns, in recent centr1es the Tokugawa shoganate was 

the most powerful. It came into power in the early seven- 

teenth century and over the next two cent:ries maintained 

undisputed rule and internal peace. Internal stability 

was reinforced by an entrenched class system, with the 

military class enjoying the highest prestige. Powerful 

clans rose during the nineteenth century and this with the 

rising trade and new foreign contacts led to the restora- 

tion of the Emperor's power in 1863. (60, p. 570-573) 

in 1853 Commodore Perry visited Japan, this visit 
being followed by the general begtnnin of widespread 

contact with the outside world and the conversion of Japan 

from a medieval type society to a modern nation in the 

span of less than one hundred years. During the first 

ninety years after 1853 her population grew, she became 

an industrial nation, and like England her commerce reach- 

ed the ends of the earth. 

In 1868 the Restoration shered in the famous Ieiji 

or the period of Emperor Mutsuhito's reign during which 

the clans and daimyo surrendered their power and their 

fiefs, and an effectual central authority was established, 
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and to all intents and purposes the emperor became the 

greatest daimyo of the empire. The new constitution, 

created by his imperial decree declared him "sacred and 

inviolable" and the myth of divine descent began to grow. 

(60, p. 572) 

Japan thus became a country in which the modern was 

cleverly grafted on the old so that both cultures lived 

side by side, one for heine life, the other for business 

and commerce. 

Her strong military caste waged and won three wars; 

with China in 1894, with Russia in 1904, and 1or1d t'ar I 

in 1914, yet her social structure remained basically un- 

changed. 

The class society of old was maintained, with 
members of the imperial family and the nobility 
enjoying the privileged position conferred by 
birth, and with certain commoners condemned to 
the lowest stratum of a virtual caste society. 
Every town and village had its own class hier- 
archy with its own upper, middle, and lower class 
groups...With such a system and years of tradi- 
tion the Japanese have become a well disciplined 
and well organized people. They obey authority 
and follow their leaders, they conform to group 
standards as their national character is the 
result of a planned program of formal and infor- 
mal education which begins early in life. Even 

tlie child as a baby learns there are set rules 
he must obey and that he can be and is ordered 

around by his father and older brothers. 
(60, p. 573-574) 

Until a few years ago women occupied a distinctly 

secondary place in Japanese life but this was changed 

after or1d ar II. Prior to Jorld ar II the attitudes 
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and beliefs of state 3hlnto were made an integral part of 

school 1nstrict1on and all edicat1on was under the direc- 

tion of the Department (now called the Ministry) of du- 

cation. The Japanese system is even more highly central- 

ized than the French and in setting up her system she 

was greatly influenced by the school systems of the French 

and the Germans. Toward the end of the nineteenth century 

she organized her legal system along the lines of the 

German Code. 

But the Äinister of Education not only controlled 

formal education and the schools, but through various 

government bureaus he exercised control over all fflters 

concerning art, literature, science and religion. (6u, 

p. 579-580) 

I-le had jurisdiction over museums, art galleries, 
the literary and re1iious bo1ies, as well as 
the schools of varios levels. The Department 
of Education compiled all the elementary school 
textbooks and approved all textbooks used in 
the higher schools. The organization of schools, 
their respective functions in the national 
systei, their courses of study, the qualifica- 
tions of teachers, equipment and finance--all 
these matters were prescribed by Imperial 
ordinances. Strict control extended to all 
private as well as public schools. (60, . 580) 

And so It was almost without change from 1371 to 1945. 

Then caiiie (the 3upreme Commander of the Allied 

Powers) and a series of directives. Japan had been de- 

feated and on October 22, 1945, 3CAP sent a memorandum to 
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the Japanese ¿overnment laying down the basic edcationa1 

policy of the occupation. Textbooks were revised to 

eliminate militarism and in the years that followed many 

changes were made. 

SCAP directives became the basis of a series 
of orders by the Ministry of Education for 
the elimination of militarism and ultra- 
rattonalism fron the currtcul1im, fcr the re- 
moval of teachers judged unfit for the new 
program, for the abolition of glider train- 
ing and the military arts in physical edu- 
cation, and like measures. (60, p 586) 

All textbooks were revised and only those approved by 

SCAP could be used. New methods of teaching morals, his- 

tory, geography, and other subjects rere introduced to 

bring about the objective of a democratic Japanese educa- 

tion within a world society committed to non-aggression 

and peace. 

The school system was reor;anized and is flow being 

operated alonL! American 112es (see Chart No. VI) . Coed- 

ucation was introduced and since 1946 has become an accept- 

ed prInciple. The relativo oosition of women in Japanese 

society has Lçroatly changed. In fact, aiorig the younger 

people, there have been enormous changes. A ladder of 

education has been established and oducatio. through the 

secondary schools is froc. This coupled with the law re- 

quiring compulsory school attendance for all children 

between the ages of six and fourteen has resulted io a 

very high enrollment in the secondary schools. According 
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to The Worldinark Encyclopedia of the Nations, enrollment 

in the junior high schools In 1957 amounted to 99.5 per 

cent of all children of that level in Japan. 

The great emphasis on education, plus an expand- 
inß scholarship system, has caused over-crowding 
in most schools and (colleges) universities. The 

number of university applicants is sometimes ten 
times the nuiber that can be accepted. (75, p. 

552) 

Cultural patterns change slowly. ?he Japanese are 

quick learnsrs but the new systems still lack sufficient 

schools and although great numbers of young people seem to 

have changed their cultural point of view it is inevitable 

that the long established traditions and customs will 

1iner on and nerhans, if sufficiently stimulated as o ir 

influence becomes less direct, revert--at least in part-- 

to ancient ways. 

Cur long occupation and the presence of 1are numbers 

of American young men has had its effect on their young 

men and women, while in a certain number of cases Japanese 

cult're has had a very definite impact pon our yoing 

American soldier while stationed there. 

Here we have an opportunity to observe at first hand 

how far a new approach to education can change the former 

outlook of a nation. Will they change fundamentally, or 

slightly, or once our pressure is removed, revert to some 

extent to their own traditional mores and viewpoints? The 

world of today, beine what it is, lends more than ordinary 
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interest to these quetioria arid to Jpfl5 place in the 

world or democratic nations. 

Latin America 

Latin America consists of twenty-one republics and 

various foreign-owned territories stretching south from 

the Rio Grande River to the Antarctic and inc1udin the 

Islands of the Caribbean. several 1anuages are spoken, 

but for the purpose of this survey we will leave out the 

territories of European countries and the Caribbean coun- 

tries. Two 1anuaes only will then be involved, Porti- 

guese for razi1 and Spanish for the rest. These eighteen 

countries have been divided into aroups I, II, III, and IV. 

Chart ;o. I (three pages) lists the countries assi- 

ed to each Group and provides certain information pertain- 

ing to each country, such as estimated pop1ation, ethnic 

composition, education, and percentage illiteracy. As we 

co along, reference will be made to the infornation given 

in this chart. 

Àatin America, like Africa, contains huge numbers of 

people descended from the original population and those 

living in the interior still live very little differently 

than they did centuries ago. 

Class differences are very strong and a semifeudal 

society continues to exist, with a small upper class of 
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larp;e landholders and wealthy businessmen and a huge lower 

and larL:ely unedcated class at the bottom. The more 

rural the country, the hlßher the rate of overty, eick- 

ness, and illiteracy. With the com1 of lndu3trializa- 

tion the pictIire improved as .tndustry needs literate men. 

The more the industrj the nore education tt re- 

quire of Its workers and their superviori, thus forcing 

educational demands on the country. Poiltical ln3tablllty 

ha3 lonr', been an accepted. oondition and even now tho 

strongly entrenched upper clase has continued to maintain 

its position althouh in some countries their tenure has 

becorie somewhat uncertain. 

When compared to the settlement of the English col- 

oiles in North Aîsrca the settlement of Latin America 

proceeded along completely different lines. Durin the 

period from 1608 to 1776 the Eriglih colonie3 were 1are- 

ly Anglo 3axon, with some mixture of im:ilSrante frow 

Northern Eurooe, predominantly Protestant; etronly 

affected by the Reformation, and the political and philo- 

sophical unrest and ferment of the soventeenth and ei;ht- 

eenth centuries. The Indians were pushed back and exer- 

deed very little, if a- 
r effect on the early culture 

of the colonists. The early settlers for the most part, 

wore men of deternlïation, highly indivIdualistic and men 

who foit very stronßly aboit beinß pushed around or 
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dictated to. 

The settlement of Latin America had beun moro than 

a century before 1608 and by 1776 had already established 

several universities. In terms of ethnic background the 

Eri1i8h colonies in 1776 were Anglo-Saxon and Nordic 

white, whose numbers were approximately three and a half 

million. In contrast, after 275 years of conquest and 

settlement Latin America was still lare1y Indian plus a 

mixture of white and Indian known as mestizo. In Brazil, 

which was the largest sin1e corntry in Latin America, and 

a colony of Portua1, the mother country sent only 25,000 

people to the colony during the first 100 years of her 

occupation. During the first three centuries of Spanish 

domination only 300,000 Spaniards came to their colonies 

in Latin America. (60, p. 72-73) These $paniards tended 

to remain in the cities of the resultin5 new republics. 

They, with the exception of their common soldiers, formed 

the upper class. The common soldiers who carne from the 

lower classes in spain rarely bro'rght their womenfolk with 

them. They married or just lived with the Indians, thus 

creating the present large mestizo population. 

The predominantly mixed and Indian population remain- 

ed oppressed and ignorant. The narrow point of view of 

the Spanish church was carried over into the new countries. 

Education for the poor was almost non existent while the 
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upper classes were edcated In schools and universities 

owned and operated by the church. The teaching was 

humanistic and classical in character and designed to 

train the new priests for the church although a certain 

number of lawyers, doctors, teachers, and a few eons of 

the small upper class were given a classical education. 

iducation for girls was most limited in character. 

The educational work of the colonial period was 
carried on principally by religious orders-- 
Franciscan, Dominican, Augustinian, and Jesuit 
...During this period the humanistic and 
verbalistic features of the Jesuit curriculim 
becane the norm--a norm that has persisted to 
the present time...Only in the last few years 
have humanism, verbalistic encyc].opedism, 
theoretical and classical education--all pro- 
dcts, in whole or in part, of the Jesuit influ- 
ence or of a subsequent confusion of humanism, 
positivism, and French romanticism--begun to 

give ground to laboratory sciences, to vocational 
courses, and to a more broadly social and prac- 
tical concept of the pirpose of the school. 
(Go, p. 76) 

After the various republics became free of Spanish 

and Portiguese control they became more nationally minded 

bt for oet of them almost another century would pass 

before their edicatlonal facilities were removed from the 

control of the church. 

ith the rise of industrial activity and worldwide 

communication the hitherto dominated masses began to be 

heard and they began to demand a "better break." How far 

they have progressed depends upon the particular country 
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they are In, but, at best, the rate of their progress is 

far from uniforu. Even a glance at Chart o. I will give 

one an idea of the enormous task still ahead of almost all 

of these countries. 

Let us then take a look at each of the four groups 

described in Chart 1. 

GROUP I 

This group Is made up of the four largest countries 

In Latin America who have a combined population of over 

130 mIllion people. Yet each one is quite different and. 

all are making rapid proress In industrialization and 

modernization. Brazil, the largest, was a former colony 

of PortÁa1. Iheir official language is Portuguese. Al- 

though very lar&e (larger than continental United states), 

the bulk of her people live in the provinces bordering 

on the Atlantic Ocean. Hers is a mixed population, with 

large numbers of negroes and with no color line. Educa- 

tion is free and compulsory. ret, in 1950, for those over 

15 years of age nearly one-half of her population was 

illiterate. Here elementary education is controlled by 

the state and extends over a five-year period of which 

three years are compulsory. The past few years have wit- 

nessed the openin2 of many new schools as the constitution 

of 1946 requires the government to contribute ten per cent 

of Its revenue, and the state and local government twenty 



CHART I - PAGE 1 

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE GhOUP COUNTRY COMPOSITION EDUCATION POPUlATION ILLITERACY 

ONE Argentina April 1, 1958 European - 16%, Compulsory and 7 to 8% 
20,256,000 European Origin - 81%, Free, 6-lL yrs. 

Indian or Other - 3% of age 

BrazIl 1959 Mixed Origins 
65,000,000 

Free, 7-l1 yrs.19O - 15 rs. 
of aae and older - L9.3% 

Colombia 1959 Mestizo - 70%, Indian - Free but not 1951 - over lOyrs 
13,82L,000 5%, Negro - 5%, European Always Compul- of age - 38.5% 

Origin - 20% sory, 7-11 yrs. 

Mexico July 1, 1958 Indian - 30%, Negro - 1%,Compulsory and Estimated 30% 
32,38,000 Mestizo - 60%, White - Free, 6-15 yrs. 

9% of age 

TO Costa RicaDec. 31, 1957 Homegeneous, Primarily 7-1L. yrs. of 1957-Urban-8.1% 
1,O2,L7L. European, Mostly Spanish,age, Free and 1957-Rural-28.5% 

Minority Mestizo Compulsory 

Fanama 1959 MestIzo - 65%, White - Compulsory and 1950 - over lOyrs 
1,029,000 11%, Negro - 13%, Indian-Free, 7-15 yrs.of age - 28.2 

10%, Oriental - 1% of age 

Uruguay July 1, 1957 White - 90%, IndIan, Compulsory, 7% 
2,679,000 Negro, or Mixed - 10% 7-lL yrs. of 

age - 
r") 
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per cent of their revenue to education. In 1957 there were 

1,059 commercIal schools with 139,162 students and twenty- 

two state universities. A1toether there are six hundred 

instititions of hi3her learning having a total of 79,505 

students. The overnment la trying hard to reduce illiter- 

acy and ha set up over 15,000 adult edicational centers 

toward accomplishing this goal. (75, p. 95) 

There is sorne higher level instruction offered In ad- 

ministration and finance but at this time the Brazilian 

schools still have a loncr way to go. 

Colombia, like all the republics of 3oth America, 

except Brazil, Is a former 3panish colony. In it the 

3panish tradition continues to run high and there are 

many church-controlled schools. "The constitution pro- 

vides that public edcation shall not conflict with the 

doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church, although private 

schools are accorded freedom of instruction and there are 

a number of privately maintained Irotestant schools." 

(75, p. 201) 

The government assists education and there are 133 

institutions of hipher learning having. a total enrollment 

in 1956 of only 14,346 students. Illiteracy in 1951 for 

those over ten years of age was over 38.5 per cent. 

There is still much to be done and presently the educational 

structure of the country Is being reoranized. Higher 
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education leans to the classical, a1thouh courses are 

offered in econonile science. (75, p. 201) 

Iexico, the second largest country in Latin America, 

i_8 only nine per cent white. Although education is corn- 

pulsory and free from acea six to fifteen, it is estimated 

that about thirty per cent of its inhabitants can neither 

read nor write. Even thou3h this figure seems hih, one 

must remember that until this contry, education for the 

masses was almost nonexistent and in 1910, when the era 

of present-day exico beCan, illiteracy was estimated at 

eighty per cent. As time Coes on, the pre3ent rate is con- 

stantly beine lowered. 

ì'iexico is a country of energy and resources. She is 

growing and is bui1dtn up her educational system. In the 

Federal District and territorios the school systems are 

administered by the Federal ;overnment, while in the rest 

of the conitry they are handled by the states. 

Despite the fact that in 1958 the federal appropri- 

tion for education comprised sixteen per cent of the bud- 

get; of the 7,400,000 children of' school age, forty per 

cent coud rot attend school becaise of the lack of' fach- 

itles. The 1960 educational budget has therefore been 

raised to 13.3 per cent of the federal budget. (75, p. 

667) In 1958 Iexico had sixteen state universities and 

anon its schools of higher education was listed the 
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íexico City College--an American ity1e college with a 

four-year course leading to ari A.13. degree and graduate 

studies leading to an M.A. degree. Instruction is given 

in Th1ish and during the summer they offer courses in 

econonics, and business administration. (77, p. 468) 

Both the faculty and stident body are largely American. 

The various state universities have a number of 

faculties of economics, accoxnting, administration and 

other studies in the business field, but of a level of 

instr.ction far below that iven in the better schools in 

the United tates. iany upper class families in Mexico 

send their children to schools in the United $tates. 

Thus Mexico has for many years been a bridge between the 

cultures of North America and Latin America. 

Despite ali these efforts, 

It i3 doubtfl that 4,000 university titles and 
degrees are conferred in Mexico in any one year. 
...Edacational thoaght in exico is plagued, by 

the persistence of practices and ideas inherited 
from the olonial noriod and from the nineteenth 
century--practices and ideas not fully compatible 
with new reform noveuent. (60, p. 103) 

any of the uper classes have resisted reforns. The 

teachers are poorly oaid. Profesiorial leadership above 

elementary levels is lacking. Indeed a new dynamic pro- 

r)ra is needed and should be of interest to all Americans 

especially those living close to the northern boundary of 

our sister republic. 
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Argentina is not only one of the larest countries 

in Latin America, it enjoys with Uruguay, the lowest il- 
literacy rate in South America--approximately seven per 

cent. Her population is only three per cent non European 

in composition and origin, and despite recent political 

setbacks she has a modern and progressive point of view. 

A land of many natural reso rces, an aressive peojles, 

and a diversified clirqate. 

Education is free, secular, and compulsory for all 

children from six to fo rteen years of a,e. According to 

Saanett, eleteitary education extends over a period of 

six years, followed by five years of secondary education 

except for those students preparing for the niversity of 

B;enos Aires, the course then lasting six years. (77, 

o. 24) 

Education is controlled throughout the country 
by the ministry of education. The federal goy- 
ernment provides primary education in Buenos 
Aires and the provinces, although the provin- 
cial overnments also provide elementary 
schools. Privately owned schools are regulated 
by the national or provincial authorities. (75, 
p. 29) 

In 1954 there were 133 institutions of higher learning 

(including eiht national universities) with a total en- 

roilment of 141,893 or 0.7 per cent of the national 

population. 

On February 1959 a law was passed authorizing the 
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establishment of independent universities qa1ified to 

£rant deßrees, but requirii special examinations be passed 

before raduates of nonov3n1mental schools could be award- 

ed professional titles. Under this law the examining board 

consista of selected professors from state and private 

universities as well as ¿overnrnent offìcials. (75, p. 29) 

On the secondary level there are a number of schools 

givinß vocational and business training. Beyond the 

secondary level the universities offer a six-year course 

ir ecenommiic sciences, 1edin to a doctor's decree, a 

five-year corse ieadin to the decree of actuary, and a 

four-year course preparing one to be an accountant. (31, 

p. 8) 

The Argentines aro a proud people and like to point 

out that the Universi y of Cordoba was founded in 1613, 

the fifth oldest university in Latin America. It was 

ori,ina11y a church school and in 1854 it became a nation- 

al university. Yet until the latter part of the nine- 

toenth century ita teachings ;oro religioas in character, 

and little thouit was ivsn to scientific tudiec. Dur- 

in the tîentleth century its students wore given great 

froedou of choice and--then eare .?eron. To quote Dr. JL:an 

i.antcvarii, of the University Nacional de Buenos Aíres 

Acader:ic liberty is infringed each time a die- 
tatorship is imposed upon a nation. When ptib- 

lic freedoms comes to an end and huiiar rights 
are not recognized or respected, there also 
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comes to education a period of darkness in 
which irian is re:arded, iot on his L1eritc, bit 
as a mere unit or instrument in an all-powerful 
state...2rofssor: ar1 st'iderits of the uni- 
versities understood that only in a deraocratic 
atmoa)here, in which hunan dignity was respected, 
could the universities develop their mission of 
edLoatin mankind and fulfill their various 
specific functions of research and professional 
teachin. (94, . 409) 

After Peron the universities radua11y reßained their 

right to ßovern themselves. Today, each university has 

its own board of ¿overnors, with Its respective organiza- 

tions. It appoints professors, in all categories without 

any political intervention. It draws up its own statutes, 

formulates its own p1ani and prorarns for study, grants 

professional titles, academic de.rees, and scientific dis- 

tinctions without any diroctIvs save those determined by 

itself. (94, p. 413) 

3ecause of there being no charge for tuition in the 

state universities students come frorq all c1ases of 

society. Lq.re nuinborc have become interested in econom- 

ics and social science. Yet these students are far from 

satisfied and many prob1ens face the admnistratione of 

the various universities. Dr. Larrea of the TJnivercity of 

Tucuinan is particularly concerned 1th the tripartite 

administration of Argentine universities composed of 

representatiVes of the students, of the raduatos, and 

of the teacher. He comments: 
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No one haB yet attempted to think thoroughly 
and deeply and to stato coura;eoueìy whether 
this forni of administration doeß indeed favour 
the riht ktid of exporimerit. The univeritie 
of !orth America and Europe do not share the 
overnme:t of their institution3 either with 

students or with the graduates. Are the stu- 
dents, even the best of thorn, sufficiently 
mature to discuss and vote on the measures 
which reu1&te the daily life of their uni- 
versities? (94, p. 156) 

He feels that this results in the students tolerating 

the activity of a iare number of ignorant and inept pro- 

fessors and even resist the work of professors of high 

ability and that what they really seek lu to pass their 

examinations in the easiest possible way. As a result 

one often hears talk of "students rights," by which may 

be meant the avoidance of duties or admission to the uni- 

versity and the çranting of degrees to those who have made 

no effort. 
Argentine educators are disturbed, with reason, and 

wonder with Dr. Rtsiori Frondizi, rector of the Jnivorsity 

of Buenos Aires, if certain professors should not be re- 

moved and if there are none in the country to replace them 

that foreign professors of recognized competence by 

appointed in their place. But he makes no comment on how 

these foreign professors would like to teach under these 

conditions. (94, p. 156-158) 
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GROUP II 
This ßroLp is made up of three small countries who 

have populations of below three million each and whose 

rate of iliteracy is below thirty per cent. 

The lar3est--Uruuay--is slightly larger than the 

state of ì'Jorth Dakota. It is rolling country, with a 

temperate climate. Its population as of July 1, 1957, was 

estimated as being 2,679,000 of whom ninety per cent were 

white, mostly of' Spanish and Italian ancestry. Education 

at all levels is free and is compulsory between the ages 

of seven and foirteen. It is an exceedingly democratic 

country and has a very stable government, probably the 

most stable in all of Jouth America. Its people are hard 

working and enjoy the second highest per capita income of 

any national group in Latin America. idication looms 

high in national favor and the funds allocated for it 
total the largest single item in the national budget. 

There is universal suffrage and so much social legisla- 

tion it has almost become a welfare state. 
The Jnivers1ty of Montevideo in 1957/1958 had 
more than 17,000 students--twelve faculties, with 
the greatest number of students in law and social 
sciences. Vocational Training is available in 
Montevideo at the Universidad dei Trabajo (Work 
university), consisting of seventy-four technical 
schools, offering co.rses such as engineering and 
agriculture. Adilt education courses are con- 
ducted five days a week, but attendance is op- 
tional. (75, p. 118) 
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The University offers several courses in the field 

of business including a six-year course leading to the 

degree of Doctor of Economics and Administration and a 

four-year course for Public Accountants. In 1957 the 

total of students in the vocational schools and the [ini- 

versity was abo.'t 33,000 or 1.23 per cent of the popula- 

tion, while those enrolled in the University of .ontevideo 

totaled 0.63 per cent. (75, p. 118) 

Costa Rica is the most progressive country in Central 

America having an estimated population of only 1,052,474 

on December 31, 1957. Homogeneous in character, primar- 

ily European, of mostly Jpanish descent and with a sub- 

stantial minority of mestizos. 

Education is free at all levels and compulsory be- 

tween the ages of seven and fourteen. In the cities 

illiteracy arno;.nts to only 8.1 per cent while in the rural 

districts is is higher--28.5 per cent. Thus in 1957 

Costa Rica along with the Argentine and Uruguay enjoyed 

the lowest illiteracy rate in Latin America. Its people 

are progressive and education minded. The largest item, 

twenty per cent, in the national budget is for education. 

There is only one university, the University of Costa Rica, 

which in 1957 had 2,474 pupils or 0.23 per cent of Costa 

Rica's population. In it is taught a five-year course in 

economic and social sciences--with a major in 



adLinistrat1on and accoantinc, 

a four-year course in economic 

or actuary--all leadinß to the 

(31, p. 17) 

Panama is small, tts arca 
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mathematics, or statistics; 

sciences, and accounting 

degree of licentiate. 

only being about 32,000 

square miles. Even then she is larger than Costa Rica 

whose area is only about 23,000 square :niles. Her popula- 

tion however, was 1,029,000 as of 1959 and of which eleven 

per cent is white, the rest being Mestizo, Indian, Negro, 

and Oriental. 

Although education iS free, compulsory, and nonsec- 

tarian for all between the ages of seven and fifteen, in 

1950 the illiteracy rate for all its Inhabitants over ten 

years of a&e was 28.2 per cent. She has one niversity 

whose enrollment for the year of 1956/1957 was 3,256 or 

0.31 per cent of' the entire population. (75, p. 772) 

"A certificate of Perito iercantile (business expert), 

the secondary-level commercial certificate, admits the 

student to the Jchool of Commerce of the University." 

(31, o. 31) There is a six-year course in economic sci- 

ences leading to the degree of Doctor of Economic Sciences 

but apparently rio other courses are listed for business 

subjects. (77, p. 543) 

Of this group Chile is the largest having an esti- 

mated population of 7,298,000 on June 30, 1958. Thirty 
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per cent were white and almoat all the rest mixed spanish 

and Indian. lier climate ranges from tropical to temperate 

to cold. 3he covers an area of almost 270,000 square 

miles, much of which is mountainous. Here class lines are 

more pronounced than in either Uruguay or Costa Rica but 

she does have considerable social legislation dating from 

1924 and education is free and compulsory from seven to 

fifteen years of ase. In 1957 her rate of illiteracy was 

19.9 per cent. (75, p. 177) 

Her improvement has been extraordinary for in 1920 

the illiteracy rate was fifty 3er cent; now it is only 

7.5 per cent in urban areas for males and 32.9 per cent in 

the rural and minina areas. 3he has seven universities, 

a1thoh most of the studies in the Universidad Tecnica 

Frederico 3anta Maria (Technical university of Frederick 

3anta Maria) in Valparaiso are below university level. 

According to Sasnett, four-year courses are given in the 

higher-education level in economics and business adminis- 

tration. (77, p. 131) Her educational system is highly 

centralized and government supervised, but private schools 

are active at all levels. "There are over 20,000 students 

in her universities representing 0.27 per cent of her 

populatIon." (75, p. 177) 

GROUP III 

In this r,roup are two large and prosperois countries 
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both in the torrid zone and both with a high percentage of 

i lii. teracy. 

Peru is one of the oldest countries in Latin America 

and its capitai, Lima, was the center of 3panish govern- 

ment for 3oth America for nearly three centuries. fhe 

oldest university in the western hemisphere, the University 

of 3an Marcos was founded in Lima in 1551. As of 1955 

there were in Peru four state universities having an en- 

rollzment of 11,574 and two technical schools--the National 

College of Engineering and the Iationa1 Co1lee of Agri- 

culture with a total of 3,655 students. As the estimated 

pop1ation of Peru was about ten rìi1lion at that time the 

percentage of her population enrolled in schools of' higher 

education was only 0.15 per cent. Although education is 

nominally free and compulsory for children between the 

ages of six and fourteen, fifty-seven per cent of the 

citizenry is illiterate. Facilities are scarce in the 

back country and there are many relijious schools. The 

church is still strong and Roman Catholic religious in- 

utrction is required in all schools. English is oblig- 

atory In the secondary schools. (75, p. 793) Their system 

is definitely two-track and the old Peruvian aristocracy 

still rules Peru. Some instruction is given in the uni- 

versities in business including one four-year course in 

economics and commercial science. Various one- to four- 
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year corseo are given by the Facilty of conorn1c a.a 

Commercial gcience. (77, p. 549) Much, however, remains 

to be doue. 

Venezuela is a large couutry having an area of 

352,051 square miles or almost five times as large as Uru- 

giay. 1he is rich in resources having huge deposits of 

iron ore and petroleum. In 1959 her population was osti- 

mated at, C,O7,DOO f which only twenty per cent were white. 

Education is free and compulsory between the ages of seven 

through fourteen. TTet fifty-seven por cent of her popula- 

tiori is illiterate. (75, p. 1135) $he ha3 niany vocational 

schools Li her universities and many courses relatin. to 

business. Offerins include a six-year COiFO leading to 

Doctor of Law and Political Getence arid a five-year course 

leading to Doctor in Economics and Political 3cience. In 

four years oie cn earn a "bendate" in foreign service, 

bsinesa administration, or accounting. Various other 

technical and commercial corses are offered. (51, p. 38- 

39) et her educational system remains definitely two- 

track. ihe has the highest living costs of any country 

in Latlu America with many very wealthy men while the 

great mass of people remain poor and illiterate. 

In Group IV is included the rest of the continental 

Latin Arnerican republics, Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Honduras, ;icaragua, and Paraguay. All of them 
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are relatively backward and poor with rates of ii1iteraer 

ran1n8 Í'1'O thirty-ore per cent in ?araEuay to seventy 

per cent In Bolivia. In al]. of them elementary education 

is free and, in all except BolIvia, compulsory. till in 

many truancy runs high, and there 1 a shortae of both 

cchool and teachers. The highest percentage of whites 

is found in Bolivia, 14.3 per cent. In Honduras, icar- 

acua, and Paraguay there arc very few whites, the iuestio 

element in all three bein above eighty-five per cent. 

Along 1th the poverty goes a reat deal of disease and 

few children go beyond elementary school. 

Each of these countries 'nas a program, elementary, 

secondary and higher, inoludin sorne courses in economics 

and business. According to The or1dmark ncy1opedia of 

:at1ons (75), the total estimated population of the 

first six of these countries in the late fifties was 

about 16,500,000 while the total enro11iont in their 

schools of higher education was about 13,000 or 0.008 per 

cent of the total population. AdditIonally, one must also 

take into consIderation the level of the Instruction 

offered and the academic preparation of the students tak- 

Ing these courses. ParaGuay simply does not have enough 

teachers to enable her to enforce her laws on compulsory 

education. Bolivia does not have the money. At present, 

UNE$CO is helping her and throughout these countries 
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cijzsjonarjos arcs trying to combat disease and ignorance 

but L.-i thi3 they meet, in some countr1e, considerable 

resistance from the churoh. 

these arcas riced help and into them Jzuerican business 

is loo1in6 for both raw materials and customers. They 

will be a. challen5e to our young businessmen going abroad. 

3ince the systems of education in th other 
American republics are very different from 
our own, there is little basis upon which to 
establish equia1enoies (with the schools in 

the United tatos) . There is no eouvalent 
to the American bachelor's degree. The de- 
grec of '1icentiate" usually is rou1y corn- 

parable to the American bachelor's degree. The 
"doctoradc' is not equivalent to a. Ph.D. in tìie 

United 3tates. Virtually no graduate work, as 
the term is understood in the United ¿tates, is 
offered in the universities, althoußh it is 
possible to do indeperìdeit research outside 
the university, or in institutes connected with 
soue university. (31, p. 3) 

4any of the schools of business and other subjects 

incorporated under the univeisities do not require a 

secondary education for admittance and the "bachilleratot' 

is not a bachelor's dea'ee but a degree required Thr 

entrance into the University. In the iajority of the 

Latin AmerIcan reub1ics the secondary school student, 

after passing the official deree examinations, usually 

receives a diploma or title of "bachIller en humanidades" 

(bachelor in the huuanities), or a ttbaohilleratolt j 

science or coraraeree. (31, p. 5) 

Thus, we observe, neither the quantity nor the quality 
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of Latin American education approaches ours. But these 

countries ace tryin hard. Lare portions of their nation- 

ai budgets are set aside for edcation, tuition is free 

in all 3outh Arnerican universities. any sons of the rich 

are se]t to .urope and the United 3tato for their higher 

edu cation. 

A number of universities in the Jnited States are 

cooperating with uniiersities i Latin Anerica and work- 

ing toward muta1 understanding and ed'icat1oia1 assistance. 

of particular note !s the interchane of professors pro- 

gram (under its I.C.A. proram) which has been in effect 

for several years between MichiSaU Stete TJniversity and 

the University of Sao Pa1o, raz.t1. This program now 

includes several other cooperative efforts. In the Arsen- 

tine the University of Buenos Aires is wcrkinß with Colum- 

bia Jniversity and in other countries similar proras 
are beine worked on. The problems of the Lstin Anierican 

universities, however, are many inc1udin lack of suffi- 

dent funds, lack of co11oe caiapuses, as we know them, 

and the fact that ìost professors teach only a few hours 

a week and therefore, seldom hold the center of the stu- 

dents' interest. 

íevcrtheless, as the Latin Aierican countries pro- 

gress 1r economic well-being we car look forward to a 

1arcr middle c1ss and an increasing volume of better 
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edcation for all. 

with this will come the improved political stability 

so many of these countries so urgently need and which in 

tim will bring to all Latin America a more stable and 

happier way of life. 

United States 

The United States enjoyed the advantage of growing out 

of the original English colonies in orth America, where 

the land was settled by various groups of people, who were, 

for the most part, highly individualistic. All the early 

attempts at education were the offspring of the Protestant 

R0formation. The early settlers did not intermarry with 

the Indians, and for the first one hundred and fifty years 

most of the colonists were English. Although the English 

originally settled twelve of the thirteen colonies, they 

soon took over the thirteenth, from the Dutch. 

Generally speaking early interest in education cen- 

temed in three sections: Mew England, New York, and 

Virginia. The Tassachusetts Bay Colony was settled by 

Puritans, many of whom were graduates of the colleges of 

Cambridge and Oxford. The establishment of Harvard College 

was begun in 1636 (six years after the founding of Boston) 

when the General Court of i4assachusetts agreed to give 

four hundred pounds toward the founding of such a school 
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or college, althoug,h it was not until 1638 Harvard aetLially 

opened. 

Its founders were saturated with the traditional 
ideal of a college system...Governor Winthrop, 
who played a prominent part in originating the 
new institution, had been trained for several 
years at Trinity College, Cambridge...Among the 
founders of Harvard were one hundred college 
men, seventy of whom had been students in the 
colleges of Cambridge and thirty in colleges of 
Oxford. (20, p. 553-554) 

Higher education in England in the seventeenth century 

had come to differ essentially from every other one in 

Europe in that t subordinad scholarship and 1earni, to 

discipline and life. It continued to adhere to the ori- 

ginal concept of a college, consisting of the master and 

his group of students who dwelt with him and were instruct- 

ed by him, just as apprentices lived with and were trained 

by the master craftsman. (20, p. 555) All students were 

obliged to live in the college dormitory and submit to 

its exactin regimen. Daily worship, the supervision of 

study, and the inculcation of certain habits of morals and 

manners were the most common means of forming character. 

The college still clung to the medieval mode of metric- 

tion--the tutorial method--by which each instructor car- 

ned half a dozen or more students through their entire 

course of study. (20, p. 555) 

Down to 1767, each of the tutore carried a group 

through the college course, teaching them in all subjects. 
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In 1767 Yale, and i.n 1733, Harvard, abandoned the listing 

of students in the catalog according to the rank aid 

social standing of their parents--another custom brought 

over from English university life. 

Even in the earliest days of the Commonwealth of 

assachusetts provision was made for some education for 

all. In 1635 the first public Latin grammar school was 

established in Boston and in 1642 ordinances were passed 

to provide at least sorne education for all including the 

ability to read and write and do simple sums. 

In the Dutch colony of ::ew Netherlands, the Dutch 

provided schools in almost every town and the constituted 

authorities paid the expenses. The Dutch government re- 

quired that each new group departing for the colony take 

with theu a school-teacher. (20, p. 166-167) 

Virginia was settled by rich and upper class g1ish- 

men who set .p various systems of elementary education al- 

though in many cases the wealthy families engaged tutors 

and after a certain age sent their nons to Eng'and. Dur- 

ing the colonial period Virginia attracted many teachers 

and college professors from England. 

In the rest of the colonies the picture was spotty 

and uneven, partly becase of the mixed character of the 

immigration and partly because of frontier conditions and 

the type of life so mary frontier families led. In 
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Pennsylvania 1are groups of Germans, Swiss, and Iovarians 

clunfç to their own ideas and only rierged slowly with the 

predominant English groups. 

Looming large in the educational plot re of those 

days was the practice of apprenticeship. 

All the colonies had statutes of apprenticeship, 
and girls as well as boys were apprenticed... 
boys of economically independent families were 
apprenticed to highly skilled and remunerative 
trades and professions. The period of such 
apprenticeship began after the boys had received 
a higi degree of education...Chemlsts, physicians, 
architects, carpenters, ship bzl1ders, ships- 
officers, lawyers, arid members of a number of 
other professions and trades high Li the social 
and economic scale received as apprentices a 

part, at least, of their vocational and pro- 
fessional trainIng. (20, p. 165-166) 

By 1776 there were over two and one half million 

people of European extraction in the colonies and a new 

wealthy class had grown up in the coastal towns. Nine 

colleges had been founded all of whom were aligned with 

one or another Protestant church except one--the Univer- 

sity of Pennsylvania. 

The main purpose of the college up to this time had 

been to educate ministers and scholarly Christian gentle- 

men. But Americans were fond of reading and 

in large measure, the leaders of American life 
and thouglit had come under the spOil of the 
revolutionary philosophy of the 18th centruy-- 
Enlightenment, and were no longer tolerant of 
the restraint imposed by British con8ervatism, 
either in government or in thought and social 
living...Leadership was passing, by imperceptible 
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changes, from the clergymen to lawyers, bus- 

ineasinen aod planters. The shift in leader- 

ship was reflected in government and in liter- 
ature and scholarship....cholars in increasing 
numbers were devoting their efforts to science, 

politics, and economics, and to the application 
of these bodies of knowledge to commerce, agri- 

culture, industry, and government. (20, p. 

530-531) 

As men and their families pushed westward the Amer- 

lean pioneer type developed. Pioneer life was hard, but 

it afforded an opportunity for the vigorous and self- 

reliant to make their way in the world. Leadership on 

the frontier depended almost solely upon the strength, 

hardiness, and resourcefulness of the individual. Sien 

rose to wealth and influence, or sank to the lowest level, 

because of their own personal qualities. 

The hard life of the frontier stripped away much that 

was indispensable for the development of culture. "The 

frontiersman prized neither critical scholarship nor the 

fine and liberal arts, and all too frequently despised the 

ordinary amenities of social life." But pioneer life did 

develop initiative, self-reliance, independence, and an 

intense love of freedom. America was beginning to develop 

its own brand of education, philosophy, and cultural 

indeoenderice. (20, p. 532) 

In the period following the Revolution there were 

many changes in school law which continued to be handled 

on a state basis. 
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In 1739 kassachusettB revised It school law. 
Tuis law legalized the d1itri.et system, which 
had radua11y developed from the town system 
of colonial days. The law recuired an element- 
ary school in towns of fifty or more Lamilies, 
and raxniiiax' schools lai to'trns havinG 150 or more 
faruilie8. Teachers were to he co11ee graduates 
or, if not graduates, they were to be certified 
by ministers of the Congregational Church... 
Fines were to be levied aainst town3 falling 
to provide schools. Academies were chartered 
and lands were granted to them by the legis- 
lature. In 1797 the legislature enacted a law 
which gave the a3adem:j a recognized place in 
the public school system. (20, p. 550) 

In 1784 iTew York established the Board of Regents of 

the University of the itate of {ew York to promote and 

oversee secondary and higher education in that state. Be- 

tween 1782 and 1799 eighteen new colleges were founded, 

seventeen in twelve states and one, a Jesuit college, in 

the District of Columbia. Of these new colleges seven were 

Protestant, one Catholic, six nonsectarian and four state. 
Thus popular education began. The church no longer con- 

trolled higher education and four states now had their own 

colleges. For the first time in the United 3tates col- 

leges were established in the south outside of Virginia; 

the new colleges being located in Georgia, South Carolina, 

Torth Carolina, Tennessee, and Kenticky. 

'e were movinjlnto a new age. The curriculum was 

broadened in the schools and the Influence of French think- 

ing began to affect many of the colleges, especially be- 

tween Virginia and ew York. The effect of French 
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propaganda upon Anierican education was tremendous and re- 

suited in the chanin of many previous concets. (20, 

p. 565) 

In cenerai those ne ideas nay be suiìarized a: 
The term inivority came into general usase for 
des&natin institutions of higher 1earnin. The 
idea of state support and stato control of edu- 
cation was accepted as a 1oica1 necessity of 
republican &;overnment. Higher education took on 
as its new aim the training of lawyers, judges, 
1eis1ators, anö civil servants for the state, 
rather than ministers for the church. 

The view that secular education should replace 
reliElous training., ander the control of the 
church, was adopted. 

The idea that instruction should be rree. A 
broadened curriculum in which modern 1anguaes, 
social sciences, law, medicine and engineering 
should be included. A complete system of 
schools reautring three levels; elementary, 
secondary, and higher. (20, p. 565-566) 

Thus the nineteenth century opened with many hopes 

for a reat future. The industrial revolution was just 

getting under way in England and the teachings of Adam 

Smith ITere of vide iaterest to a world still wedded to 

Mercantilism. 

The nineteenth century became a period of rapid and 

iraciense change. Between 1800 and 1830 fifty-seven new 

colleges wore established of which nine were state, ten 

were non-sectarian, twenty-four were Protestant and four 

were Catholic. Colleges which. had formerly imposed re- 

].iious tests now opened their doors to all students, 
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without respect to their beliefs. 

During the period of the rreat western expansion many 

of the new colleges were established on the model of the 

early colonial colleges; Harvard, Yale, and Princeton 

bein8 the models most freq.ently followed. As the nation 

grew the middle class rose to great importance and the 

extremes of poverty and wealth decreased. (20, p. 569) 

Unlike Latin America--education in the Jnited States was 

looked upon as a right--elementary for all, then secondary, 

and later higher education. 

America's educational growth was directly re- 
lated to changes in the culture pattern--in the 
climate of thought, in the growth of cities and 
regions, in the expansion of the frontier, and 
in the rapid acceleration of technology. (60, 

p. 45) 

The Industria]. Revolution did not begin to affect 

American life appreciably until the second half of the 

nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the intellectual life 

of the country was stirring. In 1836, Emerson (in his 

Americi Scholar) wrote of the preference of the common 

man for the man of action rather than the thinking man. 

Many other writers deplored the lack of interest in Intel- 

lectual pursuits. Institutions for professional training 

for medicine, law, dentistry, and pharmacy were established 

outside of, or as separate sectIons of colleges and uni- 

versities. This was true of the first technical school-- 
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Pene1aer Polytechnic Inßtltute founded in Troy, New York 

in 1825--as it was twenty and thirty years later of the 

scientific schools established at Harvard, Yale, and 

Dartmouth. 

The progress of hitter education was slow until 
almost the last quarter of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. Interest in the colleßes was not to be 
expected, as one writer thought, from 'a busy, 
restless, speculating, money-making people,' nor 
did the colleges adequately meet 'the needs of 
the times.' Said Henry Tappan, President of the 
University of Michigan in his University Edica- 
tien (1851), 'We ifl8pire no general desire for 
higher education, and fail to collect students, 
because we promise and we do not perform. Hence 
we fall into disrepute, and young men of ability 
continue to prepare themselves for active life 
without our aid...When it is asked 'What is the 
way of education? Wo may reply that we need to 
fit men wel]. for the profession of life, and for 
the general business of the world in mechanical 
arts, in agriculture, and in commerce, or that 
we need to cultivate the human mind accordinß 
to the philosophical or ideal conception; or 
we might reply that we need all in due order 
and preparation. The last reply would unques- 
tionably be correct. (94, p. ill) 

Tappan was one of a number of American educators who 

had been deeply impressed by the example of the German 

universities but it was not until 1876 that the first 

ßraduate university, base4pi the German example, was 

founded--Johns Hopkins, with Daniel Colt Gilman as its 

head. 

ìleanwhlle the discussions continued and eleven years 

after Tappan's essay (1862) the idea that institutions of 
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higher education should meet the demands of the public and 

contribute to the welfare of society was ¡net in part by 

the provisions of the orrill Act (1362) for 

the endowment, support and maintenance of at 
least one college (in each state) where the 
leading object should be, without excluding. 
other scientific and classical studies, and 
including military tactics, to teach such 
branches of learning as are related to agricul- 
turo and mechanics arts. (94, p. 112) 

As Dr. T. J. Kerr, former President of Oregon State 

College said in his address of Kovember 17, 1931, 

For the first time in history all these classes 
of people--farmers, artisans, merchants, bankers, 
technicians, scientists, homemakers, engineers-- 
were to be provided with the opportunity for 
higher education on the same basis as the clergy- 
men, physicians, and lawyers. The new type col- 
lege fulfilled the needs and aspirations of' the 
common people. It offered equal opportunity to 
all. It limited the level of achievement, as 

well as opportunity, by no standard of wealth, 
privilege, or patronage...Under the impetus of 
the Morriul Act the period from about 1860 to 

1885 became the great developing epoch of 
Pjnerican education. (43, p. 11) 

Thus the United States began the movement that pro- 

vides for the one-track system of education. Education 

for anyone, capable of doing the work, from childhood 

through the university and professional training without 

restraint of family, wealth, or position--a true ladder 

of education for all. America's great contribution to the 

long history of educational development! 

The next new development was the establishment in 

1876 of Johns Hopkins University, 
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to en1are the resources of American scholarship 
in an institution free fron occleßia3tica]. and 
political control, where from the beginning the 
old and the nek, the buìanities, and. the sciences, 
would be generously promoted...The graduate 
schools that now rose In public and private in- 
stitutions of the country saved the day for the 
advancement of scholarship and research in the 
face of the demand for practical and vocational 
traiflinf. They also helped to advance the study 
of the sciences which had been resisted for many 
years, partly because they were new and partly 
because they were considered to be inimical to 
religious faIths. (94, p. 113-114) 

Soon other universitIes were founded and established 

colleges began to set up graduate schools requiring the 

discipline o2 the university and in turn become true uni- 

versities themselves. 

the commerce 

a search for principles of management on which 
raen could agree began. In 1881 Joseph Wharton, 
a Philadelphia merchant and manufacturer gave 
15O,OOO.00 to found a choo1 for hIgher commer- 
dal training at the University of Pennsylvania. 
This started a movement In education which was 
taken up by the colleges and universities through- 
out the nation and in 1908, the first graduate 
school of b.siness was founded at Harvard Jni- 

versity. (57, p. 72) 

Opportunities for higher education for women began in 

1836 at Geor1a Female College and co-education was first 

permitted at Oberlin Collegiate Institute In 1837. Since 

then an increasing number of schools have become co-educa- 

tional although there are still a nnmber of private schools 

whose enrollment is limited to either men or women. 

Thus we come to the end of the nineteenth century 
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with an edcationa1 system which was exceedin1y democratic 

and in which elementary aI.d secondary educat1oi was under 

state control and local direction. Jmior co11e.e, some- 

times now called comlilunity co11oes, were ju2t he1nninß. 

There were In 1900 only eIght such schools with a total 
enrollrient or 100 As the years rent on they prores sed 

greatly, in number and importance, and have come, in this 

twentieth century to occupy a very important place in our 

educational picture. (94, p. 503) 

Jnder the leadership of Horace Mann the common school 

movement was revived, its curriculum enriched and its work 

broadened. He promoted secularization and In 1839 estab- 

lished the first normal school in the United States. He 

advocated the employment of women as teachers and the 

establishment of school libraries. Together with Henry 

Barnard they revitalized common school education and by 

the beginning of the Civil War scceeded In making popular 

education the fixed policy el' the northern states and to 

some extent in the south. Compulsory school attendance 

laws came slowly with the first in Massachusetts in 1852. 

By 1900 only thirty-two states had enacted cornplsory 

school laws. It was not until 1919 that all of the states 

in continental United 3tates had taken this step. (20, 

p. 721) 

By the end of 1899 over five hundred now colleges had 
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been established in the United Jtates, some to crow 1are 

and faous, others to die oLt; b..it the country wa on the 

march and the twentieth century has witnessed the rcmark- 

able growth of the United States and its educational sys- 

tenis. (20, p. 7O) 

s the meeha.uiation oÍ Anierleari industry and farming 

proceeded the processes involved became more complicated 

and the demand for' trained :aen steadily increased. World 

Uar II has been Thl1oïod oy the nuclear ae and aatoma- 

tion. 3mall bueinoaes have become lar3o and a steadily 

risin level of preparation has become a necessity. Col- 

lees have multiplied in number, normal and business 

schools have beooe colleges, trade schools have become 

institutes of technolo3y. Hundreds of new courses have 

been added to the curricuLun of colle3es everywhere. 

i3y mid certury college offerns, especially 
those in the lare universities, became as 
numerous and as varied as the studets who tool. 
them. One historian of the liberal artB co1lee, 
observing this fission or subject matter, pic- 
turesquely comments that, 'the Yale catalogue 
for 1329 managed to include the entire four 
year course of etdy i one paße; in 1955 it took 

200 pages to list the undergrad.iate courses of 
study.' (53, p. 11) 

The nimber of new degrees granted had by 1955 exceed- 

ed 1600 different types. An additional 800, no longer 

used, are listed by the U. S. Department of Health, Edu- 

cation and e1fare in its bulletin 1960, No. 28, titled 
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"Academic Derees»' Additionally, schoolB all over the 

land, private associations, and others ofrer a continutn 

stream of adult eduatior courses. Every moans is used 

to spread education and today one does iot 'averi have to 

leave hie home. He rneriy tui on his television set for 

an educational broadcast. 

There is almost no illiteracy in the Un.tted itatee, 
the latest fiures ind1cati about 2.2 per cent. As 01' 

the rail of 1959 there were 1952 institutions in the are- 
sate United ate offerin; credit degree programs. (Li, 

p. 1) Distributed by type these were Laade up of: 

Averae 
Four-earinstitu t,lons: 1umber enrollment 

Universities 141 10,389 
Liberai Arts Co1lees 756 1,277 

Independently OrganI zed 
Professional Schools: 

Teachers Co11ees 198 1,776 
Technolo«)ieal Schools 51 2,045 
Theological, Religious 173 241 
Schools of Art 46 33.4 
Other Professional 75 623 
Junior Co11ees 512 304 

(31, p. 3) 

The total deßre--credit enrollment In the fall of 

1959 (full time and part time) reached a new pea1 of 

3,402,297 students. This figi.re includes students of 

varying ases but it is estimated that approximately twenty- 

one er cent of the ae group eighteen to twenty-one are 
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Initial enrollments run 

much higher and have been rising steadily, particularly 

since 1946. For exp1e; in 1939 the percentae of degree- 

credit enrollments to the population between the age of 

eighteen nd twenty-one was 14.3 per cent, in 1946--22.1 

per cent, in 1952__21!.9 per cent and in 1959--36.2 per 

cent. (41, p. 9) 

Enrollment In Institutiona attended predominantly 

by Negro students rose 6.]. per cent from 1958 to 1959. As 

a nation it would anear more and more of our people are 

becomin3 better and better ednoated. (4]., . 25) 

Our primary schools have been the sbject of rauch ex- 

perimentation and the results obtained have bee:a both 

hotly defended and attacked durinß the past few years. 

Likewise our secondary schools have been subjected to a 

great deal of criticism. in particul . r they are criticized 

because of the tendency to teach all on the sane level. 

Some defend this while others like J. Gonant believe the 

gifted Tn:u;t be sought out, identified early in life, and 

then developed. He gees on to say, 

To capitalize the rich resources of hurian 
talent which iftod children and youth possess, 
the schools and the colleges mut give special 
attention to the education of their gifted 
students. (14, p. 42) 

'e are in e.n ae of oritloal e1f-ana1jsis. M&ny 

sincere people are trying hard to improve the quality of 
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instruction being given. Jha11 we sacrifice quality for 

quantity? Just what are we striving for? Just what do we 

mean when we speak of a liberal edcation? Dr. Earl 

cGrath lists the objectives of a liberal education as 

being: 

(1) to provide that comprehensive body of know- 
ledge in the major branches of learninp--the 
physical sciences, the social sciences, and the 
humanities, including the fine arts--without 
which the individual may be victimized by his 
own ignorance or by those who seek to bend his 
actions to their own purposes, (2) to cultivate 
the skills of reasoning and communication re- 
quired to attack a new problem effectively, to 

order the relevant data, and to express by voice 
and hand the results of these intellectual 
activities, and (3) to nurture the traits of 
mind and spirit characteristic to those who have 
achieved a consistent view of themselves and the 
complex physical and social world in which they 
live. (58, p. 1) 

Dr. IcGrath goes on to point out that until the end 

of the nineteenth century the liberal arts curriculum was 

designed to acquaint the student with classical literature 

and to cultivate the skills of effective reasoning, writ- 

in., speaking, and reflection. In education the matter 

of first importance is character; second, culture; third, 

knowledge. Yet after the turn of the century colleges 

became preoccupied with the creation and transmission of 

specialized knowledge. "They gave less and less attention 

to the expansive purposes of imparting, comprehensive know- 

ledge, cultivating the skills of reasoning, and nurturing a 

reasoned philosophy nf life essential to effective living." 
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(58, p. 7) 

A icok at the tatstics of our schools of higher 

education indicates 756 colleges of liberal arts and 141 

universities in 1959 but that does not reveal all for much 

of the teaching is not devoted to liberal arts but to many 

other subjects. or does the 3tudent before coming to 

college have the advanta:e of a secondary school education 

such as the gymnasium in Gerinany, which is the equivalent-- 

or more--of a junior college education in the United Jtates. 

Compared to European secondary edcation, the preparation 

many of our young people receive in the high schools 

leaves much to be desired. If then upon reachin college 

they begin specia1izin in their chosen field immediately 

they penallze themselves as they train in the specific 

vocation they intend to follow. (58, p. 11) 

One of the bo3t exaples of this type of specializa- 

tion in many of our colleges is to be found in the field 

of business education. In the school year 1955-1956 there 

were in the Unites 3tates 

46 ohoo1s or Jolieges of Busine3s - exclusively 

Undergraduate 

105 z.3choois or Colleges of 13ulriess with both Under- 

graduate and Graduate Programs 

6 Schools or Colleges of Business - exclusively 

Grad u a te 
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6 ichools or Co11ees of E3usiness - Engineer1n 

choo1s or Other Institutes 

424 DivisIons and Departments in Cofleßes and 

Tiniversities. 

This makes a 5rand total of 587 institutions having busi- 

ness prosrams. (67, p. 724) Furthermore, many of these 

schools cive evening proßrams, summer and extension courses. 

$ome of them in cooperation with business firms ßive spe- 

dal courses to new executives whose top executives feel 

their newly chosen future leaders need broader traIning. 

There is a constant stream of offerings by schools all 

over the nation of business courses taught by their own 

or teachers invited from other schools and sometimes by men 

actively smployed in business. 

Businessmen support an organization known as the 

American Marketing Association which holds, all year 

around, successive seminars, usually lasting about three 

days where businessmer:, teacher8, and government experts 

exchange Information and explore each other's fund of 

experience and knowledge, in a preselected field. A host 

of specialized businessmen's organizations hold weekly or 

monthly meetings to exchange Information and experiences 

and to listen to programs of educational value in their 

field. Truly, the complexities of modern business have 

forced is to become lifelong students. With so much to 

learn and such a wide variety of situations confronting 
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us lt is only natural that the educator should ask; at 

what time should specialization be5in? 

In Germany the answer is plain--when one matriculates 

at the university. In the Jnited 3tates there are many 

answers which in turn depend upon what your goal may be. 

To paraphrase John 3tuart Mill, men are men 
before they are businessmen, and the first ob- 
jective of undergraduate education should be to 

provide for the student an education which 
'looks first to his life as a responsible human 
beIne and citizen'...A businessman cannot be 
well trained unless he Is also reasonably well 
educated. A general education provides know- 
ledge and develops qualities of mind and spirit 
that are directly isefu1 to the buslne3sman. In 

addition, parts of a enera1 education cover 
the essential 'preprofessional' disciplines on 
which the practice of business is built, in 

somewhat the same way that the natural sciences 
are necessary preprofessional subjects tor the 
doctor or engineer. The undergraduate school of 
business, therefore cannot avoid acceptIng 
responsibility for general as well as protes- 
sional education. (38, p. 46) 

Bsiness, like life, is a continuing thing. It is 

therefore of the utmost importance that schools of busi- 

ness concentrate on the educational foundations upon which 

a student can develop competence through continued self 

education. The opportunities for such continued self 

education are, as we have already observed, available in 

great variety and frequency in many areas in the United 

3tates. In short, in no country In the world is a com- 

plete and rewarding education more available to all than 

In the United $tates. (38, p. 48) 



The question nay then be 

its very universality diluted 

King, an English educator who 

United tates observed that o 

excel1ert in child adjustment 

He notes that, 
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asked: How good is it? Has 

its quality? Dr. Edmund J. 

has also taught in the 

ir elementary education is 
but weak in instruction. 

On the whole, by comparison with any other 
advanced country, actual competence in school 
subjects is s,newhat meager. Many parents are 
somewhat uneasy about this, as is shown by the 
ready sales of books with such disturbing 
titles as 'y Johnny Can't Read' and 'Quackery 

the Public choo1s.' The vast majority, 
however, ars blissfully content...For the sake 
of contrast Anerican schools may be described 
as comparatively Indifferenìt to subjects, to 
academic accuracy, and to ;roress at any given 
speed so as to complete a curriculum. Even hard 
facts are given secondary importance by many 
teachers. They are much more eager to have 
cheerful children developing 'wholesome social 
relationships,' 'evaluating,' and discussing 
daily experiences, and understanding their role 
in society as they see it...Therefore it is not 
surprising that in his cchool subjects the young 
Mierican is on the average two or three years 
behind his European counterpart. .any subjects 
must in fact be postponed until college, though 
in Europe a very high standard in then would be 
required before there could be any possibility 
of entry Into a college. (50, p. l29132) 

Dr. King goes on to point out that in the United 'tates 

many colleges provide courses of a level familiar in for- 

elgn high schools and that the range of occupations it 

trains for include many that are prepared for by other 

schools or professional apprenticeships in other countries. 

American ShOOis award degrees freely in subjects that 
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wotild be doubtfully awarded a much lower certificate else- 

where. Far less emphasis is placed on independent, cnt- 

leal study by the students and far more on attendance at 

lectres. (50, p. 135> 

Dr. Flexner is oven aioro critical in hie book-- 

Universi4es, American, rilish, German. lie says, "But a 

university should not be a woathor vane responsive to 

every variation of popular whim. urilversitisu must give 

society, not what society wants, but ihat it. nCOS. 

(23, p. 5) iiexner was even harsher in his description 

of the American secondary school. Uf our colleges Flexner 

observes, 

The sort of rubbish which may be count6d towards 
an A.T3. decree or the so-called combined degrees 
passes the limits of credibility. Education, 
college education, liberal education, call it 
what you will, should, one might suppose, eon- 
corn itself primarily during adolescence and 
early manhood with the liberatIon, organizatIon, 
and direction of power and intelligence with the 
development of taste, with cuiture...Once ai- 
mitted to college the student spends two or more 
years on wor1 which should be included iii a good 
high school--and is so included in countries 
whose secondary schools are soundly developed 
and staffed. (28, p. 54) 

Flexner does have a few good words for a few of our 

schools; but the work of many hard worklnß, sincere and 

able mon is radual1y improv1n American education. 

One of the newest of such groups made up of such men 

is the Association for Education in International Business. 

Its members reoresent forty-eight American schools of 
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higher education, four foreign universities, and several 

international lawyers, trade consultants, and United 

¿tates government officials. (25, p. 1) 

A].]. the educators who belong are teachers of sorne 

phase of international relations or bisiiess. It is a 

subject of growing importance and one in which all those 

engaged need riot oniy a deep knowledge of their particular 

subject but a sound and broad basis of liberal studies. 

In this field one must not only understand his subject but 

also the very human elements repre3ented in the various 

oiltures of the world. The president of this orßaniza- 

tion, Dr. John Fayerweather of Columbia Jniversity, 

recently pointed out to its membership that 

neither the Carnegie nor the Ford report on 
business education gave significant attention 
to internaticna]. training....Yet the evidence 
is abundant that (i) the future businos 
executive must have an international orienta- 
tion, and (2) present business education is 
woefully inadequate in this respect. (25, 

p. 1) 

Nevertheless the annual report (1959-1963) of the 

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching did 

discuss international affairs. 1hey issued a sunmary of 

their discussion in a brochure titled 'tThe College and 

University in International Affairs." They open their 

discuEsion by saying, 

he perils and dilemmas of international affairs 
orshadow every other problem we face as a 
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nation. What are the colleges and universities 
doing--and what should they be doing--on this 
most tmportart 01' ail fronts? Americar colleges 
a.nd universities are çivir the student more 
and bettor instruction ou international affairs 
than at any time in the past...Colleges and 
univeities that offer a broad liberal arts 
education do an effective job of introducing 
the stìdent to Eropean civilization. iJut until 
recently they have done poorly in introducing 
the student to the world outside Western ¿urope 
and the United States. This has led to a move- 
ment pioneered by Columbia University and others 
to offer more adequate instruction on these 
lessor known areas.. This also brins u the 
important question of many great but less farail- 

iar 1anuaos sch as Arabic, Japanese, Jrdu, 

and so forth. (11, p. 1-5) 

One area of assistance in the underst'.ndin of people 

of other lands is the sthdent from abroad studyig here. 

In the academic year of l959-1950 there were more than 

48,000 foreign students on American campuses. hi pro- 

vides us with a Freat opportunity but at the saixe time 

with a hazard if the foreign student does not have a satis- 

factory experience here. (11, p. 8) Thousands of our 

students go abroad both for summer travel and sudy and 

to study for fore1 degrees. 

Exchange professors come and go bu t there is much to 

be done--and done with care, understanding and thoughtful- 

ness. The best example of such a job is the one which 

for the past forty years has been done by the Institute 

for International Education. Over the years they have 

arran)ed many fellowships for American students abroad as 

well as awards for foreign students. ihey work with our 
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5overnrnent and are helped by 221 colleges and Institutes 
who support their belief in the exchange of persons pro- 

gram by becoming members of the Institute. 
any Ateri can colleges mai ntain cultural relations 

with colloes sbroad. Let these schools, for the most 

part do not prepare students for servIce abroad either for 

the United 3tato government or private Arner1 firms. 

Thus far this job has been done by a saii 'roup, for 

it calls for highly specialized training li lanfzuaes area 

and (in the c of businessmen) special courses in for- 

sign trade, and (in the case of the government employee) 

special indoctrination in the particular field his work 

Yi11 pertain to. 
The most active in this hih1y sneelalized group at 

present are: 

The American Instit'te for Foreign Trade 

Georgetown University 

San Francisco 3tate College 

aohIgan 3tat.e College 

syracuse University 

'rhc3 first three concentrate on reparaton of young 

nien ftr bisinocs, while the American Institute for Foreign 

Trade also prepares the wives of their stuients for life 
abroad. The last two specialize in the nreparation of men 

for gQvernment service. Several other schools such as 
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Columbia University and the Fletcher school of Law and 

Diplomacy are also active in this field. As the import- 

ance of the world outside the United tates becomes more 

widely accepted by us interest in foreign languages, geo- 

graphy, and history will increase and we as a nation will 

play increasingly well our part in the affairs of the 

world. 

Canada 

Canada is the second largest cointry in the world 

having an area of 3,851,809 square miles as compared to 

the U.S.S.R., whose area is 8,600,000 square miles. In 

comparison, China has an area of about 3,800,000 square 

miles, the United States 3,675,632, and Brazil 3,286,170. 

Yet Canada in January 1960 only had an estimated popula- 

tion of 17,732,000, of which 85.3 per cent were native 

born, 6.7 per cent British born, and most of the rest 

foreign born of European origin. In 1956 she still had 

about 163,000 pure Indians and 11,000 Eskimos. (75, p. 

131) The larger part of Canada is almost uninhabitable 

because of the cold. In consequence, the greater part of 

her people live within a few hundred miles of the United 

Utates border. 

In each of her provinces the legislature may exclu- 

sively make the laws relatin to legislation and the 
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Dominion government is completely excluded from university 

control. The elementary school act of 1816 provided that 

all towns, townships and villages, should elect school 

boards of' three members e:Ipowered to provide a school. 

Furthermore, each school has to be supported by a govern- 

ment ßrant and each province decides on the type of school 

system they will have. The acts of 1841, 1849, and 1358 

provided araon other things, for separate schools for a 

Roman Catholic or Prtestant minority in any school dis- 

trict. Later, In 1871, a school act provided for free 

public schools, compulsory attendance for four months of 

each year and for gra.imar schools to become high schools. 

Presently In Canada the laws of each province require 

comp1sory attendance but the aies vary from beg1nnin at 

six years in four provinces and seven years in six pro- 

vinces to thirteen years in one province, fourteen years 

In three, fifteen years in four, and sixteen years in two 

provinces. (37, p. 201) In all provinces there is a 

school system with instruction in Enli.sh more or less 

uniform and conformin3 to the pattern summarized in Chart 

VT iO. 

Additionally, in the Province of iebec there is a 

alternate system based on the French model, with instruc- 

tion in French and set up as oftlined in hart No. L. 

Accordin to the or1d 3urvey of dication, there were in 
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1953/1954 ei.ht public universities, twenty-four private 

universities and 277 schools of higher education in Canada 

having a total enrollment of 70,966 or about 0.47 per cent 

of the population at that time. Approximately twenty-three 

per cent were women. (37, p. 202) 

1iglish and French are official languages and the 

type glish spoken tends to resemble Ñg1ish as spoken in 

the United tates although the educated classes tend to 

admire English as spoken in England. 

Even secondary education is not always free and in 

soie schools or provinces nominal fees are charged. (75, 

p. 144) 

There are a number of schools of commerce in English 

in the various universities both in the provincial univer- 

sities and in two schools in Quebec where the courses are 

i: rench; Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commercial--(arfiliated 

witn the University of Montreal), and the Ecole Juperleure 

de Commerce, Quebec--(afflhiated with Laval iniversity). 

Americans find themselves at home in Canadian univer- 

sities and a great many colleges and miversities in the 

United Etates number among their students young Canadian 

men and women, who after all, are very mnch like ourselves. 
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CHAPTER III 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE POINTS OF SIMILARITY 
AND DIFFERENCES IN VARIOUS SYSTEMS OF EDUCATION 

iordsworth said, "The child is father of the man.' 

The man too is the product of his time, his environment, 

his education and upbringing. 

His education varies fron country to country, just as 

each country has gradually matured after a lone period of 

growing up, each under different conditions and subject to 

varying forces. 

As we saw in Chapter II these conditions are far from 

uniform. Iach nation has by now come to where it is by 

different routes, not always of its own choosing but all 

in an attempt to find its place in both the collective 

cultre and accomplishments of the world. Each is atterpt- 

Ing to do its wori as best it can in an age of nuclear 

energy, automation, fast communication, and conflicting 

idco1o4es. All this requires an edcated people at a 

time when, '.nfortunate1y, there aro still in 1arUe areas 

of the world poor educational facilities and vast numbers 

of people unable even to read or write. 

Of the countrIes we have stdied, comparisons reveal 

many similarities and many differences, especially in 

organization (see Charts II through Ix). Let jß have 

a look at these and attempt to determine from such an 
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CHART NO. V 

FRANCE 

Compulsory Education 6 to 114 years of age 
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Source: Other Schools and Ours, by E. J. King (No. 50, P. 35) 
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CHART NO. VI 

JAPAN 

(after Jor1d íar II) 

Compulsorî Attendance 6 to 1 years of age, through Junior High 
School 

Since the ar, Japan has ta'cen on the American system of educa-. 
tion, but it will be some time before the system is nation-wide 
and functiona i in all respects. 

----.------- -_____________________ 
19. ...................................................... 

2Lt. 
i8 Graduate 

23 
17 _______ 

22 ______ 
16 College & University (Including Co11eges 

21 (Daigaku) of Commerce) i............................ 
20 r- 

li-j- Fre arator I 

Junior College 
19 p y (Tankidaigaku) 

13 _____L _________________ 
i8 ---.--* - .-- - -W.-..- _____ ___________________ 

12 
17 Senior High School (Koto-Gakko) 
16 

10 .................................... . ............. 
15 

9 
iL4. 

8 
Junior HiTh School (Chu-Gakko) 

13 
7 ______________________ ____________________ 

12 
6 

11 

10 

9 
Elementary 

3 

8 

2 

7 
1 

6 ___ 

L4 

Source: Educational Systems of the or1d, by Ii. T. Sasnett 
ÇNo. 77, p. L4.37) - - 
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CHART NO. VII 

TTNITtD STATES 

Ph.D. or Postdoctoral Study arid t1 Research Advanced I _____ _____ ______I L___ ________________ . -4-- -- T--------- ._______________ Professional 
I)Ì I I. I T 7 -' Legree FL1 

I 

0,-4 -- Doctor' s Derree Study '- - -- I4aster's 3 - 1Professlonal I ¿ 
Decree . -------- -t" L 
Bachelor's j22 AMaster's Degree Study 4---- (Teach1n, I 
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A Junior-Senior 10 
b- I 
¡-.4 
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________ Schools o _______-- Junior 
T3 '° 

High Schools 
1- - 

112, L 

(8-Lt) (6-3-3) (6-6) 

Elementary (or Frimary) Schools 

----------- -- n 
a 

Kindergartens - 
I Nursery Schools TS 

Age Grade 
Source: Progrese of Public Edation in the United States 

of America, U.S. Department of iiTtcation, 
d Welfare (88, p. 1) 
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CHART NO. VIII 

CANADA 

(uehec also has the French System) 

19 

18 1 
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_______ 
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17 Honors __________________ 
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Pass Higher Technical 
15 University e 

and professional 

Schools 
i Ir . TTT 

:; ' Comp. Tech. 

11 III Academic XI Academic XI H. Sch. Corn. H. Sch 
o 
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9 I Form IX Grade 
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IX Intermediate or 

VIII Junior High Schools 

Elementary 
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F-4 

ade Schoo 

Sec. Ed. (a) Intermediate or jr. H.S. lead!ng to Academic H.S. 
(grades X-XII or XIII) 
(b) Composite 11.5. (prades ì-II) 
(o) Technical and Commercial H.S. (grades X-LUi) 
(Composite 11.5. to meet the needs of rural communities) 

Source: Educatlonal S7stems of the World, by N. T. Sasnett 
-rg-:--- ii;- p. lOS7lfl) 
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CHART NO. IX. 

C ANADA 

(French System, Quebec Only) 
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18 
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17 .J Jnlverslties 
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16 _____________ 

15 
With Special 

1i Emphasis On: 

13 Philosophy i 

Philosophy 2 
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Belle Lettres 

11 Versification 
° Method 

10 Syntax 
Latin Elerrnts 
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O_______ 
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Higher Schools of 

Appi. Sch. Corn. 

and Agriculture 

Primary 

Superior Schools 

Complementary 

Primary 
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Tech. 

e .& ..... 
Home. Sci. 

Schools 

Compulsory attendance 6-15 yrs. of ae 

B.A. degree after 8 yrs. classical trainina after which you 
can enter the university 

Iach university has a school of social, econooic and Fol. Sci. 

Source: Erucational Systems of the World, by N. T. Sasnett 
(No. 77, p. 11L) 
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analysis what we may learn from one another. 

3inoe the child is father of the man, his education 

does not bein at the top but at the beginning; thus if we 

are to have an accurate oleture of a man's education, we 

must begin when he is at a rather early age. 

In all the educational systems of the world we find 

roughly three ¡nain stages; the elementary stage extending 

approximately from five to thirteen years of age; the 

secondary from abo'it thirteen to nineteen years of ase; 

and higher education from about eighteen to twenty-five 

years of age. In addition we have nursery schools and 

kindergartens for younger children and advanced research 

after the university, as well as lifelong adult learning 

for all. 

In Charts II through IX we pictured the structure 

of education in seven of the countries disc'ssed, An 

examination and compari8on of these immediately reveals 

an almost complete lack of uniformity. What the charts 

fail to reveal is the length of the school day, the length 

of the school year, the quantity and quality of the teach- 

ing and the amount of effective work done. Subjects 

taught, which in some countries are considered important, 

in others are almost brushed aside. 

Let us then take a look at some of the teaching at 

elementary level in some of the leading countries as 
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compared to ours. 

At once we note that durinE the primary years there 

is row compulsory and free lnstructioii for all children 

in nearly all of the countrIes beinß studied. Neverthe- 

less a pr000rtlon of children in all countries still go to 

private schools. Furthermore, at least one investigation 

indicates that children in Germany and France work very 

hard as compared with the children of England and the 

UnIted States. A Gallup Poll taken in 1960 provides the 

following informnatton: 

EFFORT OF TEN YEAR OLD3 

chool Homework Total annual Averare !o 

hrs per hrs per tine on tIne on homework 
year year schoolwork homework at all 

w. Germany 1037 297 1334 84 min 1% 

France 1153 173 1326 52 min 12 

England 1089 39 1128 14 mIn 

U. 3. 969 106 1015 39 min 30% 

EFFORT OF FOURTEEN YEAR OLDS 

Germany 1158 311 1469 89 mIn 1% 

France 1175 508 1683 131 min 7% 

England 1092 150 1242 50 mIn 41% 

U. . 1024 212 1236 73 min 16% 

(34, p. 63) 
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Th's we note that the American child spends loss time 

in combined 3ehoolwork and school hours than children In 

the other co'intries and rates third in homework. The cur- 

rie ulum, however, of the European schools indicates study 

in 1anuaes, both foreign and their own, history and 

3eoraphy to a far $reater extent than in our schools. 

Discipline is much stricter in Europe and religion Is 

taucht in the primary schools of Germany and land. 

Except for the Soviet Jnion, the United 3tates 
Is probably the only 1are nation in the world 
that has consistently and consciously rearded 
education as an instrument of national purpose 
..,During the 1800's and the early 1900's our 
schools were an Instrument of national purpose 
as they turned millions of Immigrants and their 
children into Americans. Because the job was 
so immense we concentrated on the mIddle mass, 

larGely iznor1:c. the small numbers of exceptional 
children, either gifted or retarded, at either 
end. Even when the job was done, chen we no 

longer needed to keep the fires burning under 
the rneltin pot, we continued to think of our 
schools as shapers of the national character. 
This attitude explains why we are so critIcal 
of our education today...The Europeans know what 
most Americans choose to ignore--that our tre- 
meridous national resources, our isolated world 
position and our long years of peace have done 
much to mold our coiitry. A nation Is not nec- 
essarily the product of its schools; it is more 
likely that its schools are a product of the 
nation...In the E.ropean view, the American 
system, with its more than 45,000 independent 
school boards, is a shockiri hodgepodge. In 

France the national ministry of education sets 
minimum standards, determines teacher qualifica- 
tions, selects textbooks, names what subjects 
will be taught, and writes examinations. In 

'Jest GermanY these matters are handled by sopar- 
ate state ministries, with identical results. 
In England the school principal is the absolute 
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authority on education in his bui1din. British 
education law limits itself to requiring only 
one subject--re11ion. Actually the English 
boys' schoo1in, varies little from area to area 
because of the similarity in nationwide examina- 
tiens. (34, p. 63) 

3lnce ror]1 War II, Europe has becowe very concerned 

with the education of the niass of children. At the present 

time, it is the purpose of edcation in Iurope to hand-pick 

the best brains at a very early age--often as young as ten 

--and to concentrate On training those chosen few for 

adult leadership. The remaining students--often as many 

as seventy-five per cent complete their compulsory school- 

ing and then turn to the mines, the faetones, the farms, 

and the shops. To this, up to a certain ace, supplement- 

any vocational schooling on a part-time basis is required. 

(34, p. 64) 

Actually, the North Europeans are working toward a 

one-track system with the very best education for those 

children who have abilIty and will work hard. Jntil 

recently the Europeans have practiced a two-track system 

of education, the elite becoming very well educated, the 

rest given instruction p to a. certain point only. This 

is now changing. The children are now sorted out at an 

early age and public scholarships are awarded to aid the 

brilliant children, regardless of family background, to 

enable thorn to receive the best education possible. Any 

comparison of secondary school students ii various 
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countries this becones one of superior st.idents in Europe 

versus the Mierican high school student of all types. Our 

aims differ; hence our choice of what is important differs. 

An official in the French Ministry of ationa1 
Education prodly says the French schools 'aim 
to make a cultured man,' and he defines culture 
as 'what remains after everyt1iin else is for- 
gotten.' Does this make the French happy? 
Helene Terre, en expert on French education says, 
'We have created the finest intellectual elite 
in tho world, but we have donc this at the sac- 
rifice of the mass. We must now correct this.' 
(34, p. 64) 

et West Germatiy is uot too comfortable with its over- 

lay of democracy on a traditionally totalitarian system of 

education. 

The EnJ.tsh educators are also unhappy aud their new 

grammar schools still lac. be1i1ri tie tradLtioral puollc 

(actually private) school, which in turn has a lot of 

catching up to do. 3ays Dr. King, 

Therefore the gentlemen-producing schools, 
methods, and subjects are beinG re-exarilned, arid 
in time they may reach a pragmatically 'justi- 
l'i ' relationship with the actual condi tions 
of modern Britain. (50, p. 72) 

Pb1ic secondary schools are of recent origin in 

England althoh they have existed for a 1on time in 

Scotland and for many years in Europe. :;uch of what is 

happentn3 at this level in En1ad is new. io little 
time has passed since the implementation of the Act of 

1944 that it is still too early to evaluate clearly their 

trie importance and effectiveness. 
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In the ramtnar-type schools in Britain about one-half 

to one-third of' the p.pils now attend until they are eißht- 

een, the vast majority of all children leav1n school at 

fifteen or sixteen to go to work. A small proportion 

enter professional or commercial schools, for such sib- 

jects as typing and shorthand, which are still usually 

omitted from ordinary schools. (50, p. 93) 

There are only eighteen universities in England and 

ales acid four in cotland. The number in West ernany is 

no ¿reater, but it must be remembered that many of the sub- 

jects tauètht in our universities arid accepted as credit 

toward a degree are not tauglit in European universities 

and when they are they do not cont as credit for a degree. 

Degrees abroad are only obtained after special degree 

examinations where the student is tested for his know- 

ledge in the total subject, not ori the oasis of the number 

of courses he has passed and has been graded for as he 

completes each one. This method requires the etudent to 

know his subject as a result of his own discipline and 

study. In so doing the European feels he has obtained a 

much more valuable training in doing his own thinking than 

he would have in being tested piecemeal and in small seg- 

niente under strict control. 

The colleges of Oxford and Cambridge still concen- 

trate on the molding of the man and his life is strictly 
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reu1ated during his college days. 

The territorial universities of England and the uni.-. 

versitles of Germany leave the man to himself while they 

concentrate on his mind. The French produce the man with 

a precise and sharp mind, the Germans a hih1y trained and 

disciplined specialist, while we in the Jnited states hope 

for all these results for everyone. It has often been said 

we train many but 'averae out the traininß.tt One thins 

is certain, we educate a larger percentage of our popula- 

tion than any other country, and many are exceedingly well 

educated. Bit when one attempts to make exact comparisons 

with other systems we find ourselves comparing different 

things and thus true comparison of total qualities becomes 

impossible. 

As to other countries we have studied, Canada, except 

for Cuebec, is much like ourselves. However, there are 

no colleges and the secondary schools lead directly to 

the universities. Following World War II, Japanese educa- 

tion was reorganized under the Supreme Cormnander of the 

Allied Powers (SOAP), but the Japanese have a long tradi- 

tion of family discipline which naturally affects the end 

product of their educational system. The demand for en- 

trance to her universities is estimated to be at least 

ten times their capacity. Furthermore, since the end of 

.iorld iar II, the position of women has greatly changed. 
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Latin America, however, presents a wholly different 

picture. Large areas of illiteracy leave much to be 

desired. 

It should be borne in mind that in many Latin 
American countries secondary school is not 
required for entrance into normal schools, 
technical schools, nursing schools, home 
economics schools, schools of social work, 
and some instit:ìtes incorporated nder the 
universities. 

3ince the systems in other American republics 
are very different from our own, there is little 
basis upon which to establish equivalencies. 
I1here is rio equivalent to the American bachelor's 
degree. The degree of licentiate usually is 
roughly eauivalent to the American bachelor's 
degree. The doctorado is not equivalent to a 
Ph.D. in the United 3tates. Virtually no grad- 
uate work, as the term is understood in the 
United 3tates, is offered in the universities, al- 
though it is possible to do indejendent research 
outside the university, or in institutes connected 
with some university. (31, p. 3) 

The education of women is very limited in Latin 

America and business world there 13 strictly a man's 

world. 

Even in Europe where large numbers of women attend 

schools of higher education there is still much to be 

done. ducated Europeans vis1tin the United Jtates are 

greatly impressed by the position of women in this country. 

Dr. King, an Englishman, comments: 

One feature of American social life, which is 

also conspicuous at school, never fails to im- 
press foreigners. It is the emancipation of 
women to something more than enual status... 
It Is an unforgettable experience to attend a 
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business or professional women's L;athering, and 
to note factory managers, real estate agents, 
scientists, doctors, lawyers, and even ministers 
there. They are not all young either; maniy must 
in fact have had their professional education at 
a time when their European sisters were strug- 
gling to claim something beyond mere rudimentary 
schooling. (50, P. 138) 

We have become a highly industrialized and urbanized 

comtry. o has England, The Netherlands, France, Germany 

and Japan. are all trying to find out how to live in 

this new world and yet retain the best from our past. In 

each of these countries illiteracy has almost disappeared. 

Yet we still have much to work out. Jome of the points of' 

similarity and differences have been indicated here as 

well as the appalling gap between ourselves and the under- 

developed areas, such as Latin America. 

What will the new 'know-how' be? Books could be 

written In answer and no doubt will be. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ADJTJ3TET3 TO TH CtJLTIJRES OF OTHER PEOPLES 

Understanding one another has been the ubjeet of 

many a speech while nuinerou books have pointed out that 

lack of understandlnß IB the root of many an evtl. B1- 

otry and class lines have created tremendous problems 

throughout the world. The breakdown of ri1d class lines 

and the greater dissemination of knowledge has helped make 

us the nation we are. The mobility of the American gives 

him an opportunity to observo Americans of other parts of 

the country who have been brought up under other condi- 

tions and who sometimes entertain weird and erroneous 

ideas concerning their fellow Americans living in other 

areas. Yet when they come to know and imderstand, or 

should we say begin to understand each other, their hither- 

to strange and erroneous convictions melt away. We are all 

prone to judge others by our standards and yet when we move 

to another part of the United ¿tates we modify certain of 

our previous ideas as we adapt ourselves to our new home. 

However, these differences become more pronounced as 

we move farther away and find ourselves in an English 

speaking country like England or Scotland. rflere we find 

many basic ties and a common language and background, yet 

we constantly bicker and disagree. 
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13u.t the i1ent and tacit partnership that under- 
11es our disagreements Is more than a matter of 
a tongue in which we can communicate with each 
other without interpreters or a dictionary. In 
spite of differences in our political framework, 
we share the same democratic traditions and our 
5overrnnents are responsible to the will of th.e 

people. Our leE;al system has the sanie roots in 
the Conmon Law. In spite of surface differences 
that may irk either of us, our moral concepts are 
similar. ie both have a etrori sense of fair 
play or sportsmanship, and a humanitarian aver- 
sion to cruelty in any form...today the same 
book is likely to be published simultaneously ir4 

iJew York and London...Yet, we are d1ffere.t in 
many ways, as the Brazilians are different from 
the Portuguese and the Argentines froni the 
Spaniards. (73, p. 112-113) (ItalIcs are mine) 

The same words spoken by different Anglo-Saxons have 

come to have different meanings and our reaction to 

similar situations Is often far from being the same. et 

we are closer to understanding each other than with any 

of the non-English-speaking countries. 

Eighteenth century French writers affected profoundly 

the thinking of our founding fathers yet the French point 

of view never made a very great impression on the ordinary 

American of that day. 

The averae American never saw a Frenchman in 
the flesh, and the opinion he formed of the French 
people was largely based on occasional travelers' 
tales and sorne rather lurid reading...Then, be- 
ginning in 1917, there came the deluge--great 
numbers of soldiers, tourists, and miscellaneous 
expatriates. Each people had a chance to revise 
Its ideas of the other, which they did with re- 
suits that were frequently inimical to any real 
rapprochement between them. (78, p. 121) 

The educated French were painstakingly precise in 
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their ue of words and frequently those words when trans- 
lated luto English failed to convey the same meaning as in 

the orlglnal. The sauo wa true of the translation of 

Lnglish into French and other languages, especIally the 

great works of 3hakapoare whIch when translated were 

first translated into the translator's Idea as to their 
true aeaning and then into French or another language. 

Thus we are told the great works of the master writers of 

all tinio should be read in the orI.ial. Even then they 

are not properly appreciated unless the reader can appro- 

priately transfer hIiself into the native background be- 

cause of his studies of the people, their language, 

culture, and particular points of view. 

Despite the huge immigration of (ermans into our 

country in the past 150 years and our admiration for their 
prodigious industry, mechanical ingenuity, scholarly 

approach to research and learning, disciplined coopera- 

tion, love of music and other virtues we still fI:d it 
hard to reconcile these virtues with the sadism of the 

Pazis before and during íorld ar II and its apparent 

acceptance by the uiajority of German people at that time. 

Translations of their literature frequently portray a 

people whose reaction to life seems so different from 

ours. Despite the overlay of democracy since the end of 

or1d War II the ever-nagging ciuestion of just how sincere 
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it is and do the ariie words mea:: the saine th1:J3 to theríi 

arid to iis. Poet-war Eiropeans are actively tryinf, to ex- 

tend the scope of tho oportm1t1e of their younrr, people 

to becoûie better acquainted with cther peoples. The Asso- 

elation Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences Econo- 

raiques et Commerciales (AIESEC) (International Association 

of 3tidents in conomic and Commercial Sciences) is per- 

haps one of the best examples of this. 

AIESEC Is an lit ernational s tudent-adrni ni stored 
commercial traineeship and educational exchange 
prorarn, established ifl ìlarch, 1948, in Stock- 
holm by graduate business school students repre- 
senting sixteen stident organizations In seven 
countries (BelElum, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden) . Its purpose 
16 to further international understanding and 
education, especially among future leaders of 
the world business community. The Association 
was an outgrowth of infornal cooperation (inter- 
ruptod by World War II) between student organi- 
zations of about thirty economic faculties and 
schools of business administration In Europe. 

It plays an extremely important role in inter- 
national educational exchanges In mana:ement. 
During its first active year, 1949, 89 AIESEC 
trainees were exchanged. The number of ex- 
changes during 1958 Increased to 1,702, and by 
1959, with the addition oI Canada, Colombia, Eire, 

and Portugal, AIESEC's membership totalled 123 
schools and university facltioi' in 24 contries 
on three continente. Poland was a candidate for 
ueinbershlp in 1949, and Spain and Venezuela were 
conducting an organized drive to bring more 
Latin mer1can countries into AIESEC. (19, p. 

466) 

As we move into the less developed parts of the world 

and into Latin America, In particular, we find that even 
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the same words in spanish do not always convey tile saine 

moaning In eaeh of the many LatL American countries. 

Tords, actions, reactions, vary and have various meanings. 

As we ove into any of these eountries the gap between our 

pointe of view becomes even wider than it i with those 

Eiropeans most like us. We enter a difrerent world, for 

whose understanding we need more than words. Let :is then 

look into this situation and ask ourselves what we must do 

to avoid continial clashing and nisunderstanding of sin-. 

core and friendly actions by our Latin American friends. 

The Latii Asnerican is invariably polite. 

Latin American attit.des toward the United 
z.tates are determied. by flndamental differ- 
erices in race and language, with all their 
attendant diverences in race and 1anuare, 
including the political, comparative wealth and 
standards of living; the relative power and size 
--the old 'Colossus of the Torth' complex. e- 

actions to these differences may appear in terms 
of envy, fear, or incomprehension. On the other 
hand the individual American is likely to be 

considered on his oïn merits, as either simpatico 
or antiDatico, reard1ess of opinion on the 
national plane...lore American businessmen live 
in Latin America than in any other foreii area 
of the world. iiany of them spend all their 
working lives there, aro well adjusted to the 
local environment and are generally an excelleìt 
influence in our relations with the countries 
in which they reside. (78, p. 143-149) 

(et this does not happen overnight. he youn American 

businessman going abroad for the first tine has much to 

learl] although the better prepared he is before 1eavin 

the United Utates the more easily will he learn to adapt 
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himself to the new environment in which he will live after 
he reaches the country in which he will be stationed. 

Once he has arrived in the cou/itrr in which he is to 

live the young American must begin to revise many of his 

previous ideas. 

The cardinal point to be remembered is that 
until you establish yourself iou are a forei1;ner. 
You are a visitor within strange gates; you are 
there by sfferance. You came of your own free 
will becatse you or your company thought that 
there was business to be had. There is nothing 
wrong in that, but your future--your success in 
';etting that business--depends to a great ex- 
tent, upon your early conduct. (6, p. 3) 

It is well then that our young man appreciate some 

of the practices of Latin Americans which seem new, 

strange and different to him. Take for instance the 

matter of personal appearance. Your hosts in Latin America 

will expect you to visit them conservatively dressed with 

a coat and noctie, even in the tropics, unless of course 

the person yo are visiting invites you to do otherwise. 

(53, p. 1) 

All Latin Americans are ardent collectors of 
visiting cards. 13e sure you have a supply and 
use them. Jhaking hands is very much in vogue. 
.10 matter how often you have met a man, be sure 
to sha1e hands with him each time, first upon 
greeting him and again upon leaving him--even 
in a brief encounter on the street. But remem- 
ber, in most parts of Latin America a lady waits 
for the gentleman to make the first move to 
shake hands. Through Latin America there is a 
type of greeting known as 'el abrazo.' l3etween 
the local people and even with foreigners they 
have known for a long time its use indicates a 
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much closer friendship than Is signalized by a 
handshake. There are three main types of abrazo 
(a) the long distance variety, effected by pat- 
ting own left shoulder with one's r1ht 
hand; useful for ereetln6 friends across the room 
In a restaurant or club. (b) The casual, or half 
abrazo, which calls for patting yoir friend's 
left elbow with your right hand; this is used in 
lieu of a handshake when you meet or part from 
someone you know quite well and ee frequently. 
Cc) The full abrazo, which involves flinging your 
arms wide as you approach the g.reetee, embracing 
him heartily on both shoulder blades (he mean- 
while will be doing the same to you). This form 
of greettng will not take place between anyone 
but old friends so that you will have plenty of 
time to learn when and where it may occur to 
you. (53, p. 1-2) 

The use of first names even when preceded by Don or 

Dona should be watched as Latin Americans are a good deal 

more "old fashioned" than we are. This comment also 

applies to contacts with young ladies as "dating" is 

frowned upon and the chaperonage system is still in vogue. 

Generally speaking the middle and upper class Latirì 

American looks upon orth Americans as rather naive and 

childish, impatient of delay and uninterested in the finer 

things of life. An old timer has observed, "In the 

interests of good neighbor policy, lt is important you 

behave the way you are supposed to. Thus you avoid upset- 

ting your Latin American friends, who feel snperior to 

you and therefore like you very much." (53, p. 4) 

A great deal has been said and written about cultre 

shock and what to do about it. Dr. Oberg of the United 
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$tates operations in Brazil summed lt up as a malady pre- 

cipitated by the anxiety that results from losing all 

our familiar signs and symbols of social intercourse. He 

observes: 

hen an individuai enters a stranße culture, all 
or most of these familiar cues are removed. He 

or she is like a fish out of water. :o matter 
how broadminded or full of çood will you may be, 

a serles of props have been knocked out from 
under yoi, followed by a feeling of frustration 
aid anxiety. People react to the frustration in 

much the same way. First they reject the environ- 
ment which causes the discomfort: The ways of 
the host country are bad because they make us 
feel bad.' When Americans or other foreigners 
in a strange land get together to rouse about 
the host country and its people--you can be sure 
they are suffering from culture shock. Another 
phase of culture shock is reçression. The home 
environment suddenly assumes a tremendous import- 
ar1ce. To an American evoryth1n American becomes 
irrationally glorified. All the difficulties 
and problems are forgotten and only the good 
things back home are remembered. It usually takes 
a trip home to bring one back to reallty...Those 
who have seen people go through culture shock on 
to a satisfactory adjustment can discern stops 
in the process. During the first few weeks most 
individuals are fascinated by the new. They stay 
in hotels and associate with nationals who speak 
their language and are polite and gracious to 

foreigners. This honeymoon stage may last from 
a few days to six months dependIng on cireurs- 

stances. This is followed by the second stage 
which is characterized by a hostile and aggres- 
sive attitude towards the host country. You 
become aggressive, you band together with your 
fellow countrymen and criticize the host country, 
its ways, and its people. But this criticism is 
not an objective appraisal but a derogatory one. 
You take refuge in the colony of your countrymen 
and its cocktail circuit which often becomes the 

fountainhead of emotionally charged labels known 
as stereotypes. This is a peculiar kind of 
invidious shorthand whIch caricatures the host 
country and its people in a negative manner. 
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The 'dollar gras?1n Americao' and the 'indolent 
Latin American' are samples of mild forms of 
stereotypes. 

If the visitor succeeds in setting some knowledge 
of the lanßuage and begins to get around by him- 
self, he is beginning to open the way into the 
new cultural environment. The visitor still has 
difficulties, but he takes a 'this is my cross and 
i: have to bear it' attitude. Usually in this 
stase the visitor takes a siperior attitude to 
people in the host country. His sense of humor 
begins to exert itself. Instead of criticizing 
he jokes abot the people and oven cracks jokes 
about his Cr her difficulties. He or she is now 
on the way to recovery. id there is also the poor 
devil who is worse off than yourself whom you 
can help, which in turn gives you confidence in 
your ability to speak and get around. 

In the fourth stage your adjustment is about as 
complete as it can be. The visitor now accepts 
the customs of the country as just another way 
of living. You operate within the now milieu 
without a feeling of anxiety, although there are 
moments of strain. Only with a complete grasp 
of all the cues of social intercourse will this 
strain di8appear. For along time the individual 
will understand what the national is saying, but 

he is not always sure what the national means. 
With a complete adjustment you not only accept 
the foods, drinks, habits, and customs but may 
actually begin to enjoy them. hen you go on 

home leave you may even take things back with you 
and 1f you leave for good you generally miss the 
country and the people to whom you became accus- 
toned. 

The question now arises, what can you do to get 

over culture shock as quickly ac possible? The 

answer is to get to know the people of the host 
country. But this you cannot do with any success 
without knowinç thelanguae, i1or lanuage is 
the principal symbol system of communication. 
Once you begin to be able to carry on a friendly 
conversation with your neighbor and your business 

associates you not only gain confidence aod a 
feeling of power but a whole new world of cul- 

turai meaning opens up for you. 
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You begin to find otit not only what and how 
people do things but also what their interests 
Au.' ithese iterosts peopie suiiy expr 
what they habiivally talk about and how they 
allocate hcir tiuie and :nonj. At times it .s 
he1pfil to be a participant observer by joining 
the activities of the people, to try to share in 
their responses; whether this be a carnival, a 
re1iious rite, or some eonomio activity. et 

the visitor stiould never forget that he or she 
is an outsidsr and will be treated as such. Ie 

or she shold view this participatton as playing 
a role. (63, p. 1-6) (Italics are mine) 

An adjustment to the c:iltures of other peoples can be 

attained by a patient sympathetic attItude combined with a 

genuine desire to widerstand and acquaint craelves with 

their lanage, moros, and historic backßronîd. e may 

not agree with or new friends but we can at isast try to 

understand them and their attitudes, remembering are 

guests in their country and should comport otrselvos 

accordingly. 
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CHAPTER V 

AMERICAI' TRAINED BU5INE3SMEN ABROAD 
COMPARiD TO BUSINESSMEN OF OTHER NATIONALITI1B 

During 1960 a research orpanIzation called iarket 

Facts, Inc., conducted two hundred ten interviews through 

local re.earch organ1zatioiis ìr seven different countries 

to try to determine the j" oeople of various coun- 

tries had formed of the goods and businessmen of other 

countries. Let us then examine the enera1 picture the 

people of the several contries expressed of the business- 

men and products of other countries. 

The image of "Iade in Enpland" runs parallel with the 

ima;e of the Englishman. There is the general picture of 

the serious, solid, correct, aud reticent inplishman as the 

producer of' goods which themselves are purposeful, well- 

made, and modest in appearance. Eqially, the aesthetic 

shortcornins of English prodctB are linked with the pic- 

ture of the bnglishaan hide-bound by c1tiojì. The "Made 

1)c? image is closely linked to the popular image of 

the Frenchman as someone to whom life means the art of 

living. The "ade in Gernìan" image is associated with 

views about the character of the German people as 

lined, precise, methodical, and rd-orcip and on the 

other hand as unartistic. Holland is seen as the co.intry 

of farms and windmills, with little industry. People do 
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not think of Fiolland as being ir: the race for ?nternation- 

al marIets and consequently the slßht of "Made In I-Iolland" 

does not arouse fee1in8 of fear and jealousy. Or) the 

other haxd, the Dutch people themselves are believed to be 

industrious and in this respect much like the Germans. The 

image "ade in U.s.A." conveys three qualities 

(1) for the most part purely practical 
(2) accent ori outward appearance 

(3) poor workmanship, planned obsolescence 

L3trange positive and negative opinions about American pro- 

ducts exIst simultaneously abroad. They are the result 

of two different views of the national stereotype. On the 

one hand the American is regarded as dynamic, progressive, 

straightforward and practical, a person with bic, industrial, 

technical aid coimercia1 capacities, whereas, on the other 

hand, he is rejected for being materialistic, superficial, 

too great a lover of luxury, and naive. (54, p. 5-16) 

It is indeed interestin; and instrzctive to ee our- 

selves as others see us. Jeveral years ago UNESCO made a 

study based on the extensive samplings in several coun- 

tries of the rating of the opinions of many Dsople in 

these countries of Americans. 

À feature of the survey was a list of twelve 
adjectives which were used in describing the 
American people and the countrymen of the re- 
spondents...The three terms most commonly 
selected to describe the people of the United 
states were in the order given below (where 
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words are superimposed, it indicates a tie in the 
percentage of frequency). 

People 1 2 3 
Rat i n 

A.stra1ian 2ro;resive ?ractical Intelligent 

British Progressive Conceited Peace-Loving 
Ge nero u s 

French Practical Progressive Domineering 

Germans Progressive Generous Practical 

Italians Generous Practical Hard-Working 

Dutch Practical Progressive Hard-Working 

iJorweßians Hard-working Practical Progressive 

(78, p. 61-62) 

Some of these ideas are the result of the carry over 

of our recent frontier past for we too are chan;ing with 

each new generation. Americans by the thousands are study- 

ing abroad and our very wealth has permitted other thou- 

sands to travel and reside abroad. The experience of these 

multitudes ion returning from abroad, when related to 

their associates, helps spread know1ede of other lands 

and people and in turn the peoples abroad become better 

acquainted with Americans. The more we intermingle and 

become acquainted with one another the better we understand 

each other, particularly after we have lived abroad. As 

the puest in another country, we come to know and 

appreciate the peoples who once seemed so strange to us 

and we to then. 
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e most assuredly can understand each other and in 

time fleet on common around. e are neIther economic luit- 

erates nor indifferent. Our government and the United 

atlons are continuously studying hundreds of phases of 

the lives and the social and economic conditions of peoples 

all over the ;or1d. Their findings are published at cost 

or less and are readily available. 

The present preparation for young A'nericans planning 

to live and work abroad was never better and it is lmprov- 

Ing all the time. A few years ago the American Council 

on Education explored rather extensively this matter of 

peoples of varying cultures getting together, coming to 

understand one another and searchln for some common ground 

upon which a basis of C:ture cooperation cold be provided. 

The various oranizat1ois lùterested in this problem were 

far from indifferent and were well versed in both the 

economic and social values of each others respectivo cii- 

tures. Out of it came many new ideas and thoughts relat- 

mp; to the enera1 theme of Human relations in a chan1g 

world, 

One of the greatest landmarks in United 3tates 

envolvement in international cultural relations 
was enacted in 1947. Public Law No. 584 popu- 
larly known as the Fuibright Act, passed the 

seventy-ninth Congress after a vigorous campaign 
by scores of American private agencies, many of 

thorn working in cooperation with the Commission 
for International hkiucation Reconstruction on 
postwar cultural rehabilitation abroad. This 

ingenious act provided for international ex- 
changes of persons, utilizing foreign currencies 
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derived from sales of United States war surplus 
materIals to other governments. 3uch exchanges 
were later applied primarily to studente, teach- 
ers, professors, research workers, and special- 
ists in scientific .nd In a fe other fields. 
(80, p. 26) 

What about the training Americans are now receiviw; 

In preparation for service abroad? Prior to 'orld ar I 

comparatively few American business men went abroad and 

London was the center of world trade. ;orld ar I as well 

as newly passed Federal legislation changed this. In 1913 

the Federal Reserve Act permitted, for the first time, the 

opening of branches outside of the Jnited tates by Amer- 

ican banks. Those of us who went abroad in the service 

of such a bank during the first few years after the passare 

of this act were very poorly prepared ad became pioneers 

in a field long familiar to the British, the Germans, the 

Dutch, arid the French. e learned the hard way and little 

by little as one by one this early group returned to the 

United States they began to demand better and more intel- 

lisent preparation for young men destined for foreign 
service prior to their going abroad. 

Their preparation has improved reat1y, thanks to a 

nimber of progressive stops taken by American educators, 

schools, and business organizations since or1d íar I. 

On the other hand apparently business firms seek 
a nmnber of things in prsuin the coi1ee grad- 
uate. College serves as a minimum screnin8 
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device and implies at least that ita craduates 
have irteii1gence, iìottvat1cn, self discipline, 
and edcationa1 background to finish college... 
Businesien who have !najored in business adal.n- 

istration in college have, on the whole, found 
their professional training in college setul, 

but not as useful as have those in some other 
professions. One of the stronest complaints of 
business school grad iatea is that they have had 
insufficient training in verbal communication. 
(38, P. 121-122) 

1Then they (our young men) go abroad the necessity to 

write letters and reports makes a good basic understanding 

of the use of well written English a must. Gordon and 

Howell ir their study of Higher Fducation for Business 

report: 

Only about one-third of the members of American 
Association of Collegiate $chools of Bsiness, 
A.A.C.3.B., and one-seventh of the non-Associa- 
tioul schools require either husiues English or 
business speech. e recommend that schools re- 
quire that their tudeuits take four or five 
semester courses in English comoosition, litera- 
tare, and a hair-year cf speech. (38, p. 155) 

Ir one expects to live and work abroad, a complete 

series of courses In the liberal arts including, history 

nr foreign cultures, foreign literatures and language, 

geography and anthropology becomes a necessity prior to 

the specific training in business procedures. atural1y 

one must know what. he is doing in business if he is to 

hold his job, but if he is ignorant of the land in which 

he is doing b'sinees he can essily become a liability to 

his firm and perhaps never recover from culture shook. 
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The Jropeans, to a very large degree, believe in 

educating the man firet and then teach1r him the busi- 

ness through a 1on apprenticeship. We here in the United 

c)tate aDparently believe in tra1nin him for busiTess ii-] 

business colleges or u:nderraduate and/or Eraduate schools 

of business administration, followed by a relatively short 

period of apprenticeship in a particular business, which 

we call "trainee prograrns." 

In any case extensive education and training is need- 

ed and nowhere in the world is it so available as In the 

n1ted States. There were for the year 1957-1958--57,669 

first degrees in business and oomr2erce conferred by the 

unIverit1es, colleges, and techno1o;ical schools of the 

United Jtates. In 1941-42, the last year before orld 

ar II, 18,117 such degrees were conferred as conrared to 

640 granted in 1917-1918. (67, p. 711) 

In 1955-1956 there were: 

46 schools or colleges of business--exclsively 
undergraduate. 

105 schools or colleges oi ousiness with both 

indergraduate and graduate programs. 

o schools or colleges of business--exclusively 

graduate: 

chicago, University of (Illinois) 

Columbia, University of (dew York) 
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Cornell, rjnlversity of ('ew York) 

Dartmouth College (New Hanpshire) 

Harvard tinlver2lty (Mas bachus ett s) 

tarìford Urivers1ty (Caiifori1a) 

C schools or collees of bus1nees--enineerin 

schools or other institutes (67, p. 723-727) 

01' thc 43 ac3redited liberal arts co1lees with less 

than 2000 students in the United states ir the i1d 1950's 

--199 offered niany courses in bisinees administration, 158 

offered some, and 136 offered a few. It should be noted 

however that mary courses formerly taught in "business 

schools" ar3 now tau.ht in colleges so that comparative 

statistics are misleading. (67, p, 669) 

Lt has been said that one of the functions cf a uni- 

versity professor is to researck. Lei, 

the business schools have critr'ibuted relatively 
little to our understanding of the interactions 
between busthess and itas non-n&rket environnent. 
This has been 1are1y left to economists, his- 
torians, political scientisis and st.udent or the 
law. A few business schools have encouraged the 

stdy of business hIstory; there has been a little 
work on the Interrelations between business and 
scientific and technological chate; and there is 

a growing interest in the business schools in the 
factors that make for steady economic growth as 
well as for instability. But, in general, it is 

fair to say that the important contributions to 

oir knowledge about the non-market environment 
of business have come froni outside the business 

schools and have then been wovei by the latter 

into their tcachin,. (33, o. 
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There are nany evening a'd television courses given by oir 

colle';es. Furthermore, business organizations sponsor a 

wide variety of instriction in business topics. The 

material is available. All the stdent has to do is come 

and get lt. In the liberal arts, In busless, and in 

many fields, considerable assIstance is available to the 

young and Inexperienced man. Yet in the field of tralnin 

for service abroad much remains to be done. The recently 

founded (January 1960) Association of iducation in Inter- 

national iTisiness hopes to do something about this and in 

Its constitution has stated: 

The objectives of the organization are to foster 
education and advance professional standards in 
the field of International business by: 
(a) facilitating exchange of information and 

ideas among educators and between business 
and academic fields. 

(b) encouraging and assisting research activ- 
ities which advance the knowledge of inter- 
national business operations and Increase 
the available body of teaching material. 

(c) cooperating whenever possible with the 
government, business, and academic organ- 
izations for the furtherance of its basic 
objectives. (25, p. l-2) 

For the teacher there is much to be done, for the 

researcher untapped mountains of information, for the 

businessman multitudinous sources of information plus the 

opportunity to reciprocate by contributing his experience, 

to the student the finest educational opportunity avail- 

able to anyone since the beginning of time. 
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CHAPTER VI 

PREPARATION OF YOUNG MEN AD THEIR WIVES 
FOR SERVICE ABROAD 

The question is frequently asked by those deeply 

concerned with the current unrest and conflict--what can 

we do towards bringing into closer harmony the points of 

view of the peoples of many nationalities and backgrounds? 

In the consideration of this problem there are those who 

fear that some of the methods we are c'rrently usine are 

havinE: the opposite effect--that is, that without intend- 

ifl) to, we create sitiations and forces which tend to push 

';_s further apart. ìore than once, a foreign boy or ir1 

living in the United 3tates under our student exchange 

pro:rarn has failed to adjust himself or herself to our 

ode of living and has returned home embittered by his or 

her experience here. This is particularly true in the 

case of exchare stident the color of whose skin is not 

white, especially if they happen to have been sent to a 

part of the Jnited 3tatos which still entertains some doubt 

as to the equality of the white skinned man as compared to 

the black, brown, or yellow. 

DurinG this century there have been many attempts to 

brins about a better understand1n between the various 

peoples of the world. Rapid communication has now brout 

us all close to each other, and if we could only come to 
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trly know oie another we wo1d all get a1on, better. In 

the past, sperstition and ignorance have created many 

falce concepts of ieoDles we had never and probably never 

would meet. This pietre has chanßed considerably in the 

past forty years. 

On an international level, the United :ationo is, in 

effect, the admission that we must learn to know each other 

on the basis of at least tolerant and sympathetic under- 

standin:. And this we are capable of doing. Witness the 

work all over the world of more than 26,000 American 

Protestant and 6,000 Catholic missionaries (1960). Our 

novelists, James Mitchener and Lafcadio iiearn, have por- 

trayed the thinking of the Ltast. In the economic field 

the Italian assirno 3alvadori (76) has attained a true grasp 

of the American economic scene, while the Frenchmen, Andre 

Maurois (56) and Andre 3ie1'ried, have portrayed wIth deep 

understanding the Anieriean social scene. John Fayerweather 

in his book The ìxective Overseas has portrayed the 

manner in which a native of exico reacts to authority as 

compared to an American, and the need for the American 

exective abroad to understand and appreciate how his local 

employees think and react to given business and social 

situations. (26) 

The United tates government and many of our philan- 

thropic aencies and professional associations have become 

i.ncreasin;ly interested in this problem. 
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According to a Iaxwe11 raduate school stidy in 1956 

there were about 100,000 Americans working abroad (not 

including their families and dependents) which in rond 

numbers were distrib:ited as follows: 

34,000 for the U. B. government. 
2.3,000 for religious missionary organizations. 
22,000 for American business enterprises. 
3,000 for international organizations. 
2,000 for ited ;Jtates I.C.A. contracts. 
1,300 for teachers and research cho1ars. 

00 for philanthropic-edicational foundations. 

p1s a few thousand who either work directly for 
forei,n governments or foreign business firms or 

who are self employed in foreign countries. 
Beyond these numbers of regular overseas employ- 
ees, however, there is a large tf1tjng popula- 

tion of Americans from government, b;einees, 

international organizations, and voluntary organ- 

izations who are constantly visiting and working 

in foreign areas on temporary assignments. A 

suggestion of the magnitude of this floating 
population comes from the fact that in the first 

nine months of 1955, 23,432 passports were issued 
or renewed for commercial business and another 
8,491 for civilian government travel. (35, p. 4) 

The end of this dynamic employment of American per- 

sonnol overseac is nowhere in si&ht. A serious beginning 

must be made--and soot--to close the manifest gap between 

the gigantic need for opertipp diplomats of many types 

and the pitifully small pool of trained citizens who can 

perceive, irìdorstand, and communicate with cultures alien 

to the "American way of 11f e.v' 

Many forces are at work on this problem, but thus 

far with little coordination. ':then the question as to 
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"how" Is posed, the answers are as n merois as the ques- 

tions. 

We have observed some of' the work of the United 

Nations and of the Fi1br1,ht grants of mir government 

which has added further aid to that program by passing in 

194g ubiic law o. 2, noi'm a the Smith-Ljndt Act which 

authorized the exchanges between the United Jtates and 

other countrie3 o f stidents , trainees , teachers , profes sors, 

and many kinds of specialized personnel, as well as general 

exchanßes of information, films, books, and publications 

in education, science, and the arts. (80, p. 27) In 1952 

a new agency yac created rithin the Department of tate-- 

the Tiriited )tates International Information Administration 

which resulted in the combination of five service offices, 

con cerned wi th International broadcasting, international 

press, internatIonal motion pictres, international ifor- 
mation centers, and international educational exchan)es. 

These together with CIER (Commission for International 

Educational econtruction) have been donR herculean work 

on this present-day tremendous problem. 

OXER, however, has pointed out that among other things, 

while Americans could gain rauch in understanding of world 

affairs, in the arts, in terms of human values and in in- 

numerable other ways from direct contact with other cul- 

tures that terThncationa]. reconotruction could not and 
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should not, seek to remake the world In the Anierican pat- 

tern.' (30, p. 47-48) 

One of the greatest forces in the development of 

genuine International understand1n has been the growth of 

cultural relations prograns which may be grouped into five 

categories: 

(1) those involving interchange of individuals; 
(2) interchange of groups; 
(3) interchange of materials; 
(4) affiliation between groups, educational 

programs, and communities; and 
(5) projects of varying types not readily 

classifiable, such as those involving 
correspondence, American supported 
institutions abroad, and interchange in 
fine arts. (80, p. 97) 

Dirin! the acade1c year 1951-1952, 31,000 foreign 

students stdiod In the United 3tates and an estimated 

20,000 American students studied abroad. This situation, 

however, is not united to the United $tates for in all 

the universities of Uest Germany large numbers of fore1n 

stdents are listed while in England students have always 

come from ali parts of the world to study in her schools 

of higher learning. Harold 3nyder in his book, When 

Peoo].es 3peak to Peoples, has listed some of the advan- 

tages and disadvantages of such student interchange as 

follows: 

Advantages commonly ascribed to interchan - es of 
individuals: 

1. The objectives of individual study and pur- 
poseful travel are relatively clear and definite, 
as compared with other categories or projects. 
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2e Progr&iis can be more easily tailor-made to 
meet an individual's need3 aId Interests. 

3. The results of individual study are rda- 
tively easy to a:ply po:i return hoie. 

4. The results are easier to evalu.ate by follow- 
Ing progress made by parttcipatIn individua1. 

5. Proprams are often less expensive to ad- 
minister than croup projects. 

6. IndivIduals cari readily be followed up, at 
least by means of personal correspondence. 

T. Closely related to 6, prorarns are likely 
to develop lasting individual contacts. 

Limitations couiinonly ascribed to Interchanges of 
Individuals: 

( 1) IndivIduals can isolate therc1selves more 
easily than groups, sometimes at the expense of 
a sufficient rance of contacts and experiences. 

(2) Individual planning of programs Is more 
tIme-consuming for sponsors. 

(3) Younger visitors, particularly those remain- 
in for a lone time may be weaned away from home 
countries, may be reluctant to retirn home, or 
may fiad readjustment at home difficult. Differ- 
ences in standards of living may create difficil- 
ties. 

(Ai.) upeclalists are likely to devote considerable 
time to studyin techniques which cannot be 
appliect at home because of differiriß condit1o1s. 

(5) Langae difficulties tend to limit study 
abroad by individual Americans largely to English, 
k'rench, German, and ¿panlsh speaking countries. 

(G) Differences in educational patterns coinpil- 
cate academic interchange and may result in 
misfits either in ae or academic level. Loss of 

time in completion of educational proras at 
home is common. (80, p. 93-99) 
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Thus we corne to appreciate the fact that the man who 

would become internationally minded and properly prepared 

to serve his country or business firm abroad must indeed 

be very flexible. This matter of adjustment is not always 

a simple one. 

American firms, in their selection of mer for service 

abroad, should take into consideration three factors: 

(1) the applicant's ed'cation, his technical or orofes- 

sional qualifications, (2) his physical health, (3) his 

personal qualification. If he is married, his wife should 

also he evaluated since the successful adjustment of the 

family as a whole is so important. (6, p. 155-173) 

In preoaring for s. forei career the young American 

has the advantage of living in a country where the ideal 

of a one track system of education is believed in and 

practiced. Educational opportunities are almost unlimited 

for those who arc serious, hardworking, and inte1lient. 

In the fall of 1959 there were 1,952 institutions in the 

agreate Tinited 3tates offering degree-credit proçrams, 

and of these 141 were niverslties and 756 liberal arts 

colleges. (40, p. 3) 'Tot all cive the type of instruction 

best suited for one preparing to work abroad but from 

this 1are croup the yoiin stderit should have no diffi- 
culty in finding a school which can offer a program suit- 
able to his needs. Jane Dstan and 3arbara akanowitsky 
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have recently prepared a two vo1ae st!dy called Traininp 

!ana;ers Abroad which is fll of information concerning 

schools and organizations offering studies desiLned to 

prepare one for service abroad. (19) 

:íany college educators are agreed that they owe it to 

their stidents to prepare them to assume an effective role 

in world affairs. iome even feel this has become a "cen- 

tral and primary mission." (1, p. 1) 

John 7. Gardner of the Carnegie Corporation has 

declared, "All students should have some exposure to world 

affairs." Harlan Cleveland has repeatedly urged the ex- 

posure of "every college student...to the fullest possible 

immersion in a foreign culture, language and all,...as a 

necessary modern supplement to American general education." 

(1, p. 1) ILhere are already many programs making possible 

such exposure. In 1957 some 365 institutions reported 

programs or policies which enabled their undergraduates to 

study abroad during the summer and the bulletin boards of 

many American colleges carry announcements of summer study 

or travel abroad. The Experiment in International Living 

and the Institute of International ducation have been 

particularly active. Thus far the efforts of many schools 

and groups have not been coordinated although our educa- 

tional leaders are working on it (see "Academic Programs 

Abroad; An Exploration of their Assets arid Liabilities," 
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Report of the Conference held at o'int Holyoke College, 

South Hadley, ïass., Jan. 14-16, 1960). (1, p. 2-3) 

All this interest is a comparatively recent develop- 

ment and in consequence American firms who have only 

recently decided to establish plants or connections abroad 

are faced with the problem of supplementing the education 

of their older men who are already exec.tives. To meet 

this need a number of schools offer special training in 

the field of business as lt applies to foreign operations, 

area studies, and langua;es. The Council for International 

Progress in Management Inc. has prepared a 32-page book- 

let (18, p. 1-32) listing the schools giving such courses 

together with a description of the courses offered. As 

of January 1961 these schools were nine in number: 

The American Institute for Forein Trade 

The American University 

Business Council for International Understanding 

Columbia University 

Mexico City College 

Michigan state University 

2llidtown (New York) :.anageinent Center 

New York University 

Syracuse University 

The courses are all short and very adult. Jome of these 

schools inc1de courses for the wives of these executives. 
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As has already been noted, the ability of a man's wife to 

adapt herself to life abroad frequently has a great deal 

to do with her husband's success. (6, p. 155-161) o 

important is this felt to be that the American Institute 

for Foreign Trade offers free instruction in language and 

area studies to the wives of their students. 

Edmund i3esselievre asks, "at has a man's wife to 

do with his going ±nto service abroad?" and then answers, 

Because in foreign countries, her conduct can 
make your work a success or failure. You are 
busy all day, you have your alloted work to do, 
but your wife, for the first few months at least, 
is usually alone. She must make her own friends, 
must carry on her part many times without guid- 
ance.,.She may be the type who clings to old 
associations, who needs companionship, and who 
is not keen enough to evaluate people and choose 
new friends who will help her and her husband to 
&'et the most out of her new life. 

In the United 3tates a wife is the freest of 
individuals. She has many liberties and advan- 
tages that women in other countries do not dream 
of--sometimes do not know exist...Women in many 
countries are still considered the chattels of 
men, unfortunate as it may be and contrary to 
the American mode of life as it is...It is un- 
common in many countries, particularly in Latin 
ones, to find women who have had a college edu- 
cation...They are taught that the most desirable 
achievements for a woman are marriage and mother- 
hood...Personal ambitions or talents are of 
little importance. They are taught that the 
three basic aims in life, the things that should 
occupy all their time, are church, husband, and 
children, with charity thrown in by way of 
diversion. For the free, active American woman, 
accustomed to doing as she pleases and when she 
pleases, to be suddenly cast into this sphere is 
like a blow in the face. (6, p. 155-156) 
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Fier husband Is at this time 1ivin in a quite differ- 
ent world. Ho must be workin and doing business with the 
men who are natives of the country and mst play their 
game their way, and womer are usually not ine1ded. Thus 

his wife has a great deal more adjusting to do than her 
husband, ¿he must pay much niore attention to social 
detail, she must observe rotocol and entertain charmingly 

guests in whom she is not basically iterested. i3he i 
part of the foreign colony and her actiofls iust neither em- 

barrass her husband nor hurt his business. .he must regu- 

late her home affairs and the meal hours to suit the 

customs of the country. She mst work with servants of a 

strange new breed. Usually they do not speak her language 

and their ideas of sanitation or an appropriate combination 

of foods are often diametrically opposed to hers. 
Life in a forei country demands a woman who 
is cairn and adaptable, who can take things in 
her stride, is iot easily ruffled, likes enter- 
ta1nin and meeting new people, and who can 
say goodbye to old friends and is wiulin& to 
observe the seemingly ridiculous social rorms, 
(6, p. 158) 

Some women adjust and as soon as they have learned 

their iraT arond enjoy life abroad but others never adjust, 
and care iothing abo.t even making the effort or helping 

their husbands. Such women short-circuit their husband's 

career abroad and soon return to their native land. 

In work abroad the mutual cooperation of a man and 
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his wife 1 most 1ìiportant. It assists hltn in his climb 

up the "compafly ladder" and brings many rewarth. Uf 

eo.irse the detallo ju3t disca8ed vary from area to area. 

'hile the life and the conditions just recited are common 

to the Latin countries they exiBt in many other lands, 

even to uorae degree in Europe, although life in the Protest- 

ant countries of Northern Europe and the United Kingdom 

are not too different from our om. J3t they are differ- 

e n t. 

It is here that life as an exchane student or even 

living abroad can hel an American girl apjreclate the 

fact that life abroad is different. As yet educators in 

this country have paid scant attention to the edueaton 

of the future wife of the man who will live abroad. Dur- 

in her school years this coulCi be hard to deternine but 

if her education is cultural and social and she is a well 

adjusted person the problGru shold not be too difficult. 

Thoisands of wo:aer 11ìe already made a uccessfu1 adjust- 

ment. The example of the wives of EnElishmon, Germans, 

and other «orth ruropeans nay be of some help, but most 

of all the help of other American wives already experienced 

in and adjusted to life in the area, her own sense of 

hnnor and determination to overcome her narticular ca3e of 

culture shock will save the day and soon she will be help- 

ing other newcomers, just as old timers previously helped 

her. 



CHAPTER VII 

UOW INDI VIDUAL I3USINEL33MEN, THEIR FIRMS AND A3SOCIATIONS 
CAI HFLP IN TrIE PREPARATION OF LOUNG M FOR LERVICE ABROAD 

"How cai businessmen, their flrm3 and associations of 

bus1nemen help in the preparatior of young nen for ser- 

vice abroad?" Jay John dlii in his book orA Corporat.e 

kb1ia ie1at1oa, 'Corporate enterprise ixiust asune its 
fair 3hare o responsibility inì the society that permits 

its rowth--ivin its tLae and iíioney In the support of 

cornnunity progress, education, and other public cases." 
(10, p. 21) 

J-ordon and Howell in their survey of higher education 

for busine33 feel that first hand fam.i1arity with busi- 

ness practice is one of the itìredieuts which make a good 

busines3 teacher although they add this must be conbined 

with largo dores of scholarship aid teaching ability. 
They feel that most faculty nieiiors should have a signifi- 
cant axnouit of responsible bu.3iness experience, whether 

obtained throui an interlude of full tixii? business 

practice or through consi1t1n activity. (38, p. 353) 

i'aturally, the only way they cai obtaii experience throui 
consulting activities is with the cooperation of the busi- 

ness flrrs who employ them. As to the Interlude in busi- 

ness practice, this becomes somewhat more complicated 

when applied to experience obtained in a business activity 
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abroad. Ihis wo1d take a number of years, because of the 

aaditlonal factors Involved in adjusting oneself to the 

life, native language, and business practice abroad before 

one's employer dares permit an employee to hold a position 

of responsibility. If the teacher is to be effective, his 

experience should be on the level of responsible work, 

otherwise he ¿ains only the narrow clerical ontlook. 

1ffective experience takes time. Un the other hand Gordon 

and Howell feel 

The use of for:ner businessmen on a full time 
basis is more debatable. A majority of the 
deans we interviewed doubted the wisdom of an 
extensive reliance on this source of supply and 
we are inclined to acree with them. i3ut certain- 
ly a flexible attitude is necessary...An excep- 
tion should be made, however, for the highly 
qualified business expert who keeps up with the 
latest developments in his field and maintains 
university contacts as a normal part of his 
work. (33, p. 353) 

Then they go on to complain about textbook teachers who 

convey to their students secondhand information that is 

frequently oit of date by the time their students receive 

it. They complain abo Lt the failure of so many business 

school teachers to keep fully abreast of the most recent 

developments in their fields and that in actuality some- 

thiflg akin to an "explosion of knowledge" has been taking 

place. They lainent the lack of research and point out the 

need for increased interest and competence in scholarship. 

They lament that 
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ometimes, lt Is our impression, the i.nivers1ty 
administration ofrers little support to signifi- 
cant 1nproveinents in the business school, whether 
beoase it expects nothing better, or beca;se 
revenue yie1din properties of the school might 
be impaired, or becase more scholarly activity 
might interfere with the service finctions 
which the school is expected to perform for 
influential business groi.ps. (38, p. 355-357) 

Qiite an indictment, yet later they admit that in the 

¡natter of significant research, business firms are likely 

to blaze the way more than business schools. Nowhere in 

their book do I find reference to the extensive work done 

by such organizations as the knerican anagement Associa- 

tion (A.M.A.), the Committee for E'conomic Development 

(c.E.D.), and several other organizations composed of men 

in the management of large business firms and banks. These 

organizations are sponsored and supported by leadin Amer- 

ican business corporations. Their organizations and the 

research departments of their firms are researching con- 

tinuously. The associations publish their findings and 

try to help their nembership in the formation of up-to- 

date and accurate evaluations of current business and 

political situations. An error on the part of the research- 

ers of either a firm's own research department or an organ- 

ization supplying them with information could result in 

the influencing of an opinion by senior exectives, and 

this could contribAte to the making of a decision which 

might prove expensive to their firms. It is obvious that 
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they have to be good. C.E.D. is made up of a group of 200 

corporation executives and university presidents who work 

together to conduct research and formulate recommendations 

on major economic issues, and to sponsor edcation on how 

the American economy operates. 

A.1.A. (American Management Association) has a member- 

ship of 28,000 including a foreign membership of 2,70k. 

Its purpose is 

To increase the effectiveness of individuals and 
companies by finding, developing, and sharing 
better methods of management through programs 
directed at the practical solution of bisiness 
problems, the develooment of the science of 
management, and the improvement of the skills 
of the manager. ihe Association's program in- 

eludes conferences, courses, and workshop for 
executives, an information and library sLrvice, 
and publications. (19, p. 455) 

They publish a monthly paper--anagement News--and maintain 

a Management Information servIce. 

As pointed out earlier, A..A. conducts throughout the 

year a series of three-day seminars and workshops on busi- 

ness topics, national and International, which are attend- 

ed by executives of business and banking firms as well 

as government officials, consultants, and lawyers. Their 

soeakers are top bslness and banking executives, lawyers, 

overnment officials, and university professors. Examples 

of the subjects covered are: investing and licensing 

abroad, doing business in the world's developin countries, 
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bu11din. an 1nterated compensation program for foreign-. 

based emp1oyee, mana1n foreign operatioiis, etc. The 

information gained and interchange of information between 

already experienced and informed executives is tremendous. 

Frequently the meetings are followed by reports or even 

boo;s covering the subject matter discussed. These publi- 

cations form valuable additions to the library of an 

executive and the research department of his firm. 

In 1956 the A..A. set up an International ianaement 

Division (I.M.D.) to meet the needs of Lnited 3tates meni- 

bers concerned with manageElent practices abroad. Since 

its inception approximately 2,000 Unite3 ;3tate business- 

men have participated in I.M.D. conferences, seminars, or ii. 
rhis organization is supported by membership dues 

paid by individuals, companies, uc.iversities, and librar- 

ies and contributes its inva1.ab1e $ervice to American 

bsiness, without rhose support both in money and contri- 

bution of talent it would cease to exist. (19, p. 456) 

Additionally there are many other organizations de- 

signed to bring about cooperation and exchange of informa- 

tion between businessmen and to aid international educa- 

tion. Among these are such or5anizations as 

(1) Business Council for Internatona1 Understand- 

ing founded in ew York 1958 
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(2) Cordell Hull Foundation for International 

Education founded in 1951 in Tennessee 

(3) Council for International Prog,ress in .anae- 
ment founded in 1958 in New york 

(4) Institute of' International Education founded 

in ew York in 1919 

(5) nited states Inter-American Council, Inc., 

founded in New ïork in 1941. 

These movements are not limited to the 7nited 3tates 

as abroad businessmen have sponsored or aided groups 

designed to raise the level of preparation for business 

careers. Two of the most recent are: 

(1) The Carl Dinsber Association founded in 1949 

in Germany 

(2) The Asia i(yokai. CThe ociety for Economic 

Cooperation i:n Asia) founded in 1954 in Tokyo, 

Japan 

here are many others, not to mention the large founda 

tions fo.ndec3 by such business leaders as Rockefeller, 

Ford, Carnegie, and others. 

Jany firms, after hiring young men destined for ser- 

vice in their branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates abroad, 

provide these men with training and specialized education 

before sending them out. 

American bsiness firms are vitally interested as is 
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evidenced by their' own training programs and the large 

sums they epend each year In support of the various 

organizations engaged in trainin of one sort or another. 

Almost all of the large banks and business firms maintain 

research opartments of their own with a highly trained 

staff who fAmish the executives with a steady flow 

of answers to all kinds of problems and who often write 

publications which are furnished free to the public and 

form a valuable contribution to current public information 

in many fields both domestic and foreign. The cooperation 

between these groups and the vario.s business associations 

argues well for the future, while their published findings 

help swell the stream of information flowing into our 

institutions of learning. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SJMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOIENDATIONS 

The world is becoming increasIngly conp1icated and 

the capacity to do its work requires more and more prepara- 

tion. As zeter Drucker has pointed out, 

A abundant arid increasing supply of' highly 
edcated people has become the absolute pre- 
requisite of social and economic developemtn in 

our world. It is rapidly becoming a condition 
of national survival...1he uneducated is fast 
becoming an ec3nomic 1iabi1ty and nprodctive. 
ioc1ety must be an 'ecLicated Society' today-- 
to progress, to brow, even to strvive...This is 

a complete reversal of man's history withii the 
195t fifty years or so. Until t.he twentieth 
century no society co1d afford more than a 
handful of educated people for throighout the 

to be unproductive. 
(17, p. 114-115) 

In Europe adlt education haE nade great progress 

while in the Uniteä t!tes it has, during the last fifteen 

years, been rowing faster than college enrollment. 

Furthermore lt now means advanced education for the al- 

ready highly educated. Some fifty universities in addi- 

tion to a dozen large companies axid professional manaße- 

ment offer advanced management courses to successful men 

In the middle and upper ranks of business. efore Jor1d 

War II, only two such programs existed, both new, and both 

struggling to get students. (17, p. 118) 

Th ..e çrowth of the large corporations and of the new 

management elite together with the increasin demand for 
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enormou3 demand for traiûed men. Productive worc in 

today'3 society ard ecorioiry is an effort tîat applies 

vision, knowledge, and concepts, the kind of work that is 

based or the ninä rather than on the hand. There will, 

therefore, be an evr-rowing demand for such men and as 

this new breed of educated men open up new vistas of know- 

ledge and bsirioss ò,evelopmert the demand for rioro men of 

their type will accelerate. (17, p. 120) This is beinE 

recoEnized the world over, particularly ii ali the advanced 

idustriai countries where both adult ad other types of 

edicatio are heins raade more easily available. Yet there 

still romains in the world huEe areas of illiterae. 
Accordin3 to Ji'iE3CO only a few of the countries of 

the world had at mid-century an illiteracy rate of less 

than ten per cent: Jnited States, Canada, the United 

Kingdom, most of the cointries of 'orthern Europe, France, 

Russia, Japan, Australia and ew Zealand. In forty-ei"ht 

of the larger countries with a combined adult population 

of aboit 880 million between 600 and 640 million are 

illiterate while in fifty-four smaller countries with a 

combined adx1t population of about 20 million, 15 to 16 

million are iliterate. This group of about 615 to 655 

million make up about ninety per cent of the illiterates 

of the world. (86, p. 13) The problem is basic and must 
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be solved before many of their other grave problems of' 

Inequality between people cn bE Et1sfactori1y worked out. 

Creat as the demad i for edue:te. vaen by the 

domestic econoiry of the advanced ìrdustr1a1 countries, 

that segment of' our economy which reeds personnel for 

overseas ervico cenands of their trainees a much hir;her 

degree of education and conipetence. Perhaps I should say, 

education plus. Cf great inportance to each idividua1 

¿soin: abroad s euotioa1 tabi1ity and appreciation and 

knowlede of foreign e 1tres aìid 1anuaCe, toother with 

a great deal of tolerance and ability to et alonS with 

people. 

The educational community i therefore demanding an 

improved educatIonal 1eadeship and machinery for coopora- 

tian both within government auci out6ide the government 

amone; the many American institutions concerned with the 

role of the univers1ty ir world affairs . $oe feel that 

a new private organization hOA1d be created to strengthen 

this phaio of the educational leadership of Aerican 

universit1e and colleges. (71, p. 7) 

3LLt more than this is needed, It i bi job for 

all of ue. The federal government is already doing a 

¿reat deal and is preparing to do raore. Our great private 

fo.ndation aro showing increased &nterest. 

Lu8ineuB raen, whose interest ir the world'e economie 
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futre Is so ret are, and riht1y so, Intensely intor- 

e3ted. F.rthormore te leadlr-' contrIe3 of the world 

face an urgent need to strengthen their own competence and 

abIlity to solve their new problems in world affairs. 

In these efforts busine3s and universities have 
inL.ch in common ad should explore the areas in 
whIch they can cooperato more effectIv1y. In 
oducatin Arnorleans to .rnderstand world forces, 
in training speciali3ts, arid In provid1n in- 
sihts through research, universities perform 
services of high vale to private business 
enterprise . The responsibilities that business 
has acknow1edred toward educatIon in enera1, 
should Include, to a substantially greater 
extent than heretofore, planned and orEanIeci 
support to the universities' ¿rowin Inter- 
national COrdpoflent3. Aa universities make a 
deliberate effort to build themselves up to 
tneet the ducationa1 chal1eie prsentod by 
world affairs, they function not alone hut as 
parts of a web of supporting and cooperating 
non-profit or:anizations whose contributions to 
scholarly achievenent are also vital. (71, 

p. 6-7) 

In the corse of our st dy of the increasingly 

important problem of preparinr. our future businessmen for 

effective and rewarding foreign service we have examined 

in some detail the various educational systems of several 

other countries and how they have developed into what they 

are today. have noted their points of similarity and 

differences and have additionally looked into the elements 

which have led o'r edicational system to Its present 
competence. In the course of our review it would seem 

that neither our own educators nor those abroad are too 

happy nor in fact have they ever been, so the "pot 
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continues to bubble." 

These systems produce the yo men and women who go 

abroad and after they et there have the dual problem of 

adjusting and doing a good job for their employer. Have 

we done our part well? :3ome say yes, others say no, still 

others say maybe, let's wait a while and see. 

Their employers cannot always wait nor can our govern- 

mont in its conditioning of our public to its new oosition 

in the world of international affairs. Thus we have a 

veritable Niagara of effort, m.ch of it still uncoordi- 

nated, some good, some bad, some still being tested. 

Business firms and their associations are constantly 

reviewing, weighing, and re-examining their efforts. In 

their associations and organizations, such as the Amer- 

ican Ianagement Association, they ex11ore these findings, 

exchange ideas, and search out fresh alternatives. 

It is in this field and at these meetins that bsi- 

ness leaders sometimes have the assistance of university 

professors. 

To the teacher of international trade and allied 

fields these meetings can be a veritable mine of inforf1a- 

tion and serve the useful purpose of tearing the teacher 

away from textbook teachin:, of arousing his interest in 

the problems of today, resulting In the bringing of fresh 

ideas into the classroom. 
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The day is coming when some phases of business train- 

Ing will, like medicine and law, take on a profesiona1 

status. Already the field of accountancy, with its pro- 

fessional societies and standards, can be said to be 

professional. There are many levels in bsiness from the 

local service station to the he corporations whose 
policies and acts affect the lives of all of is and whose 

collective action has becorne so powerfl in or present 

day economy. Just as the armed forces are directed by 

highly ethcated men who are constantly going back to one 

or another type of school, so must our large corporations 

be nanaged line and staff by competent men of ability, 

knowledge, and understanci c I belIeve, therefore, that 

this elite of our economic endeavor must set up profes- 

sional standards and live by thera. The preparation for 

this type of responsibility should be on a professional 

level. The schools training these men should appreciate 

this situation and 3et toether with our business leaders 

and their associations in an endeavor to establish "man- 

aeinent" a-s a profession. 

Equally, "overseas mana3ernent" and the even more 

extensive training required for it sho.ild be considered 

as a profession, and the past haphazard preparation chanßed 

into a definite, competent, pre-educational program. 

This then leaves for our consideration th.e very wide 
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field of 8maller firms, supervisory personnel, and the so- 

called "edicated workers" which or new ae of automation 

will require, All these could be considered non-profes- 

sional bsiness executives or workers, for just as an arny 

has and needs many generals, it also úeeds many majors, 

captains, and lesser officers. 

The problem of illiteracy In the underdeveloped coun- 

tries to which so many of our younp. men train1nF for 
foreipn servIce in business rill o is of especial inter- 

est. This, however, creates several problems. One of the 

most urent and not the least important awaitin our con- 

sideration is how will the rew educational programs be 

paid for. 0bviosly, the United 3tates cannot finance the 

whole world. "Jays must he developed for each country to 

help itself for this is the only kind of help that is 

truly endurIng. 

In the April 8, 1961, Issue of Business ek lt was 

reported that Janlo Oiiadros, the new President of Brazil, 

was deeply concerned with this and other problens and he 

considered some of the main social ills of Brszil as: 

(1) A weak sense of social responsibility amon, 
the upper classes, which use the public treasìry 
for private gain, dod,e taxes, and profiteer. 

(2) A near feudal land system that keeps tho - 

sands on thousands on meager wages and off the 
marlet for all but the barest necessities of 
life. 
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(3) A stixna attached to work. As Quadros puts 
it, 'unfortmateiy there are persons amone us 
who doiYt want to work and are even proud 01' it.' 
(4) A costly and inefficient bureaucracy result- 
Ing from the use of public fnds for welfare 
purposes and a belief that government must solve 
all problems. 

(5) Living beyond one's means. Many Brazilians 
are impatient for the good things of life but 
are not always willing, to work for them. 

(6) An educational system that has permitted 
sixty per cent of the population to be illiterate. 
(70, p. 84) 

This summation could easily ap1y to all Latin Amer- 

ican and indeed to other countries ali over the world who 

are just entering the industrial phase of development 

and are 1ookin to us for help. The efforts of Prner1can 

business abroad can assist in this, but fundamentally the 

peoples themselves must do it. Pnerican firms abroad can, 

however, train their local employees and teach them good 

work habits. Our young Americans ßoing abroad will become 

a part of this program. Already Michigan State ìniversity, 

Colle)e of Business and P .. 2bilc Service, under an I.C.A. 

contract has had an active excharwe of professors with 

various universities of Brazil. Furthermore graduate 

students from the 3ao Paulo 3chool of Business Administra- 

tion have attended Michigan Jtate Jniversity to complete 

their masters degrees and to develop research methodolopy. 

Under its I.C.A. contract with £'scola de Ad.ministracao 

Empressas de îao Paulo the university adninisters a 
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special corsc 1ven at the school for Latin Arrierican 

executives in upper rnanapement. Called the Curso Intensivo 

de Admntstradore (intensive xc.tive ianagetient Prorarn) 

the eorse 1a3t thirteen weeks, is offered two or three 

times yearlj , and ir attended by over 100 executives 

anna1iy from Latin Arnerica;i arid U. 3. fIrms operating in 

brazil. The teacher3 are professors from Michigan state 
University and Brazilian professors trained in the Tinited 

3tates. Beinnin 1960 the Escola de Administracao 

Empressas de Jao Pai10 also plans to send students for 

post graduate work to the Ecole Nationale d'Administra- 

tien Public in Paris. (19, p. 294, 353) 

This, however, has to be handled with great care as 

(i) No agency or institution, American or 
foreign should send forein students to the 
United tates without careful planning. There 
IS no assurance that anything beneficial will 
conic of it unless it is inte1liently done... 

(2) Utdent.s cominci, to this country should be 
carefully selected at the point of origin. It 
is unfair to the student to send hiiii nere if ie 
is incompetent to carry through the educational 
program he Lhinlce he wants, or is wholly unpro- 
pared for the experience In other ways. 

(3) Foreigr students should be 1nte1lient1y 
advised, so that they end up in the institution 
that is ri3ht for them, in a program that fills 
their needs. 

(4) Every college or university which receives 
foreign tudent should help them to adjust to 
their new environment. iany campuses have 
appointed foreiín stdent advisors, but most 
of these advisors are overworked and cannot pos- 
sibly do all they raiçtht wish. (11, p. 9) 
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On the other hand American stidents oin abroad 

should have help as it is apparent many go abroad with 

verr hazr ideas as to what is expected of them or indeed 

if they are properly prepared, and just what is proper 

preparation. $ince the i1iddle Ages (with a few lapses) 

the world of the universities has been a world without 

boundaries . cholars have rìoved from co intry to ccntry 
flndir themselves at home with their feliöw schola..rs 

wherever they met them. Yet it is startlirp to discover 

how casual and ineffective most international scholarly 

communicatIon is. Exchange professorships are still rare. 

International conferences are usually poorly manaed, 

ovorbrdened with aet speeches, paralyzed by language 

barriers, and confusing to the participants. Often at 

such gatherIngs the delegates from the United States are 

there without financial support from our government and we 

are represented by someone who happens to be traveling 

abroad. at the time. (11, p io) that a curious situation 

t'or a country such as oars, that spends money so freely 

on so rany things. 

The hor is late arid much needs to be done--quickly! 

As we have noted, local ciltres, history and circuin- 

stances have produced a variety of school systems makln 

evaluation, as between contries, most diffic nit and for 

sorne isternationaily minded st.idents most unfair. 
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Oir immediate problem i then to begin an active 
cìvaluation followed by cooperative specific action on a 

nixiber of ation3 which in thiß thesis have been 

summarized and discussed in sorne detail, 
1. Closer coot'eration between educational author- 

itie thro.;hout the world. 

This requires: 

a. A great deal more attention by Americans to 

foreign ianßuages, partleilarly French, German, 

anih and Portiuese, as well as some attention to 

th' lesser known languages. 

b. A. better basic feeling for and appreciation 
of the various cultures of the world to be jained 

through study if possible or et least through ex- 

tended reading of history and anthropology. In 

England dring the nineteenth century this could be 

acconplished in a very general way by continuous 

readiflg o a popular magazine celled the Penny nag- 

azine which was published by the ;3ociet for the 

Diffusion of Useful nowledge and sonsored by 

leadin3 Fnglishmen. (66) I suggest that such a 

publication could be sponsored by a croup of leading 

Anerican educators. 

2. 3tIl more assistance by our government and the 

leadin: fo nds.tions. 
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3. The largo corporations doing business abroad, as 

a matter of firm policy and good public relations should 

give more aid, and without business "strings," to assist 

in the financing of better international education and the 

exchange of both professors and sttdents. 

4. whenever possible a young man planning to go into 

foreign service, either government or business, should do 

some study abroad. If he cannot afford it, help should be 
available, possibly from a joint fund set up by government 

and private sources. 

5. Herculian efforts should be made to eradicate 

illiteracy everywhere. 

6. A considerable volume of missionary work, educa- 

tion, and perhaps stern political measures should be taken 

by the individual countries to pull their citizens out of 

the social morass President uadros of Brazil has attri- 

buted to some of h12 fellow-countrymen. The problem then 

becomes--can they reform themselves? Here we can help 

by education and example, possibly by withholding help 

or other devices ntil they "see the light," for if they 

do not, there is ample indication that other "forces" will. 

7. Encourage all countries to put their educational 

system on the one-track basis with higher education for 

the scholarly 'elite" not the social "elite." 

3. Pit on a professional basic, (and coincidentally 
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secure the unqualified cooperation of the business world,) 

both manaçement and foreign service for business executives. 

9. Pit the study of forei;n lanßuaos back into its 

riEhtf ul place in American education. 

10. york out a closer relationship between manage- 

ment elite and their associations and the universities and 

institutions of higher odcation throughout the land. 
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